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.
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A^^t3%<Xu4Lf. /oX-dti^ CA^^icxi^ i>*L

^ C^ ^ TJx^lZ, S^os ,

J?At S^O s M^ip<tC

ZJu^/l' tAT'Ai^XtA4 C^i/iA-^Xu^t^t^ Ci»\M^

ct^L4^i^^^ZjlU6 ^ td'

/t^>C— 'T^€^<A.irlAU$ . 3li4ht/lt/^uie>^ J (A/^^-d£A^ ZLc^ ^sfce<X
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VLtAX^ (A AXaUx^ :
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^

'fi'^>uAX C^U%t/V€^iu4 lAi/ Z^ZaL PV9Z T^

Prutti-^ ciV ^Vt4A/“^i^t' . ^A3%M^ux4.dX C^ ^
{x3t.

huct^n^ 'S-cc^ sn^fU^A^ t^ ^Ue/v .

fiotuA^A^ a^ 4n/ TSPM cJ%4^^^c4tsA

^ini^tdU-lx . Jhirxt. (^sii>& ytxMtZ^
^

yntiX' ^ xJtAdX cZZ cc Zt^ivC u><tA^xd^

3^ zk$^ OAJl. C^(Ad^4xZ (3i^^ C'i/i'icX*3i^ £i''^A^J^€4AX. cZ

Ce^'iidl *^-C UAA^ ^=kJ 'CA/AAidAuct^ XkdA*t.
. (jJadl^ixrt^

7t<Mr«- a-tss- -Z^Xac (^A4f^AV TSPM

ck44A<L ^aaUa^ tAx^ caXu^ h^ to oa^

C&ViZ^xdt6 ariZUi. ''^pAiX^nudvo CUxJL CUtAtdAX

vnAX^AAnxA^iAAjiA .

CiXdA^A^^Ai^ C^ AJLXdAtt. ftip/^rvt. CJtApxdC
,

tJlL PuJ/^AC^ ^ ^€A4A<Xff’ A?ti/tCOiX CA% yS Oa^aL



Cj^o^y4i^ a. .^tcZJ^ u/AciL

^ cLsut^eU A/UCl^l/^ ct^Z^ tkjC lir

d>t/ 0X^Vt^^C4U<^ , Q''^'^\4.Ct^lutt^ XZv^4^ CaT'A^

aZli'*^ tkju TSPAf ckuA^Juu, UlvL^ Bum^u>c cZ p^^/^iZ<x<4dii^

CfxtiAf-^itC tAV ^'uX ^

A£CS^iXv0H^ ^ fiUZui

%Le4A^ A^xtitn^ ^ Ccrrn^'yni^^f^c^^^ ^ 'Aou.^

yfltcXi^ft^' jtjCCi,clt''X4> c^ ’t'^4‘44^ CaZaZ^ C04AA- A-zX^litS^

d^CtA^ ZAjL- Hu/tt'CHC CyiU^Z<4M^ £/xZ£>'n^iv^l^

OIimH^L (A4<Ci£^ a ^
'^^X' *

J^o not cr^amje ct churok cot^kjo^ 'fhA- s

aj^prov&l ^

' Faca^T ~for a^pro^^ •
txobod^ shtulJ

Sapf/^e^
.

T^€> not hau^ cofitads vot'fh 'foreign r^l^ptous bodies

or bu^ book 'from o^ broad. X/ioialots urZ( Jbe. prosecuted

.

^
• Do not print or reprodtice B)l>}es or ofh&T rB^lt^tous

books {^\thouK approyol.

Do not iTairel from commute to commune to spre^

rclt'^uton

(>.

!^e^ reh'^ioy^ to ^oarsdfi.

Do tnot pf^o^ c/a^ ,
^omdct^s

.

Do not < Cohtrey rekyious -tkou^hfs to pe^rsons u»^der

' *•> - -' 4 *.. n'tfi ;.' . ^'.,- " ‘,- -

.TV.*’^i*S'^^''
’‘''
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/<F years o~f .

Do /H>t SoUctf con-fribHtions {or -the. f>romof*iry erf

religion, /ncre^)nj b^lteA/ers burden^.

^ C/mncK clxurok T^^dojj
^
Vot^-^/

OX (K gn^inXj Cory\^^rru^v%^ 'fk<^ T5PM CCC

/ f- ^ ,
t'Lc. c^Lu^ ^ iXc

fltlfgXon^ Qu^u^tM. / OkiX^ JUia^'Sk^^ urtt^ c*^mXUU.

t&^ Aft£.4iJv . Ci) iA.;i44^ ,
tLc ^^ifte^ck ZitxfeX loUA.

u^fCiUX fto4r^i4A. .
Cc^tirt c\A.tC<Xy<^ yn^fotaXoA e^f tAc

ultx^c - ^ OkIUoL 0yv ^d^XcMTiii to u^uXe ov<XL Vlu

U^i<XivX^ hv4^4^ Vkc Coi^t-uA^Xo^^ o^ CAc y0^oo<i^X4Z

. Jo nJ.s^tie<X a^%Ji pn^l£<X {ntcX^*n.

»

X^cta^ atiiTtufs to^umnA /teXig^t^^ ^

CkXa^ ,
tkt. u> lo en.f<rvc^

*• ** *’

x4x^ uXttX cXi^ . ( ^ V 6. ^

Jt /VLtrCaUJi tXt pKAJU rXUCuAftc of t4tc

AtXJy^ ,
tkt AJi^ n>XUX TSPM

CxamL /?A^ t>%rtVL 'jonAft^X to en>x.^<UiA^ oCs rt^IuoX. <XX£X

.

UOkoX ca^ 0^ tAy-^OV cXoco'X^^fX pJuAPApmU4^ ?

CyoynAAt^ to co c^'<X'*^sXoru Xo C tAA /IZaX^JL tXx,

QXtA4%iat^ CornAnAi^oxXZ^ cdM-oto-g^oX i/<€Mr^vio^A%do K.StX'oXZ

AjL^X^i^m. cu%M tAc CoyX^'''XCu^^ of tJ\4An^ aXXHMXt.

OaAL jtoXi^ to" •

ClxXuAA^ C0yn^Hx44AiAXt Po^t^ ^yOAHcc^ eXh (/^^aMXUo^

aocr^XuL ^ tXo
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U^A-UZ) tUZC it a C^ tt>e<ynm. ‘^•***^

U ^XfM^ tJu, ,
C<UL ^

t& cku^ 'fZtL- ,
-Z^e^ '^'l-in^ ~^Zc

cUm io4ZcL >A riMdAJ- /u^ a-oLt^
\

^ Ztitt/l^ . OC P l^nAAZt^ tktZ 'tk'i-»t*.^ ACyU’'f*’<A^

aur*AtHAJ^ Cd*i~CAZ^ , ma^yrA t-i^AAt

AxZZ^Zryy wZLl cUiAf*pjLM^ XAu, ^

tkt aaocaJ^ o^*ul ^ A£.L.^Z,^ aZM.

£-XO^ ^rul^jyv^ iv-iit> aJUU, Zc. a-Vis>y*yt^ ^ CArtAZt^Z i*JfZ

tty>n. .
^^CC. P j cCcA^amd tA ~lLc cZ-<ilZ ef-

yiUCyt^ " JkjL (M^nnv^ C CR
,

^Vv-

T/tt
" yvdyruJ. cUaZL ef yu>C^^ " Txtil to

ty- chZUoy^ oUa^ ttuU^
,

^
jXtAAt^c-i*Z*o*^ CLuaZam^ .

/iuC'L tluAt^ ^tatvoZ^td

tKio^tyi'Oyyt zAt. CA'xyyyty- '-p>cr*^ /fJ"7 tilC /'J'7^. CChi^
/\JP

J

* I

y
'^A^ /to.JZcZU t^f^AA. ^<iA*4AZiluZexL -tr^ tAc, yti^otixA^Uee a^Zt^

H fly
CcF^

<yf /u.Uf^ '~6coa^ y^^4>M^4UL ^ J u>4XL . dkx, P

tAyfvi^'cL ^ y^£X^k^ C tryHAfPt^^t^

o^4i>^^AxtziCn,t/%dk^ Okx^ C'tt-C^

y2y^-tCoCto t ix. (x^'^u&^xAx^aX^ ^
i»

0lut^ AiA<e^ Ct<^ZAZiXyUX^

'^-^t<4rtt^ Ct^ /t<wc- '^eldif^dx^ d£Xi\/u^

ta -tkuA. >n^vJUt neUXJovxA a-unxAZ, tLoX
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Co ^ or^ CcUa^ t4^

o^c^c^u»>v • O^fi^o yia^-fa f'CCtc

^ R/^B
^

• ReX<Jt^ (Jic

iC^ . /^U^^v<f^ iCi AU<p/A4>^^^ ,

'“(-t^ /lAAp£^)yOXCZiA^ CO

/i/A‘^.1^ ^4^ yTVtP^fJ^ /le^^ ^SA^XhuaC^
^

Bu4?LJaO^ ^tJuXy "‘^-e^tks tL^ a, i^r>t^

ccvji a^ c^rt^ vkc

yn&^ coM^niaxR) . £^}cclu ito AiA>rt^t*^,'^L^o^

Ci.^xX'VtAXCO
^

/XxCtct^to fi^yifC ,

OIuajlIt^ 'tke^ /ttoZifn^^
^
cC'C^c^t^ 0^ zi%4^ TSPM

"C'ViX yuv^ %^<jC cc<y^ ^ttu^ hxc^

Cto
**

rv^ctn^i^ dc^CtA. . (^aCc CkyuAXJi^^ C/to /u^^

^ CiTtyy^^Aci^

cnJuUdX/ CCvdotCmvo /XcCc^^C^^ c«Z<And^

ad '^fc^mjL ^ <^x.Zi^t^/w<Mro . '^td UAtU/t-

i^rki^ tIu^ iaxIxC e^ CU^uxt C^oAxt-

cnli^rcrO-n^tfrv ^ ^i/tAi^iCa.^ C Cia»^axC

>>vt^^'t4tn^t^^ CC*xd cJ%44/\,cAao ,

CC'Kdcca. U6 A C^AiArci4A%*^
^

^<ytAAlXAO<^^

duta.t0^i^A^ Ctry^-otilMd^ tki '^Ttdl, C^^>*%A^n4AXy^

/It^^AnA^ Un^UyCBk urJxCcA ttP (^X^OAd^^iZ^Am. CA^^l£^%idA^n^

C^udZtuZj^ ox^ 'A-t xiX&v>^xL to- B'jciCod. iA-itA-^^tX tAt

"I ,

PcA^ , zJdtx. Co .
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/Vv^ • Xl*-^Z ^AtxC.

^ 4^ T^PM tZc £c^L^Un/o 0^—tJt0tH^
’
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&Zr^^'U4d^ Za^cJlu^ ^ ,G.C,P, orfuy nti/^

cL>lte^^^ie%^t%^ ?V X^lvt . GZC/t^^^Zv
^
T^P^
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REPORT CF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

in the

PEOPLES' REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Glenn S. Fuller - Pacific Delight Tour, September 7-30, 198^

Gathered from:

G. Thompson BROWN - The Christian Church in Communist China - I983

and four interviews

:

The Rev. Sun Yan Li, Senior Pastor, MuEn Church, Shanghai.

The Rev. Shen Yi Fan, former Community Church, Shanghai

.

The Rev. IV!o Ru Xi , Assoc. Dean of Students,
Nanjing Theological Seminary, Nanjing.

The Rev. Yin Ji Zeng, Sr. Pastor, Rice Market Street Christian
Church, Beijing.

•K- * * * * * *

The Church in Shanghai in Context :

There are three million Protestants and three million Roman Catholics
in China.

There are eighteen Protestant and eighteen Roman Catholic churches
in Shanghai.

Mu-Sn Church was built as Trinity Methodist Church in 1919 and
became the Moore P/Iemorial Methodist Church (M.S. Church South) in the
thirties, with a large membership, three services on Sunday, drama
program, and an extensive social service program that included kinder-
garten, well-baby clinic, English classes, vocational classes, youth
and women's groups, which I remember as a boy. In fact, it was the
vitality and the relevance of this church's total ministry that deep-
ened my call to the ministry. To celebrate their fifth anniversary of
opening, the government turned over the educational buildings, which
had been used as a Middle School, to the church organization in 1984.

Nanjing Theological Seminary :

There had been I3 Theological Seminaries in China before the
Communist takeover in 1949. In 1953 they all united in Beijing, and
in 1961 they telescoped their services into a single seminary, this
one in Nanjing. During the Cultural Revolution and a few years after,
there was no theological education in China - 1966 to the spring of
1981. Easter I981 Nanjing Theological Seminary opened with a handful
of students, and today counts 185 in her student-body . Seminaries have
since opened in Fuzhou, Beijing, Chengtu and Shenyang. They expect
to have ten theoxogical seminaries open by I987.

Cultural Revolution and thereafter ;

All churches and seminaries were closed from 1966 - 1979* The
church property was taken by the government and used for schools or
assembly halls. Pastors went to work in factories in the city or were
sent out into the country.

On September 2, 1979» the first Protestant and the first Roman
Catholic churches were re-opened in Shanghai. During the Cultural
Revolution the Church went undera:round and met in homes. Graduallv

I
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the government returned the church properties.

Nan.jing Theological Seminary buildings ;

Energy, construction, vitality describe the Seminary on Saturday
afternoon. The main classroom building was returned to the Seminary
in 1979* By March 1984 a three story doJ^fliitory was completed, which
we visited. Under construction was a third building which will house
the student dining hall and the assembly hall.

Theological Courses of Nan.jing Theological Seminary;

A. The major course is a four-year program after graduation from middle
school. It is comparable to our B. S. in religion. Courses include
Old and New Testament, Church History, Systematic Theology, English,
Greek or Hebrew as optional, Worship and Preaching, Chinese Christian
Art and Music, and Chinese philosophy and religion. Men and women
are ordained at the conclusion of this course and sent to the churches.

B. A two-year course covering a portion of the material so as to provide
pastors more quickly to the ever-growing churches. Some of these
students go on for the four years.

C. A graduate course in theology that follows a university education.
These students graduate with a B. D. At present there are eleven
such students.

D. A correspondence course in Bible, theology, worship, church history
for laity, which has grown to 40,000 subscribers

o

Theology and Women ;

Not unlike the United States and elsewhere in the church, there is
a feminization of theology. One-third of the student body of N. T. S.
are women. One of the five pastors of the Mo-En Church is a woman,
and they are filling an increasing number of pulpits.

Christianity and the Arts :

A new hymnal has just been published by the Chinese Church. NTS
has a course in Christianity and the arts taught by a very gifted
Chinese artist (whom we met) where not only appreciation but creativity
is encouraged.

The Student Body of Nanjing Theological Seminary ;

There are 185 students in residence, one-third of them women. They
come from 27 provinces, plus two Korean students from Manchuria and one
student from the Tung minority. They develop their own worship service
once a month, and attend the Chinese service across the avenue on the
other three Sundays. They have a number of interest groups: theological
discussion, English conversation, stamp collecting, photography, shadow
boxing and others.

Evangelism and Bibles:

A program of evangelism is continuing as a response to the questions
and yearnings of people. Mo-En Church has had 600 converts in five
years, and the other Protestant Church has had 500 in three and a half
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years. A new edition of the Bible has been published and 1» 350 *000

have been distributed. Chinese do not want English or Chinese Bibles
that have been printed overseas.

Why the Church is Growing in China :

1. Dis-illusionment with doctrinaire communism, particularly after
the Cultural Revolution.

2. Dis-enchantment with materialism.

3. Dis-engagement from Western influence for a period of forty years,
so Chinese feel that they have a truly indigenous church.

4. Curiosity about the religion.

5 . The life-style of Christian people in all walks of life whose
life-habits, relationships and attitudes are congruent wi thcht'istian
values - they practice what they believe and impress others.

Chinese Christian Theology ;

Curriculum, Scriptures, worship are not dissimilar from those of
seminaries and churches anywhere else. There is a desire to develop
an indigenous theology on the principles of self-government, self-
support and self-propagation.

What We Can Do :

Prayers and visits of Westerners are welcomed. There is an ex-
change professorship between Nanjing and Toronto. Bibles and money are
definitely not wanted.

Nanjing Theological Seminary Library :

The one thing that the seminary in Nanjing would like is books
for her library. As soon as I reach home I will contact the Committee
on Higher Education for Asia, which has been in regular contact with
NTS, to work out a way to supplement their library.

If any of you feel that you would like to contribute money to

this project, please make out your checks to me personally. I will
report to the Committee on Higher Education and let you know what books
will be purchased and how they will be sent.

Glenn S. Fuller
1027 Hollyburne Ave

.

Menlo Park, CA. 94025
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The Priority

is Grace

By CHARLES HAMMOND

I was pleased, encouraged and in

agreement with Roger Hull's plea for the

priority of evangelism {Outlook, April 4 ).

Three years ago I had told the UPC Gen-

eral Assembly that this was the most Im-

portant issue facing the church, but

somehow 1 am uncomfortable with my
own enthusiasm.

Then, this week, I reviewed a docu-

ment that, among many other matters,

wants the General Assembly to declare

that racial justice is the highest priority

for the church, overriding any other po

tentially conflicting goals.

All of this comes while I work in a

presbytery with an active Peacemaking

Task Force, which has just approved a

Center for Reconciliation with the Soviet

Union and would, if asked, 1 am sure, say

that the highest priority of the church is

the end of the nuclear armaments race. 1

don’t feel comfortable with any of these

goals as the “highest” priority.

Then Easter came and I realized why I

was uncomfortable. It is not my reaction-

ary politics or my limited view of the

needs of the church or my old school hesi-

tation about enthusiasm. Rather, there Is

good theological reason for believing that

all of the above are Inadequate, if nut

heretical, suggested priorities.

All of these goals, take as the first aim

the church's response in discipleship to

a need created by human sin. They all

are attempts to take sin seriously. That

is exactly the problem. They take sin too

seriously. Grace is the serious matter, as

Easter so expresses in our celebration.

Grace Is the form In which God's triumph

is exploded into the world. Grace Is the

word which defines the gift of God to us

in a sin-laden world.

The priorities commonly suggested for

the church forget that sin Is not first, but

grace. To emphasize any particular sin —
personal, church-wide, social, societal,

systemic — is to set aside the primacy of

grace. It Is to take sin so seriously that

we therefore offer no real help against

sin and its oppression.

All oppression is ultimately related to

sin and freedom/liberation cannot come

MR. HAMMOND i$ executive pretbpter,

Presbyteiy of Wabash Valley {Id.) and

was moderator of the 1980 UPC General

Assembly.

In any ultimate sense through our chang-

ing the contexts of human sin. It comes

only through the radical discontinuity of

God's grace. God's grace will result in the

response of the church's discipleship. ex-

pressed in changing behavior in the

world, but that's not the priority.

^ Bishop K.II. Ting, president of the

China Christian Council and the Union

Theological Seminary in Nanjing, ex-

pressed well my concern in an article in

ihe monthly newsletter on evangelism of

the World C/Ouncil of Churches (March

1983). The bishop wrote from his situa-

tion in China:

We are humbled and feel inspired

by Christians in other countries

who give themselves to the cause

of the people's social and political

liberation. We have great admira-

tion and respect for the epistemolo-

gy and hermeneutics of praxis and

for the Christological insights they,

out of their struggle, offer us. In

their upholding the Egypt/Exodus

motif and in their stand against de-

velopmentalism and reformism and

for efficacious love and basic struc-

tural change of society, we grate-

fully and penitently see something

of what we Christians in China

ought to have been like in our pre-

liberation days. It would be a bad

oversimplification to depict Chinese

Christians as standing in opposition

to the liberation theology of our fel-

low Christians of Latin America.

But, from our situation, we have to

say that the message we have re-

ceived from God and have to trans-

mit centers on reconciliation in Je-

sus Christ between God and man.

We think It Is a message just as

valid in our post liberation stage of

history as it is anywhere else.

“Thou has put a restlessness In our

heart, so that we find no rest until

we find it in thee” — that yearning

for rest in God Is something no po-

litical and social liberation can ob-

literate. The contradiction between

rich and poor is an utterly import-

tant one which a Christian can ig-

nore in the name of unity and re

conciliation only to the deadening

of the ethical conscience; but to

make that the focus of the good

news or the theme of Christian

theology seems to us a rolatlvlza-

tion of the biblical revelation and a

departure from the totality of the

historical tradition of the church.

There is also the danger of absolut-

izing the revolutionary justice of

the poor just on account of their

being poor, which we knew some-

thing of from the ultra leftism of

the cultural revolution in China.

The priority is what comes first, and I

would suggest that what the church is es-

sentially about, what the reunited

church will need to begin to face (the is-

sues that Mr. Hull highlights), what we

will all need to be the Church, is to re-

member what comes first.

Grace comes first, giving begins with

receiving; praise, prayer and doxology

are the priorities. Then we can put our

discipleship and response in perspective

and be delivered from the political battles

of who can get the most support to battle

which sin.

Redressing

A Past Injustice

“The 26th anniversary of the founding

of the United Church of Christ in Japan

(Kyodan) was celebrated in October 1966.

The serious concern for us now is the

Kyodun of tomorrow. Taking this as our

theme, we prayed and reflected on the

resposibility the Kyodan bears toward

the future of Japan and the world. It was

indeed on this very occasion that we
freshly realized yet again the mistake we
committed at the time of our formation

and during the following war years. We
therefore, seek the mercy of our Lord

and the forgiveness of our neighbors. .

"In those years, the Japanese govern-

ment, out of the imperative of waging

war, demanded as a matter of national

policy that religious bodies be consoli-

dated and cooperate with the war effort.

. . . The church leaders of the time, taking

advantage of this demand by the govern-

ment, entered into church union, where-

t>y the Kyodan was formed—
“The church os 'the light of the world’

and as 'the salt of the earth' should not

have aligned itself with the militaristic

purpose of the government. Love of

country should, rather, have led Chris-

tians to exercise a rightful judgment,

based on Christian conscience, toward

the course our nation pursued. However,

we issued a statement at home and

abroad In which we approved of and sup-

ported that war, and encouraged prayers

for victory—
"Indeed, even as our country commit-

ted errors we, as a chuKh, sinned with

her. We neglected to perform our mission

as a 'watchman.' Now, with deep pain in

our hearts, we confess our sin and ask

the Lord for forgiveness. We also seek

the forgiveness of the people of all na-

THE PRESBYTERIAN OUTLOOK6
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bnt profess Christianity ontwardly, and observe a certain set of
CJinstiao or ecclesiastical nsages.'’

I am sure tbat noue of us can contemplate this fact—that for
centimes th^e were missionaries in China propagating the Christian
iaith and with some degree of success, but that now there is nothin^-
left but this stone to show that they were here at all—withoutsome feeling of disappointment. Let us learn from their mistakes
and. placing no reliauce in kings and princes, go on to place the
foimdations of the Church in the hearts of this people; let us seek,
not to make formal proselytes to a dead doctrine hut to implant
a ivmg faith in the heart, and whether dynasties rise or fall we
shall be sore that our work will stand.

God and Man in the Chinese Classics.

BY REV. J. c. HOARE, NINGPO.

(Cm\cluded from page 210. Translations from lectures.)

Dissertation on the Gods.

SROM what has been written above it is evident that the ancients
acknowledged the esistence of gods, and that they governed
all things : but that, being in ignorance of the one God the

Creator of all things, they fell into the error of worshipping at one
time the Host of the gods, at another one heaveuly ruler, whom
they termed the Higli Sovereign, at another all the gods and demons
above and below under the title of Imperial Heaven and Ruler
Earth. They thus wandered very far from the truth.

The refutation of the false doctrines coucerniug the gods which
we have found in the Classics is not difficult. It will be sufficient to
adduce three arguments for the purpose.

1. For the existence of all, or any, of the demons and gods
mentioned in the Classics, there is not a title of evidence. Bv an
inquiry into the origin of all tilings we are forced to achnowled-e
the existence of a Divine Creator : from observation of the order
and laws of the universe we see that there must be a Divine Ruler •

the universal consent of the consciences of mankind also proves that
there is a God; but as to the plurality of gods not only is there no
evidence, but on the contrary it is easy to show that there is but one
God. The evidence for this will be found under the next two heads.

2. Plurality of gods implies plurality of wills aud plurality
of governments, which must lead to coufusion aud disturb the
orderly course of nature. For instance, we have seen above that

1895.] GOD AND MAN IN THE CHINESE CLASSICS. 261

Heaven, the gods and genii above and below, the divine ancestors

the Hi-h Sovereign, all have the power of reward and pumshtnent

atibnted to them. Is it possible then that there should not be

infinite confusion in the matter of reward and punishment ? Agaii^^^

we have seeu that Heaven, the High Sovereign, the demons and

.ods the divine ancestors, all have the power of appointing and

deposing kings, of producing good kings and destroying had ones

Now supposing that one god wishes to raise one man to the throne

another god wishes to raise another man to the throne, what

is to happen? Again, we read that Heaven
|

rnlers to help the High Sovereign ;
but supposing that the Hi^,

Sovereign did not want the rulers whom Heaven raised up, but

preferred the help of some other men, what would happen then .

A.^ain it is writtL that the gods of the hills and streams fertilize

tlfe earth. But what if the Ancestor of husbandry wanted sunshine

and not rain ;
or the gods of the hills and streams wanted sunshine,

when the Ancestor of husbandry desired ram. Moreover it is

written that the Ideas of the Hsia, Song and Chow dynasties and

so on through the succeeding dynasties, have all become divine

rulers, and govern the nSairs of the empire. Now^ the Tsing dynasty

• hated the Chow, the Han detested the Tsing, etc.; if then all the mgs

of the twenty-two dynasties are now divine rulers, how is it possible to

• expect unanimity amongst them ? Surely confusion must be the

result of their government. Jt is indeed often argued that these gods

are like the officials on earth, and are divided into grades and that

each one has his own sphere of government assigned to him, and

need not interfere with the functions of another god, so that, even

if they be not unanimous, there is no necessity for confusion.

But apart from the fact that we have seen that they exercise

similar fniictious, if we press the comparison further it is easy to

show that amongst the officials on earth there are always some who

- lack fidelity, who oppose the emperor and cause rebellion ; so that

even in the best ordered empire there are sure to be some who defy

the law, aud in the course of years it is certain that there will be

serious trouble and confusion. So that the very illustration which

our opponents adduce may be used agamst them to show that the

co-existence of many gods is impossible.

3 Holy Scripture conclusively proves that the teaching or the

Classics concerning the gods is utterly false. In the time of the

Chow dynasty, David king of Israel, being inspired by the Holy

Spirit wrote, “All the gods of the peoples are things of nought, but

Jehovah made the heaven” (Psa. xevi. 5). Again the Apostle Paul in

the time of the Han dynasty wrote, “There is none other God but one.

For though there be that are called gods, whether in heaven or in
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ENTREPRENEUR Zhang Jibing stresses service and quality products—rare in China—at Peking’s Tianqiao department store.

The independent manager has issued stock to employes and the state, which holds control, and deals directly with factories.

CHINA
NEW LONG MARCH, NEW REVOLUTION

Peking

When schools closed during the cha-

otic "cultural revolution," young Zhang
Xiaobin was packed off to remote Yen-

an. the hardscrabble region where Mao
Tse-tung's Communist government was

born. Today, at 34, he heads China
Venturetech, the country's first venture-

capitalfirm.

For a decade. Shanghai farmer Xu
Guoqi eked out a living as a laborer

after Red Guards denounced his father

for growing flowers and seized his land.

Now, Xu has become rich in the flower

business, reveling in a two-story home
with refrigerator and color television.

Ying Ruocheng and members of his

People's Art Theater Company, anathe-

ma to Maoists, spent three years in the

rice fields. With reform, he is China's

premier actor and director—and vice

minister of culture.

Ten years after Mao Tse-tung's

death, his successors have committed a

billion Chinese to a new revolution.

Domestic reforms range from unprece-

dented touches of personal freedom to

experiments with capitalism. In foreign

affairs, China is breaking out of isola-

tion to become a global force.

Deng Xiaoping, the paramount lead-

er, and other reformers already may
have passed the point of no return.

Whatever emerges from the new long

march will be nothing like the China
envisioned by Chairman Mao. Yet Chi-

na forges ahead, careful step by careful

step, with what U.S. Ambassador Win-
ston Lord calls "the boldest and most

important domestic adventure ... in

the world today."

China today has a tentative form of

capitalism tucked inside a looser, if still

authoritarian. Communist wrapper.

Now comes the question of whether the

pragmatic Deng, still active at 82, will

make even bolder political and eco-

nomic strokes to retool China into a

modern world power. Without further

reforms, economic stagnation could set

in—potentially explosive in a land

where people now hope for better lives

after generations of shrinking horizons.

Leading—or being led?

For this and other reasons, the tides

surge strongly toward closer links with

the United States and other countries

that can deliver what China needs

most—markets and technology. Much

u s.NEWS & WORLD REPORT. Sept. 8, 1986
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depends on what happens after Deng’s

death. “They have crossed the river,'*

says political scientist Seweryn Bialer

of Columbia University, a recent visi-

tor. “It's a question of whether they

lead the revolution, or it leads them."

Few Communist states have gone

China’s economic route. Unlike Hunga-

ry, whose economy also has moved from

strict collectivism, China lacks a safety

net. Moscow is not standing in the wings

to prop up Peking should China's for-

tunes suddenly darken—as could hap-

pen with a massive crop failure.

The ghost of Mao, who died Sept. 9,

1976. slows those eager for too rapid

change. That makes the task confront-

ing Deng and fellow reformers both epic

and paradoxical: How to honor Mao’s

memory yet exorcise his doctrine.

No one dares repudiate completely

the leader who gave the Chinese Com-
munists their first real claim to legitima-

cy. It was Mao who humbled Chiang

Kai-shek’s Nationalists in 1949, stam-

peding them into exile in Taiwan. It was

Mao who pledged egalitarianism. Mao
who ended China's myopic fixation on

East Asia.

Yet it was also Mao whose turn to-

ward repression made him the bloody

equal of Soviet leader Joseph Stalin.

During his cultural revolution, tens of

thousands were executed. Millions of

the best and brightest—a whole intel-

lectual generation—were exiled to rural

labor brigades. Doctors sweated in rice

paddies, poets mucked out cesspools.

But from this national agony came a

resolve to recapture the commercial en-

terprise and cultural eminence demon-

strated by China over 4.000 years of

civilization. Already, China has been

remarkably transformed from the

gloom and Spartan isolation of that pe-

riod. In Peking, banners praising Mao

Leader of the latest revolution, Deng Xiaoping, keeps

abreast of news at Peking public library

have yielded to signs extolling appli-

ances from Japan, once an implacable

enemy. Even the baggy trousers and

blouses dictated by Mao have given

way to more-stylish clothing, permitted

by official decree since 1982. Street

vendors formerly assailed as decadent

now freely work in the cities. Construc-

tion cranes thrust skyward as cities

brace for hotels and office buildings.

Peking displays the ultimate incongru-

ity of a Kentucky Fried Chicken outlet.

To gauge China's progress in this brief

period, a visitor need only talk to busi-

nessman Zhang Xiaobin or

journalist Qin Benli, survi-

vors of Mao’s excesses who
now flourish. They show
the hopeful face of a new
China. “We lost a lot of

time but we learned how to

survive,” Zhang says. “We
are lucky to start our com-
pany at this time." Qin,

too, endured years of

forced labor, finally

emerging to launch the

World Economic Herald,

the freest of all newspapers

in China. “We're still in

the experimental stage,”

he says. “We feel there

u s NEWS & WORLD REPORT, Sept. 8. 1 986

HAIRDRESSER at Shanghai’s toney Phoenix Beauty Salon gives clients latest styles tor less than $1 amid furnishings from

France, Hong Kong and Japan. Never In 16 years of business have more women sought to copy popular movie stars



Turning back challenges

How matters ultimately work out

also rests on whether Deng can resolve

the tensions his program has caused. So
far, he has managed. Deng weathered
one more attack on his leadership this

summer, when conservatives blamed
China’s rapid economic expansion and
foreign links for spawning crime and
other social ills.

In his defense, Deng could point to

annual wages that have risen 58 percent

for rural industrial workers and much
higher for those in cities. Peasant in-

come has doubled since 1981, while

yearly farm production expands now at

the rate of 7 percent. Exports have
grown from $7 billion to $27.4 billion

over the past few years. A few farmers

even have become wealthy, moving into

homes that testify to the truth of a post-

Mao slogan; “To get rich is glorious."

Such successes help free Deng to

pursue politically sensitive reforms,

such as management autonomy and
price decontrol. But pitfalls are there,

waiting in Mao’s long shadow. A lost

generation, deprived of schooling by
the cultural revolution, cries for re-

dress. A neglected urban infrastructure

badly needs repair. The farm system

still cannot get perishable produce to

market. Just to draw abreast of leading

developing nations by the year 2000,

overall Chinese productivity must in-

crease at least 5.5 percent annually, a

rate matched in modern times only by
South Korea and Greece.

Deng’s “four modernizations"—ag-

riculture, industry, science and tech-

nology, and the military—provide his

framework. In each, he seeks to erase

dogmas, irrationality and inefficiencies

of Mao’s era and, at deliberate speed,

transform the Middle Kingdom into a

shining new state.

Deng launched his revolution in the

countryside, permitting families in

1979 to farm leased land for profit.

Encouraged by the results, he quickly

moved to free some prices of govern-

ment control, then followed with limit-

ed reforms in the urban workplace. At
the same time, he began to put in-

creased emphasis on both Western in-

vestment and production of television

sets, refrigerators and other consumer
goods long denied the average Chinese.

Within six years of Mao’s
death, China was well

launched on a new course.

For the 80 percent of

Chinese living in rural ar-

eas, life has been made
easier and more produc-

tive. The proportion of ru-

ral population living in

poverty fell from 31 per-

cent in 1979 to 6 percent

today. Food production is

214 times the level of

1960, providing a higher

standard of living for

workers. In a country his-

torically racked by peri-

odic famine, people now
have enough to eat.

A skimpy diet has be-

come richer in protein

—

most families eat eggs daily

now—and Chinese show
the result in physical stat-

ure. Since household farm-

ing began replacing collec-

tive agriculture, China for

the first time has enough
grain both to export and to

feed a population that is 10

times Japan’s, 60 times

Taiwan's.

Under old production

schemes, farmers were
told what to grow. Now,
most sign crop contracts

with the state or regional

planning commissions.
The benefits are manifest in abundant
fruit sold at roadside stalls, in houses

filled with appliances and in taxes the

state can levy on the profits.

Prosperity has its price, however.

Grain production has begun to slip

again, the result of too many farmers'

planting more-lucrative crops. And de-

spite rewards, some 100 million rural

workers are expected to leave their

farms by 1996 to take up
higher-paying jobs in in-

dustry and other sectors.

Making industry more
efficient, autonomous and
responsive to market de-

mand has been difficult.

The first step lay simply in

opening three major cit-

ies—or special economic
zones—to foreign traders

in 1979. The number has

since expanded to encom-
pass 73 small and medium-
sized areas competing with

each other for business.

The experiment has had
mixed results. Though the

$350 million of output re-

corded in the first six

SINGER Chen Fangyuen, 25, famed for Elvis Presley
and Andy Williams numbers, travels the world. She has
made seven records, one film, sung themes for a dozen

months of this year is up 13.1 percent

over the corresponding period in 1985,

capital investment sagged 32.7 percent.

Price reforms, launched in 1985, and
attempts to break the “iron rice

bowl”—the practice of rewarding
workers regardless of the quality of

their output—have proved equally

tricky. When government controls
were lifted, meat prices immediately

Western clothes and open displays of affection by young
are dramatic evidence of recent changes in attitudes

should be an environment in which peo-

ple feel free to speak."

Like millions of others, these Chinese

hope for much more. Yet much more
probably would require further relax-

ation of the party’s grip on the economy
and government. Each step will require

bold decisions that risk the state's Marx-
ist underpinnings.

t
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BILLION-PLUS PEOPLE

Projected population at end of century:

1 billion, 190 million

USN&WR—Basic data: People's Republic of China,

Populalion Reference Bureau

population

since the

cial instruments, including securities.

Denying capitalist leanings, Executive

Vice President Lao Yuanyi, 39, explains:

“We never forget we are Chinese and
must work in a Chinese environment.”
The cultural scene is undergoing an

equally dramatic—though less boister-

ous—change. Once forbidden, English

studies are so popular that Peking boasts

an “English corner" in one park where
students can practice. Fifteen thousand
Chinese now study in the U.S., including

a member of Deng’s family. In Shang-
hai, loyal Communists see dancing as

acceptable. “The person who learns to

dance can display himself in a most
beautiful way in a public place,” says

Jiang Jialei, a budding John Travolta.

There are signs that the cultural flow-

ering will continue. Among them is the

appearance of the first cautious carica-

tures of Deng and another political lead-

er, Zhao Ziyang. Deng’s regime seemed
to further signal its acceptance of cul-

tural reform by appointing as Minister
of Culture a popular author who served
a 20-year sentence at hard labor.

“Letting people alone”

So far, China’s post-Mao adventure
has been less political than economic.
Up to a point, Chinese speak out with-

out fear of official retribution. One
small example; When word spread that

the state contemplated a boost in the
price of matches—by less than a pen-
ny—expressions of public outrage
forced abandonment of the plan.

Within the political system, intellec-

up by 30 percent, while the cost of

eggs increased sixfold.

Experiments in contract work and
bonus systems, quality control and five-

day workweeks are starting to erode
collective-employment patterns. Since
its inception in 1982, a contractual labor

system has pulled in 3.5 million persons,

5 percent of the work force. In Manchu-
ria, Shenyang’s automobile industry re-

cently advertised for fore-

men. And in Shanghai’s

pioneer, model textile fac-

tory No. 17, independent

managers promote quality

through contests, rewards

for suggestions and annual

bonuses worth up to four

times a worker's wages.

But most jobs still are

assigned by the state, and
not always according to

ability or need—a source

of frustration for small

but growing numbers of

young technocrats. As
many as 69 percent of this

year's college graduates

landed in state-picked

posts. Whether this splits

families or frustrates per-

sonal goals is a matter of

official indifference.

None dares call it capi-

talism, but the brisk pace
of financial reform sug-

gests nothing else so

strongly. China even re-

corded its first Western-

style bankruptcy in Au-
gust when an instrument

factory abruptly closed.

"The ultimate paradox,” a

Western scholar mused,
“is when bankruptcy is

progress.”

There are other capital-

istic touches. In Shenyang,
China’s first “stock market” has been
open since early August. Set up by Shen-
yang Investment Trust to handle a lot-

tery and local manufacturers’ bonds, the

exchange seeks to pump hard cash into

local industry hungry for capital.

In Peking, Zhang Jibing, 58, operates

his Tianqiao department store almost
like a board chairman might run a com-
pany in the West. He no longer must beg

permission from political

bosses for every order. Al-
though the state owns half

his stock, Zhang personal-

I
ly contracts for the more

g than 10,000 products on
3 sale. “We now pay a lot of

I
attention to quality," he

I says. “Our business de-

pends on our reputations.

This spring breeze of re-

forms gives us a new force

for doing business.”

China even has spawned
its first venture-capital
firm—China Venturetech
Investment Corporation.
With $15 million in assets,

it aims to help entrepre-

neurs and develop finan-

Efderly have seen volatile changes of direction In social,

political and economic life of their country

FARMER Liu Shugong used government loans to turn

vegetable plot into profit-making grape operation near
Shenyang. Reforms are benefiting many rural areas
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EDITOR Qin Benll says his Shanghai-based World Economic Herald reflects “the

actual situation,” sometimes dissenting rather than echoing government line

tuals work today side by side with their

former Red Guard tormentors. Yet Chi-

na remains a controlled nation in which

individual desires are secondary to the

state’s. Harry Harding, a China expert

with the Brookings Institution, sees

Deng as intent on “letting people alone

unless they cross some line, rather than

trying to force them to announce and

proclaim their support every day.”

Chinese intellectuals, commentators

and officials now cautiously voice their

opinions about some day separating

party from government and achieving a

system of checks and balances. The de-

bate is aimed at influencing decisions

taken at the next major meeting of the

Central Committee this fall.

The first wave of Deng’s reforms

vaulted China out of totalitarianism to

authoritarianism without setting oflf a

clamor for even more freedom. But

passive acceptance could fade once a

higher standard of living is won. “You
begin to get at a certain level a pressure

for greater political liberalization,” says

Harding. “China is not at that point.”

Deng is moving as quickly as he can

in the hope of insuring that his policies

endure after his death, something Mao
failed to achieve. He began by hammer-
ing away at the personality cult and
one-man rule of Mao, stressing that

new programs were not his but the par-

ty’s. Next he broadened upper ranks by

swapping the post of Party Chairman
for an 1 1 -member Secretariat.

Starting in 1978, he pensioned off

aging leaders and swept away oppo-

nents, replacing them with younger.

well educated supporters. Their ascent

was so swift that skeptics sourly re-

ferred to them as “helicopter cadres.”

Although few Mao colleagues have

remained in the upper echelons, two

holdovers represent the main body of

dissent within the five-member Politbu-

ro. But since both are elderly, it is their

successors who will help determine

whether “Dengism" lasts after Deng’s

own passing. For each year he endures,

the odds grow that the system he engi-

neered will remain in place.

If Deng's influence lasts, China will

preserve a foreign policy of increasing

global engagement. The assumption in

the West is that China’s main goals are

a better standard of living and more
influence in international affairs, not

world domination. “They don’t call it

the Middle Kingdom for nothing,” said

a Reagan administration policymaker.

“They have always perceived them-
selves as the center of everything. I

don't think that changes because you
have a Communist regime.”

China’s Western tilt almost certainly

will continue, if only out of sheer eco-

nomic necessity. “Who can supply the

technology, the investment, the man-
agement skills that China needs for

modernization?” asks a senior U.S. of-

ficial. “Certainly not the Soviet Union.

We can.” One measure of this phenom-
enon: Chinese-Soviet trade is about a

quarter of U.S.-China commerce.

Barbarians vs. barbarians?

When China considers foreign poli-

cy, it looks first to its own borders,

stretching 4,500 miles along hostile

fronts. On one side lies Afghanistan, in

the grip of Soviet occupation. On an-

other is the U.S.S.R. itself, with 50 di-

visions poised along the border. To the

south is Soviet-aligned Vietnam, chief

CHANGES IN CHINA’S

By factories
Industrial production

(1976=100)

1976 77 78 79 ’80 '81 ’82 ’83 ’84 ’85

Note: Based on constant 1980 yuan

value and excluding village industries.

By farmers
Grain production

407 mil.

Consumer demand prompted military factory

in Shanghai to switch to making TV sets

USN&WR—Bisk data: World Bank; Central Intelligence Agency;
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‘^rival for influence in Southeast Asia.

In contrast, the United States is a safe

ocean away.

From these basic realities China has

fashioned policies designed to make it a

third pole of world power. From the

United States, China seeks capital and
technology; from the Soviet Union, a

reduced threat that permits it to focus

on economics. China today still pursues
its historic strategy of “using barbar-

ians against the barbarians.”

Already, China is leagues ahead of
the other Communist giant, the Soviet

Union, in social and economic daring.

Only now, with the rise of Mikhail
Gorbachev, do the Soviets show even
faint signs in the same direction. Their
chances of succeeding may be consider-
ably less.

For one reason, says Columbia’s
Dialer, the homogeneity of Chinese so-

ciety permits a degree of decentraliza-

tion that would be difficult for Mos-
cow. For the Soviet Union to take
comparable actions could encourage
its many nationalities—and the nations
of its Eastern European empire—to-

ward greater independence. Moreover,
Dialer says, China has no superpower
aspirations, while the Soviet Union,
facing pressure from the United States,

needs central control to maintain its

status.

China’s emergence as a true power
could some day spell the end of the

bipolar world dominated by the Unit-

ed States and the Soviet Union. Dut a

new world is not imminent. China
cannot possibly become a superpower
in the next decade, except in the sense
that it has a limited number of nuclear
weapons. Even in 10 years, China will

still be poor and developing. “It is go-
ing to take decades before China will

have the economic base to have the

military . . . equal to the U.S. or the

Soviet Union,” predicts an American
who has long closely studied China.

Biding its time

China, ever patient, is in no rush to

join the arms race, preferring to invest in

more economic development rather than
in weapons. China knows it affects the
global balance of forces by its sheer
immensity. And even with a deliverable

nuclear force of fewer than 200 bombs,
China is a factor in the nuclear equation.

For now, China securely bides its time.

Heavily militarized since the Man-
chu dynasty’s fall 74 years ago, China
lately has even flattened defense spend-
ing, in part because it feels that its

relationship with the United States of-

fers some protection against the Sovi-

ets. It aims to trim its 4-million-strong

military by nearly a million by 1987,
with more cuts to follow. This bears the
imprint of Deng, humiliated by a politi-

cally powerful Army during the cultur-

al revolution. Under him, the Army’s
political role has been greatly reduced,
to the point where it is only one power-
ful bureaucratic voice among many.
Deng also has shown extreme sensi-

tivity to nationalist issues, especially on
Taiwan and Hong Kong. The 1997
Hong Kong transition from Dritish to

Chinese rule is viewed by many as a
barometer of Chinese behavior in the

international arena—an opportunity for

Peking to show its rule can be flexible. If

things go well with Hong Kong—this

now seems far from assured—China be-
lieves the experience will help it regain
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Taiwan by peaceful means. Deng’s slo-

gan; “One country, two systems.”

Although China and Taiwan remain

politically stalemated, the two have un-

official trade and tourist ties worth a

combined $1 billion per year. Peking's

hope is that when the remnants of

Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalists are

gone, which may not be too far in the

future, an improved climate will permit

reunification with mainland China. Pe-

king offers Taiwan a measure of autono-

my in a reunited nation. The Republic of

China on Taiwan insists that it is the

legitimate government of all of China.

For all that has changed in China,

much stays the same. Many of its peo-

ple—perhaps even hundreds
of millions—are still beyond
the reach of the reforms that

have been made.
The future may turn less on

ideology than on the ability of

Deng and those who follow to

alter the ancient feudal tradi-

tions that helped Mao launch

his peasant’s revolution. Mis-

trust of outsiders is little

changed since Marco Polo

first set foot in China, and a

farmer still refuses to build a

house higher than the neigh-

bors' lest he be responsible for raining

troubles on their heads. “Feudalism

retains a hold on the ideology of to-

day’s China,” says Su Shaozhi, one of

his country’s leading political scien-

tists. “Unless there is a great change in

the people’s way of thinking, neither

political nor economic reform will be

successful.”

But the richer China gets, the more
chance there is of converting hearts and

minds—and cementing policies. Out-

siders like the World Bank find plenty

of cause for optimism in the world’s

most populous nation. However, the

Chinese are like the tethered cormorant

birds they use to catch fish. They can

MILITARY leaders, after seeing their political power
shrink, seek to reduce numbers, gain better arms

snag a tasty bite but rarely are permit-

ted a swallow. Policy liberalizations

have been followed by clampdowns,
campaigns against “spiritual pollution”

and reversals on such simple items as

lotteries.

Thus it is hard to gauge China’s pulse.

One must rely partly on appearances.

From the look of things, the momentum
is with Deng and his band of reformers.

The watchword, at least for now, is

optimism. “If China wants to go back, it

will cost more than if China goes for-

ward,” offers China Venturetech Presi-

dent Zhang Xiaobin. “We Chinese have
been successful once. We can be success-

ful again,” adds his partner, Lao Yuanyi.

No one knows the price of

failure and the vagaries of

power in Peking better than

Deng, who has fallen three

times in his political life only

to rise again. If nothing else,

he can content himself with

knowing that he has provided

China with a guiding set of

principles as it faces an uncer-

tain future. I

by Mary Lord in Peking and Shanghai

and Maureen Santini and Robert A.

Manning in Washington

Among Deng Xiaoping’s

“four modernizations,”

the military always is list-

ed fourth. Few know bet-

ter than Deng the dangers

of a militarized society.

Yet he also knows the

need for an effective

army. His solution: To di-

minish the military's role

in society while forging a

leaner, yet more modern,
fighting machine.

Deng endured ridicule

with many others during

the 1960s’ “cultural revo-

lution,” when the Red
Guards, with military

support, ran amok and reduced him to wearing a dunce
cap. The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) then entered

the political vacuum it helped create, entrenching itself in

day-to-day political affairs. Now paramount leader, Deng
faces the challenge of modernizing the military while

reducing its numbers—from 4 million to 3 million by
1987—and retaining its support all at the same time.

Behind his daring is the calculation that externa!

threats are now low enough to be managed best through
active diplomacy. In the meantime, China gradually will

reorganize its armed forces, acquire new hardware and
upgrade its small nuclear arsenal as it can afford to by
creating a firmer industrial base. At least some of the

modernization will come from the United States. Under
President Reagan’s liberalized export policy, China will

Molding military machine,
strategy for the future

get a $98 million muni-
tions factory, advanced
avionics worth $500 mil-

lion for its Air Force and
possibly antitank missiles.

Modernization also

means new strategy. No
longer will China depend
on Mao’s “people’s war”
to admit an invader and
then smother him with

guerrilla warfare. The
new PLA hopes to fight at

the border and beyond.

With reorganization and
new command and con-

trol systems, it aims to

overcome weaknesses re-

vealed in clashes with the Vietnamese in 1979. The Navy
will remain primarily a coastal-defense force while up-

grading electronics for both the surface and submarine

fleets. The Air Force has yet to move its next generation of

fighters, to be fitted with U.S. technology, off the drawing

board. Jonathan Pollack of the Rand Corporation says

current fighters would “last about 30 minutes” in combat.

China’s military thus has a long way to go for combat
credibility. But Deng has brought it to heel, discarding

layers of encrusted bureaucracy. A. Doak Barnett, a

China scholar at the Johns Hopkins School of Ad-
vanced International Studies, calls that “one of the most

important political developments that has taken place.”

by Robert A. Manning and Robert Kaylor
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U.S. Ambassador to Peking Winston Lord describes a transformation

‘There have been extraerdinary changes'
Peking

Q Ambassador Lord, what are the most im-

portant changes in China in the 10 years

since Mao Tse-tung died?

There have been extraordinary
changes—both the kind you can see and
other less tangible but equally important

changes in mood. Almost all these
changes seem to be going in a generally

positive direction. In the countryside
there has been remarkable progress in

boosting agricultural production. China
used to be a significant importer of agri-

cultural products. Now it is self-suffi-

cient and even an exporter.

There is a different mood here com-
pared with 10 years ago, a much greater

openness to the outside world. You see this in the influx

of foreign people and goods and in China’s efforts to join

international organizations. There is somewhat greater

freedom ofexpression in the political and cultural realms,

although this clearly comes nowhere near the kind of val-

ues we treasure in our society. At the same time, as the

Chinese themselves recognize, they still face major prob-

lems that must be resolved ifmodernization is to succeed.

Q How different does China actually look since you came
here as one of the first American officials to visit the country

after more than two decades of isolation?

Actually, I can claim to be the very first American
official here. I was on the secret trip from Pakistan in

1971 with Henry Kissinger, and as the plane got to the

border I ran to the front of the aircraft. So I beat Dr.

Kissinger and the others into China by half a second.

Many things are visibly different than they were then.

You can see the improvements in living standards—bet-

ter housing, greater availability of consumer goods.
There is somewhat greater balance and more-extensive

coverage of international news in the media now. There
are still, of course, many guarded elements in the society.

This is far from being a democracy or market economy.

Q Does this mean that the United States

and China are or will become allies?

We are friends. This does not mean
that we are allies or that we don’t have
differences. Neither country is looking

for a treaty relationship. But the im-
provement in our relations over the last

1 5 years is one of the most positive devel-

opments on the international scene.

For us, good relations mean we don’t

have to target a lot of our resources on
China, as was the case two decades ago.

Eliminating or at least reducing tensions

between our two countries has removed
some of the causes of instability in Asia.

There are many areas where we actively

cooperate—such as Afghanistan and
Cambodia—and others where we may have different per-

spectives but share common objectives—such as main-
taining peace on the Korean peninsula. For the first time

in a century, the U.S., China and Japan have a mutually
cooperative relationship.

For China, the two broad benefits are maintaining the

geopolitical balance of power^—including various securi-

ty issues in Asia—and help with the whole drive toward
modernization and economic development.

There are at the same time differences—some left

over from history—that both sides need to work on pa-

tiently. And Chinese rhetoric on some issues can be an-

noying. The overall trend, however, is positive.

Q What ever happened to the “China card” that we heard so

much about when relations were normalized?

I have never liked and have never used that phrase. It

is very superficial and misleading to suggest that one
country can play with another country.

Neither we nor China—nor the Soviet Union—is go-

ing to allow itself to be manipulated by any other country

for “card playing” reasons. Certainly our relations with

China and the Soviet Union are interrelated in some re-

spects, but the U.S. pursues them on different tracks.

Q How has the relationship between China and the U.S.

changed? Has it gone beyond the strategic considerations

that were so important to Mao and President Nixon?

The relationship has broadened greatly beyond the geo-

political incentives that brought us together. Now there

are growing economic links as well as cultural, education-

al, scientific and technological exchanges. Trade has gone
from nothing to $8 billion a year.

U.S. investment here has gone from
zero to more than $1.5 billion. Mili-

tary exchanges are evolving gradu-

ally. In some circles it has become
fashionable to say that all our rela-

tionship needs is the economic di-

mension. I don’t believe that is true.

The U.S. and China share many
strategic and political interests. We
should develop and nurture them.

Q Are relations between China and the Soviet Union improv-

ing at a rate that worries the United States?

There has been improvement, and it may go further.

But I think China is very clearheaded about its own secu-

rity and economic interests for the long term. It knows
where security problems may arise and which countries

can offer the best economic help.

Q Is China on the road to American

“Coca-colonization ’ now that Peking

has Kentucky Fried Chicken and Ti-

bet has a Holiday Inn?

No. Chinese cultural traditions

and self-reliance are so strong that

you are not going to see the funda-

mental nature of China changing.

You can remain confident that the

Chinese will remain Chinese.

H Winston Lord was senior aide to Hen-
ry Kissinger. Nixon's national-security

adviser, at the time of the 1972 break-

through in U.S.-China relations, Before

being assigned to Peking, he headed the

Council on Foreign Relations. His wife

Bette Bao Lord wrote a best-selling nov-

el, Spring Moon, about her native China.
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Terrorism is down since the

mid-April bombing of Libya.

The U.S. intends to keep it

that way with words if

possible, with weapons if need
be. But conflicting news leaks

sow confusion at home and

trigger worries in Europe

Arab unity; Assad meets QadhafiU.S. fighter on Mediterranean duty

Turning up the heat under Qadhafi
After a summer lull in terrorism

against Americans abroad, the Reagan
administration has resumed its offen-

sive against Libya’s Muammar Qadhafi

—this time launching what amounts to

a pre-emptive propaganda strike in-

stead of warplanes.

The first shots were verbal: Claims

that Qadhafi planned new ter-

rorist strikes and warnings

that the U.S. might not wait

for fresh incidents before hit-

ting Libya again. Ambassador
to the United Nations Vernon
Walters headed for Europe to

outline American policy to

U.S. allies and seek tougher

sanctions against Qadhafi.

But the war of words could

turn violent at any time. Al-

though joint U.S.-Egyptian

military exercises in the east-

ern Mediterranean ended in

late August, maneuvers were
being considered close to Qa-
dhafi's coast that underscored

President Reagan’s willing-

ness to use force. Syria’s Pres-

ident Hafez Assad, often accused of

sponsoring terrorism, went to Libya to

declare solidarity with Qadhafi if he is

attacked. The Soviet Union, which had
kept Libya at arm's length following the

U.S. air raid last April, signaled new
support by dispatching a high-level dele-

gation to ceremonies marking the 17th

anniversary of Qadhafi’s takeover.

In Washington, confusion abounded
over how far the U.S. wants to go. Most
of the uncertainty flowed from conflict-

ing news reports from unnamed govern-

ment sources about Libyan activities

and possible U.S. responses. At a mini-

mum, the administration sought to

warn Qadhafi against resuming terrorist

attacks. Some officials claimed the war
of nerves had a more ambitious aim:

Goading the erratic Arab leader into

behavior that would encourage his mili-

tary opponents inside Libya to depose

him. Nongovernment analysts speculat-

ed that leaked stories were designed to

prepare public opinion for a new and

possibly larger air strike against Libya

either in response to terrorist activity or

as a pre-emptive measure.

Whatever the confusion over tactics,

the U.S. is determined to maintain pres-

sure on Qadhafi in hopes of making
permanent the lull in terrorist activity

against Americans evident since the

mid-April raid. The number of Mideast-

connected terror attacks in Europe in

1986 has remained constant— 14 before

the bombing and 14 since. But only three

people have been killed since mid-April,

compared with eight earlier in the year.

The number of injured fell more dramat-
ically, to 29 from 323. Terrorist inci-

dents have declined even more sharply

since late 1985, a period experts include

in assessing impact of the air strike.

The squeeze policy

The widespread retaliation for the

raids that was feared by some authori-

ties—and threatened by Mideast ex-

tremists—has failed so far to material-

ize. However, bombs destined for Israeli

El A1 jets departing from London and
Madrid could have claimed hundreds of

lives had they exploded in midflight.

The London plot was thwarted before

takeoff, and the Madrid bomb exploded
prematurely in the airport.

While acknowledging intent to keep
Qadhafi off guard, U.S. officials insist-

ed there were no immediate plans to

attack Libya. “Our policy is to squeeze

Libya economically,” a State

Department official said,

“while reserving the right of

response to specific acts of

terrorism that can be traced

directly to states or groups.”

Ironically, the furor over

U.S. policies could under-

mine this squeeze effort. Eu-

ropean allies have followed

the U.S. lead on sanctions

more slowly and less com-
pletely than Washington
would like. Some allies were
said to be appalled by the new
signals from the United
States. This could make them
more reluctant to accept
three things that Washington
wants now: A prohibition on

sales to Libya of any equipment con-

taining U.S. components, curbs on busi-

ness dealings with Libya by European
subsidiaries of American companies
and tighter restrictions on sales of re-

fined petroleum products made with

Libyan crude oil.

Qadhafi, meanwhile, remained the

most elusive character in the unfolding

international drama. After a rare ap-

pearance last week for a factory dedica-

tion, he sped off again into the desert

surrounded by his usual retinue of

stern-faced Bedouin guards.

Whatever Qadhafi’s immediate in-

tentions, no one was willing to bet that

his terrorists would not strike again

—

or that the U.S. would show forbear-

ance when that day comes. B

by Peter Ross Range with Joseph P, Shapiro.

Dennis Mullin and Maureen Santini in Washington

U.S. raid in April hit hard at Libya's helicopter force
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from the editor

Finding out about China’s Church

An experienced China correspondent, writing

recently on the ideosyncracies of China reporting,

concluded with the simple truth: "You can never find

out enough about China."

When it comes to reporting on the Church in

China, this sentence is all the more true. China and
the Church Today began publication in 1979, when a

slight trickle of information about Christians in China

began leaking out to Hong Kong. Most of this

information came from recent Chinese immigrants or

from those who had visited relatives in the Mainland.

The Three-Self Patriotic Movement had not yet been

formerly reorganized, the China Christian Council did

not yet exist, and believers inside China had yet not

attempted formal contact with their brothers and

sisters outside.

Seven years later the trickle has hardly become a

rushing river, but more sources are available to those

interested in knowing about the situation of believers

in China. As social freedom on the Mainland has

increased, letters from China to Christian broad-

casting organizations outside have increased as well,

providing valuable insights into the needs and

activities of Chinese Christians. Travel restrictions

have eased, allowing foreign Christians to visit China

and attend open churches. Representatives of these

churches have made several trips abroad and have

welcomed Christian leaders and delegations from
numerous countries. These activities have in turn

been covered by China’s official press and by major
newspapers and international wire services with

correspondents in China.

More information is available, but multiplying the

number of voices does not necessarily produce
clarity, as evidenced by the broad spectrum of
opinion found in contemporary literature, both

Christian and secular, on the Church in China.

Reports of an isolated incident of persecution in one

area may color one’s impression of the country’s

overall religious situation, producing an overly

pessimistic view. At the same time, the officially

recognized representatives of China’s Church cannot

be understood as speaking for all believers.

Since its founding, the Chinese Church Research

Center has sought to sort out and accurately convey

the often conflicting messages coming from Christians

in China. China and the Church Today — received in

some Christian circles with interest and anticipation,

in others with skepticism and mistrust — has been one

vehicle for conveying these messages. In this last issue

we look back at the events we have reported on

during the past seven years and, aided by hindsight,

are able to develop a somewhat clearer picture of how
these events have affected, and will continue to

affect, the lives of Christians in China. And, believing

that the Lord of history has ordered China’s past, we
also look ahead through the eyes of faith to the day

when He will be glorified in the realization of His

plan for the Chinese people.

Convinced that God indeed has His plan for China

and that He is calling Christians around the world to

help fulfill this plan, the Chinese Church Research

Center is beginning to prepare for the opening of a

school to train Christians specifically for evangelism

among Chinese. In order to devote more of our

limited staff and resources to this task, we are

suspending some of our work in other areas,

particularly our publications.

Although China and the Church Today will cease

publication with this issue, our commitment to

accurately understanding and communicating the

situation of Christians in China continues. Our
monthly China Prayer Letter will be expanded to

include many of the regular features that previously

appeared in China and the Church Today, along with

letters from Chinese Christians, testimonies, and

analysis of significant political and social events. We
will continue to offer China Prayer Letter free-of-

charge, and we encourage readers to introduce it to

friends who share their interest in China.

China has opened dramatically during the past

seven years, but the correspondent’s remark that

"you can never find out enough about China"
remains as true as ever. Nevertheless we accept

gratefully the task God has given us, trusting that He
will enable us to understand and report with accuracy

what we are able to find out about His Church in

China.

2 China and the Church Today, 8:5 (October 1986)



At one place there was a sister who said to me,

"Brother Paul, I beg for food.

"

i said, "Why do you beg? Is your family situation

bad?"

"No, but after / hear you here, I go back and
repeat what you say for the other brothers and
sisters. I do this in other places too. / do not have a

Bible and am not very educated, so i depend on my
memory, I put the words of God in my heart and go
back and recite them for others. So, Brother Paul,

you must come to my village. ..."

. . . When I was preaching there, to preach for half

an hour to an hour was not enough. They always

wanted me to preach more. How long should /

preach? "At least two hours," they replied. "Any
more than that is up to you, but at least two hours.

"

Because my time was limited, / traveHed from

county to county and from place to place. Since /

wanted to go to the countryside, / couldn’t sit still.

Usually / would travel in the morning, rest in the

afternoon, have a meeting in the evening, and travel

to another village again the next morning. Otherwise /

could not get to all the villages in more than a year.

So / kept a strict rule of staying in each village only

one day and going to another village the next day.
"

- a Shanghai preacher, 1979

This was the life of the Chinese Church then, in

1979. Before churches reopened, the people of God
struggled together in small groups to support one
another. When a travelling preacher came by, the

brothers and sisters crowded around to hear words

from the Scriptures that they could seldom hear

otherwise. Some Christians had no communal
Christian life; family worship was the only expression

of their faith.

Opening

Late in 1^8 and early 1979 references to religion

began to appear in the Chinese press, and reports of

churches being cleaned up in apparent preparation for

reopening began to find their way to the outside

world. In Ap ril 1979 the Beiiing Protestant church

that had been open for foreigners since 1972 was also

opened to Chinese. This was followed by churches in

Ningbo and Shanghai in August and September. By
December 1979 there were several churches open in

the major cities.

The churches were not just open; they were

overflowing with people. People who had not been in

a church in more than a decade wept tears of joy at

being able to worship publicly again. Young people

who had been converted in the "dark" years attended

their first church service. And undoubtedly many
people came just to wonder, curious about why the

Church had been shut out of public life all those

years.

Christians outside of China as well were electrified

by the news. The Christian Church in China, so tong

hidden from view that many hardly dared think that

it still existed, had not only survived but had grown.

As reports slowly began to paint the picture of

believers crowding into old church buildings,

Christians abroad shared in the joy of the Chinese

China and the Church Today, 8:5 (October 1986) 3



Church.

At the same time, the old organization for leading

the open churches began to take shape again. In

August 1979 the Shanghai Thr^-Self Patriotic

Movement Committee (TSPM) was restored, and It is

likely that other TSPM local committees in the large

cities began about that time. Near the end of

February J980, the leaders gathered in the Hrsl

national-level meeting. Some reported that they had

not seen each other for nearly 20 years, probably at

or shortly after the Second National Christian

Conference in 1960.

There was some discussion at that meeting about

whether or not the TSPM should continue, since it

appeared to some present that the "three selves"

(self-government, self-support, and self-propagation)

had been basically realized. The reply was that

patriotism among Christians still had to be en-

couraged. There was still liaison work between the

Communist Party and the Christian leaders that had

to carried out by the TSPM.

In October 1980 the Third National Christian

Conference was held in Nanjing. The main achieve-

ment of this conference was the establishment of a

new Christian organization, the China Christian

Council (CCC). This new organization was to be in

charge of church work, that is, work that individual

congregations could not accomplish. It was to manage

seminary education, Bible publication, and foreign

contacts. Its mandate was less "political" than the

TSPM’s, although, like the TSPM, it was a committee

of individual Christian leaders appointed by the

National Conference. In Decem ber 1980 B ibles ^re
printed under the CCC’s auspices, and in February

1981 the je^minarv at Nan ji ng was reopened.

In the open churches and at the National Christian

Conference there were attempts to unify all

Christians. There were sermons preached that implied

that the place of worship was unimportant. The

resolutions of the Conference did not specify place of

worship. Since most of the persons involved in the

open churches had worshipped in homes during the

dark era, they naturally were inclined to feel at one

with the many Christians who still worshipped in

homes or courtyards. There was probably a

widespread feeling that this was a new beginning and

a time for new alliances and rules. Moreover, churches

were open in relatively few places across the country,

so even Christians who desired to worship in

government-approved, open churches had to continue

to worship in homes.

In the meantime, in rural areas and in cities

without open churches, Christian activities became

more open. Meetings in homes became semi-public

Timeline of significant

China and Church Events
1978-1986 .

1978

r November-December: Deng Xiaoping emerged as
'

China’s paramount leader at the Third Plenum of the

Eleventh Party Congress, ushering in the new era of

social and economic reform.

1979

March: Party’s United Front Work Department and

State’s Religious Affairs Bureau formerly resumed

operation.

March 15: People’s Daily published "Religion and

Feudal Superstition," affirming the Marxist inter-

pretation of religion while providing for the

protection of normal religious activity and the right

of individuals to believe, or not to believe, in religion.

April: Rice Market Church in Beijing opened to

Chinese.

September 2: Moore Memorial Church in Shanghai

reopened.

September 17: Y.T. Wu, founder and head of the

Three-Self Patriotic Movement, died in Shanghai at

the age of 86.

X November 1 (All-Saints Day): Zhang jiashu, ordained

4 China and the Church Today, 8:5 (October 1986)

bishop in 1 960 without Vatican consent, said the first

public mass in decades in Shanghai.

X December 21: Fu Tieshan appointed bishop of the

Beijing Diocese, also without consent of the Vatican.

September 30: Dongshan (East Mountain) Church

opened in Guangzhou.

December: Wang Mingdao released after twenty-one

years and eight months in prison.

1980

February: Henan TSPM Committee issued Patriotic

Covenant forbidding preaching outside church

buildings, preaching to minors, and praying for the

sick and demon possessed.

February 25 — March 1: “Enlarged Meeting" of

Three-Self Patriotic Movement (TSPM) Standing

Committee met in Shanghai in preparation for Third

National Christian Conference of China.

Spring and Early Summer: Shanghai park meetings

began as an opportunity for house church believers to

fellowship, worship, and pray together. They were

later stopped by the Shanghai Religious Affairs

Bureau and Public Security Bureau.

May 22-30: Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association

held Third National Conference in Beijing.

October 6-13: Third National Christian Conference of

China held in Nanjing. China Christian Council



meetings at which many were welcome. Some of the

pastors released from prison in the amnesty for

rightists^ 197 8 began to travel to preach, to serve

the many flocks without a shepherd. Some younger

Christians as well began to travel in teams, preaching

the gospel in the somewhat freer atmosphere that

prevailed.

The opening of China to the outside world also

provided foreign Christians with the opportunity to

meet Chinese Christians again. Some new friends were

made during these years, and contact with old friends

was reestablished. With the loss of most Bibles and

hymnals during the dark years, Chinese Christians

found themselves with relatively little literature for

feeding a quickly growing Church. When the urgent

needs of the Chinese Christians were made known,

some Christians abroad responded.

It was not all peace and harmony within the

restored Chinese Church. There was a great deal of

residual suspicion of the TSPM. Many Christians felt

betrayed by the actions of the TSPM in the 1950s

and 1960s. Some had served prison terms after being

denounced by TSPM leaders. Some were suspicious of

the TSPM for theological reasons; they suspected that

the theology of the TSPM members was too liberal.

Others had strong anti-communist feelings; they

believed that if the TSPM cooperated in any way with

/i

>3
Chinese believers: "We not only survived; we grew!'

the Communist Party then this was a matter of

Christians consorting with unbelievers, and they were

firmly opposed to any such relationship. Therefore,

even in cities where there were churches open, small

groups continued to meet in homes. The Church was

by no means unified, even in the relatively coniliatory

atmosphere of 1979 and 1980.

Conflict

At the end of 1980, at a major Communist Party

Work Conference, conservatives managed to apply the

brakes to a number of the rural reforms that had

characterized 1979 and 1980. Faced with a stale

formed, with Xing Guangxun elected chairman. Ding

also elected chairman of the National Three-Self

Patriotic Committee (TSPM).

October: TSPM journal Tian Feng resumed publica-

tion.

December 15-25: Party Central Work Conference

reversed economic and social reform measures

introduced by Deng Xiaoping in 1978.

End of the Year: 50,000 copies of the New
Testament printed and circulated through regional

Three-Self offices. China Christian Council reported

total of 135,000 Bibles printed.

1981

March: Classes began at reopened Nanjing Theological

Seminary with 46 students. 30,000 Christians

received correspondence course materials.

March 22: Eight-member Christian Council delegation .

visited Hong Kong to participate in a China

consultation organized by the Christian Conference

of Asia as well as in several public meetings and

church services, becoming the first official Protestant

delegation from China to visit overseas churches since

1950.

June: Delivery of 1,000,000 Bibles to China (Project

Pearl) launched and discovered by authorities.

October 2-10: "A New Beginning,” an ecumenical

conference held in Montreal, Canada, provided the

first opportunity since the founding of the PRC for

ecumenical leaders to meet with representatives of

the Three-Self Patriotic Movement and Catholic

Patriotic Association.

November: More than ten Roman Catholic priests

and monks arrested in Shanghai.

1982

January: "Ten Don’ts” appeared in Henan and

Zhejiang provinces.

February-April: Open conflict between local TSPM
officials and members of house churches reported in

Zhejiang and Henan provinces.

March 31: Party Central document number 19 set

forth Party religious policy, stipulating that all

religious organizations should be loyal to Party and

government and calling upon such organizations to

help China develop friendly contacts abroad.

April: Revised Chinese constitution legalized "Four

Insistences” as guiding principles for China’s

government, also stated rights of citizens to believe in

religion and to participate in "legitimate” religious

activities.

Party issued “Summary of Materials on the

Strengthening of Controls on Christianity,” an

internal document delineating accepted religious

activities and steps for implementing Party religious

China and the Church Today, 8:5 (October 1986) 5



budget deficit, they withdrew from some foreign

contracts and revised some of the rural reforms- The

mood in society as well changed from experimenta-

tion to control.

One way this mood was expressed was in a series

of instructions issued by some provincial TSPM
offices. Usually these were lists of things that

Christians should not do. The earliest of these that we

know of was actually issued in February 1^80 in

Henan Province. There were also instructions issued

in Yunnan in March 19^ and in Fujian in May 19^.
There may have been others, but, since these

documents are not published publicly, it is in some

sense accidental that these three have become known

outside of China. These documents usually carried

injunctions to support the Communist Party leader-

ship, to avoid breaking any regulations, to avoid

contact with foreigners, to refrain from preaching

outside of church buildings, to refrain from teaching

religion to anyone under 18, and to avoid any

conflict with non-believers. These "Patriotic

Covenants" caused considerable irritation for somT Df

fhe ChTistian population, who saw them as an

attempt by the Party to control Christian activity

through the TSPM committee.

The TSPM early on made its attitude toward

foreign Christians clear. At the National Christian

policy.

September: Seven-member TSPM delegation visited

church leaders in Britain, West Germany, Finland,

and Sweden.

September 19-24: Religious Affairs Bureau director

jiao Liansheng introduced the "three designates" at

TSPM National Committee meeting in Beijing.

China Christian Council announced plans to print

one million Bibles and Testaments by the end of the

year.

1983

X March 2: Fathers Vincent Zhu and joseph Zhen given

prison sentences for receiving assistance from abroad
and channeling it to priests loyal to the Vatican.

April: TSPM National Committee published book
warning against involvement with Witness Li’s

"Shouters" sect.

'* May 15: Pope John Paul II issued reunification appeal
to Chinese Patriotic Church, the fourth such appeal
since 1979.

June-December: Nationwide campaign against

"spiritual pollution" resulted in widespread arrest and
detention without trial of house church leaders.

june: Li Chuwen, former pastor and general secretary

of National TSPM Standing Committee, appointed
deputy director of New China News Agency in Hong
Kong.

6 China and the Church Today, 8:5 (October 1986)

Conference in 1980, delegates were told by Ding

Guangxun and Han Wenzao that many Christians

abroad were hostile to China and were working to

undermine the Chinese Church. In December 1980,

Ding issued "A Call for Clarity," a 14-point

document addressed to Christians outside of China,

making clear China’s opposition to any form of

outside evangelism in China, including radio and

literature programs, English teachers, and other

"China Programs" of churches. In their discussions

with Christians abroad they began to "differentiate"

between friends and enemies, and only friends were

given the privilege of communicating with them.

When the TSPM delegates attended international

conferences in 1981, they insisted that only their

"friends" be present.

Foreign Christian assistance had grown rapidly

from 1979 to 1981. It was stimulated in these years

by the reports of the immense growth of the Chinese

Church. As contacts with Christians all across China

were made, it was reported that there were from 15

to 30 million Christians in China. Many foreign

Christian organizations responded to the immediate

needs they saw and were not discouraged from doing

so by the opposition of the TSPM. The most
publicized of these actions was the delivery of one
million Bibles to China by barge in 0981. just as it

TSPM National Committee published book
warning against involvement in Witness Li’s

"Shouters" sect.

V Father Francis Zhu Shude, a Jesuit Priest,

sentenced to 10 to 12 years imprisonment after

already having served 30 years in a labor camp
following arrest in 1953.

August 18: Bei junzhe, Korean Chinese leader of a

house church in Shanghai, arrested, along with his

son, presumably for Bible distribution among
Koreans in Manchuria.

y August 31: Catholic Patriotic Association accepted
60 students for study in newly opened school of
Theology and Philosophy in Beijing.

September: Mr. Zhang jinglong arrived in Toronto to

begin a Master of Divinity program, becoming the

first citizen of the PRC to study theology abroad
since 1949.

November: Son of Bei junzhe released from prison.

* December: Two elderly Catholics, Biship Fan Xueyan
and Father Huo Binzhang, sentenced to ten years
each in prison for conducting religious activity apart

from the Catholic Patriotic Association and for

having contacts with, and receiving materials from,
Catholics outside China.

1984

V January: Father Francis Zhu Shude died in a labor



neared completion, the delivery was interrupted by a

chance discovery, and Project Pearl, as it was named,

became a major incident. The verbal attacks on

foreign groups remained frequent throughout 1982

and 1983 as a result of this and other kinds ot

activities.

In 1982, the conflict between the TSPM
committee and those Christians in China who would

not cooperate with the TSPM intensified. The
Communist Party probably had no small hand in this.

In March 1982, it circulated among Party officials

Central Comm ittee Document Number 19. This very

important document was the product of the previous

three years of experience in dealing with religion and

provided a mini-handbook for cadres on how to deal

with religion. It told Party members that religious

activities could only be allowed when conducted by

the government-approved organ izations and that the

places and leaders of worship should be approved.

One of the consequences of the policies of

Document 19 was that in September 1982 the TSPM
and CCC committees adopted what became known as

the “three designates” policy. The three designates

j

were IJ^dSgnaied pread^rs, 2) designated places,

;

and 3) designated parishes. They hoped to organize

Christian activity so that worship would take place

only in places recognized by the government, with

preachers approved by the TSPM and the govern-

ment. They wanted all believers in a given district

(parish) to worship at the place designated for that

district. Under the banner of the three designates,

house meetings that continued after a meeting point

or church was designated for that region became
illegal. Itinerant pastors who were found preaching

outside of their home parishes were punished.

Although this policy could not be carried out with

equal effectiveness everywhere in China, it was a

program under which opposition to the TSPM would

either have to cooperate or resume completely secret

activities.

In 1983 the various pressures in the society — fear

of foreign influence in the form of Witness Li’s Local

Church movement that is known in China as the

“Shouters” sect, the desire to restrict itinerant

preaching and continuing house meetings, and even

the social tension brought on by the anti-crime

campaign and the short-lived campaign against

spiritual pollution - led to the detention and arrest

of many Christian leaders. From J une 1983 to

J
anuary 1984, more than 1000 leaders were detained.

ATthough we may never know the exact number, up

to 100 of these were kept for investigation of more
serious charges, and of these a number have been

sentenced to labor camps for two to fifteen years.

camp in Anhui province.

Beijing Religious Affairs Bureau director Jiang

Lixun announced the publication in late 1983 of a

Communist Party Document on religion. The
document, according to Jiang, asserts the long-term

nature of China’s religious policy and the Party’s

commitment to execute it; it calls for a clear

separation between religion and superstition and
between proper religious activities and illegal

activities, including contact with foreigners; and it

forbids religious organizations from propagating

religion outside of church buildings or openly

debating questions of atheism and theism.

April 10: China Christian Council delegation led by

Ding Guangxun and Han Wenzao assured Hong Kong
Christians that they could expect to continue their

work of church building and evangelism after 1997

without interference from China. Leaders of the

delegation said they expected Hong Kong believers to

exhibit the same spirit of non-interference toward

Christians in China.

May 20: While attending the National People’s

Congress as a delegate, Ding Guangxun held a press

conference in which he said that Christian house

meetings were acceptable but that public preaching

outside the church was neither wise nor constructive.

July 4~12: American Student Conference in Tianjin

jointly arranged by TSPM and Encounter with Christ

(a U.S.-based organization), provided an opportunity

for dialogue between evangelical leaders and TSPM
representatives on the theology of the TSPM, its view

of evangelism, and its relationship to the government.

July 5: Several dozen “Shouters” - suspected

followers of Witness Li — reported arrested while

passing out tracts on a major street in Guangzhou.

August 5: Delegates attending a meeting in Beijing to

mark the thirtieth anniversary of the TSPM agreed to

eliminate extreme leftists from the TSPM, to

emphasize consistent adherence to the Party’s

religious policy in all local areas, to include a wider

circle of Christians within the open church

community, and to encourage Christian contacts

overseas to contribute to the development of China.

September: Nanjing Seminary resumed publication of

the Chingling United Theological Record, a theologi-

cal and cultural journal reporting news of the

seminary which had ceased publication in 1957.

September 26: The Sino-British Joint Declaration on

the future of Hong Kong was initialled and made

available for public inspection and consideration by

Parliament in London and by the National People’s

Congress Standing Committee in Beijing.

October 6: More than 120 religious leaders

representing China’s Catholics, Protestants, and

Buddhists met in Beijing to discuss further participa-

tion in the modernization of China and fuller

implementation of China’s religious policy as

protected by law.
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"Those members outside have their strength

renewed through in-depth prayer and confession.

They are strengthened to take up with greater care

and stability the work left behind by those who were

arrested.

. . In the sight of men we are cut off by prison

walls, but we are never cut off from the great love of

God .... We remain faithful to accomplish what the

Lord has entrusted to us ... . The Lord has arranged

work for the members in prison — prayer for God's

redemption plan to be realized on earth, evangelism

to the inmates, and obedience in the situation which

the Lord has ordained and a willingness to accept the

trial that comes with suffering. The church is praying

fervently for them, that they may wait for the day

appointed by God and that they may soon be

released and return in victory. Nearly all who came

through the testing and were released joined

immediately in the ministry.

"One sister was jailed three times. Three times she

was released. Now, still protected by God, she has

been appointed to oversee God’s flock.
"

- Reflections of a Chinese Church leader, 1985

Some house church leaders felt that they were

experiencing a new wave of persecution. Today they

see this period as an important turning point in their

present manner of ministry. Because they believe the

TSPM cooperated in this persecution, it has

confirmed suspicions in their minds about the TSPM
leadership.

The TSPM has denied that its members were ever

involved in the arrest or detention of a Christian

leader. If there have been one or two local incidents

where this has happened, this has not been a national

policy, according to the TSPM leadership. From their

point of view, the three designates policy was a way

of putting some order into the chaotic Church

situation. With a public, orderly arrangement of

Christian activity, they believed that the Church

would have a better image in Chinese society and that

this could only benefit the Church. They have

implied that to some degree this was demanded of

them by the Party and government, but they also

insist that they are a free and voluntary organization.

As for Christian leaders in prison, their standard reply

is that some Christians may have committed crimes *

but that none are in prison for their faith. t

Relaxation *

By the end of January 1984 the short-lived

campaign against spiritual pollution seemed to have

lost its impetus. The reformers within China’s

leadership demonstrated their control. Hints began to

be heard about new reforms in the urban sector.

These were not actually acted on until October 1984
,

but the social climate in China relaxed considerably.

One sign of this was the rather abrupt end of the

wave of arrests of Christian s.

' Tfie comprehensive reform package for the

industrial sector that was passed in October also led

October 23: Officials in Beijing announced that all

prominent religious figures persecuted in that city

during the Cultural Revolution had been rehabilitated

and that their confiscated property had been returned

or compensated for. Forty houses of worship had

been opened, according to the officials, and three

million yuan had been given for restoration of

religious buildings in Beijing.

October 26: The Communist Party Central Com-

mittee approved the far-reaching decision on urban

economic reform that gave greater managerial

freedom to enterprises and began the process of price

reform, reducing State control and subsidies.

October 27: Philippine Cardinal Jaime Sin became

the first Roman Catholic Cardinal to visit China in

four years and only the third since the establishment

of the PRC.

1985

January: Twenty-four believers detained in Central

China reported sentenced to prison terms of 4-5

years; fifty-five reported to be still awaiting

disposition of their cases.

X January 20: Mother Theresa began visit to Beijing,
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where she became the first prominent Catholic from

overseas to receive communion in the Catholic

Patriotic Association cathedral.

February: Ding Guangxun and Han Wenzao released

“On Contributions to China from Churches and

Christians Overseas,” in which they welcomed gifts of

material and personnel from Christians overseas for

the purpose of contributing to China’s modernization

but distinguished between such contributions and

direct gifts to China’s Church.

February 13: American evangelist Billy Graham
announced his plans to visit China in September

1986.

February 18: Article in Guangming Ribao, a

newspaper for intellectuals, affirmed the conflict

between a theistic worldview and a Communist
worldview and said there is no permanent place for

religion in a socialist state.

March 21: Amity Foundation formed to encourage

contributions to China’s social development from

Christians overseas.

March 22: United Bible Societies announced plans to

contribute a printing press to the Amity Foundation



to a loosening of social restrictions. It launched an era

of socialJreedom probably unmatched in the history

of the People’s Republic of China. In spite of

economic difficulties and obstacles to economic

reform that began to appear in 1985, the slight curbs

that were placed on free expression have not yet

ended that era. Of course, one is not free to challenge

the leadership of the Party nor to challenge the

supremacy of socialism and Marxism-Leninism-Mao

Zedong Thought (as it so gracefully translates into

English). However, people are free to reinterpret

socialism and Marxism, and there have been

remarkable challenges to Marxist orthodoxy

appearing in China.

For public church life, the last 18 months in China

have been a time of unparalleled growth. In April

1984 there were 1600 open churches in China and

several thousand (but l^s than 10,000) registered

meeting points. At the end of 1985, there were 4000

churches and 3Q~00Q~7^stered meeting ^ ints. By

this time, October T98C the figures areundoubtedly

higher, although no recent numbers have been

released. The number of groups registered with the

government has grown by 250 to 300 percent in just

over a year and a half.
'

The growth of open churches and meeting points

may be attributed in part to a relaxation of

government supervision, just as businesses and other

enterprises are being decentralized, local churches

also find themselves with more leeway to run their

own affairs, just as top-heavy, authoritarian leader-

ship is being criticized in business, the TSPM
authority also seems to have been decentralized. The

institutions still exist by which the Party and the

government could exercise more stringent supervi-

sion, but, for the sake of the reforms, the reform

faction in the Communist Party does not appear

inclined to do so.

This period is also marked by a shift in the

attitude of the TSPM and CCC to the outside world.

In Ma'rch 1985 Ding Guangxun and Han Wenzao

announced the formation of the Amity Foundation, a

foundation to solicit Christian contributions for

China. The donation of a printing press and Bible

Church Structures in Ctfcina Today

Open Churches

(4000-5000)

Individual local bodies recognized by the govern-

ment’s religious affairs bureau, led by TSPM pastors.

Registered Meeting Points

(More than 30,000)

Places of worship which are registered with the

Three-Self Patriotic Movement (TSPM) but which

usually have lay leadership. Located in areas with no

open churches but are usually connected with

neighboring open churches, from which they may

receive training and supervision from TSPM pastors

and where members may go to receive sacraments.

Some already have church properties and have

applied for recognition as independent open

churches.

Unregistered Meeting Points

(100,000-300,000)

Fluid structure, without fixed time or place for

meetings. Loosely connected by visits from itinerant

preachers (non-TSPM). Some meet in secret; most are

semi-public.



paper by the United Bible Societies, intended in part

for the printing of Bibles and Christian literature,

indicates that the TSPM is willing to retreat slightly

from its stance of absolute self-sufficiency.

Urgent Needs

The gift of the printing press and paper by the

UBS will be a major step in meeting the need for

Bibles in China. Although an order for the printing

must still be given to Amity Foundation by the CCC
and the exact number cannot be known at this time,

it is expected that about 250,000 Bibles and 500,000

New Testaments will be ordered in the first year of

the press's operation. U p^ to 1986, the CCC had

already printed 1.8 m iriiorTBibies Since importation

of Bibles into Chma is discouraged at this time, this

production inside of China will be meeting a real

need. Even if all of the Project Pearl Bibles were

successfully delivered, there would still only be at

most 1.5 million Bibles sent into China since 1979. In

addition to this there may be up to 500,000 New
Testaments from all sources. Thus the UBS press has

the capacity to make a significant contribution

toward meeting the need for Bibles in China.

Another area of need for China’s Church is the

training of leadership. Under the CCC, twelve

seminaries arid Bible schools have been opened. With

more than four thousand churches and over 30,000

meeting points now registered, the graduates of these

schools will not be able to meet the needs of the

for printing religious, cultural, and educational

literature.

March 23: Ding Guangxun quoted as saying that

Chinese Christians were discussing the establishment

of a “united Christian Church in China," providing a

greater degree of unity than that provided by the

China Christian Council.

March 25: john Baptist Wu, Catholic Bishop of Hong

Kong, received in China by the Hong Kong and

Macao Affairs Bureau and the Religious Affairs

Bureau, becoming the first Hong Kong Bishop to visit

China on an official basis since 1949.

March 28: Premier Zhao Ziyang’s work report to the

annual meeting of the National People's Congress

brought to light the widespread corruption resulting

from abuse of economic reform policies and marked
the beginning of a general tightening that would

culminate in a major crackdown on economic crime

by year’s end.

April W: Zhao Fusan, deputy chief of the Religious

Research division of the Chinese Academy of Social

Sciences and a member of the Chinese People’s

Political Consultative Conference, reported as having

challenged the Marxist view that religion is the opium
of the people, calling it “unscientific and incomplete"

and saying that religion is necessary for China's

development.

April: Two itinerant preachers given prison sentences
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for holding secret meetings and preaching the

doctrine of the kingdom of God, allegedly disturbing

local production, social order, and lawful religious

activity.

^ July 3: Roman Catholic Biship Ignatius Gong Pinmei

of Shanghai released on parole after thirty years of

imprisonment for his refusal to reject the Vatican.

Children of God sect reported active in China, its

members having entered the country as university

English teachers.

V July 16: Eight Shanghai Catholics visited Hong Kong,

becoming the first Catholic delegation from the PRC
to travel abroad since 1949.

July: China Christian Council hosted a five-day

symposium for Evangelical Christian leaders, resulting

in their issuing an eleven-point statement on the need
for Christians overseas to support and encourage the

Chinese Church on terms acceptable to its official

leadership.

'^October 2: Funds from abroad reported having been
used in renovation of Catholic Cathedral in Beijing -
the first acknowledged instance of the Catholic
Patriotic Association accepting funds from individuals

outside China.

October 9: Three house church leaders arrested in

Shanghai.

October 25: Three Christians previously arrested in

Guangzhou sentenced to prison for involvement with



Church for many years to come. In this area foreign

Christians have also offered assistance. Some of that

comes in the form of training courses offered on

radio. Some of it comes from more direct assistance

to small training centers that house church leaders

have themselves founded to try to meet the Church’s

need. Most of China’s trained leaders are aging, and

this will be an area of acute need for many years to

come.

A real danger is that the many new Chinese

Christians of the past few years will not receive any
further instruction and will end up as nominal

Christians, who confess Jesus Christ but whose lives

are not changed. Unless some training is given now,

while their enthusiasm is high, they may fall away
from the Lord they have confessed. This is an urgent

need to be met and cannot be put off to some
indefinite time in the future. It will be too late.

Growth and Change

In many areas house churches continue to meet
and thrive. Some have experienced tremendous
growth in the past two years. The movements of whole

villages to Christ that were heard of in 1979 and 1980
seem to be developing again, although reports are still

fragmentary. As travel restrictions have been lifted to

facilitate the expanding of the economy, preachers

are also finding it possible to travel in order to

preach. As pressure on open churches has eased, some

house church leaders have found that quiet

relationships with open churches have become
possible.

The Chinese Church has thus entered a new time

of growth and change. A small and weak minority in

China, the Church’s freedom will be determined a

great deal by Her environment. It is safe to conclude

that the shape of that environment has not found its

new form. There are still some imponderables in the

reform process, but it has gained a certain momentum
that cannot be easily stopped.

Looking back over the seven years that China and
the Church Today has observed the Chinese Church, 1

believe that it bears testimony to a crucial era of

development. Although the magazine ceases publica-

tion with this issue, the story of God’s work in China

is not over. 1 expect the next decade to be as full of

rapid development as the former. China, a giant land

in this world, will be shaking the world in more ways

than one during this decade. God’s people will be a

part of that process, and their witness and growth will

continue to show His light to the nations.

the "shouters” and distribution of Christian literature

— charges later confirmed by other Christians in

Guangzhou.

November 24: Ding Guangxun fixed the number of

open churches in China at more than 4000, with an

additional 30,000 affiliated meeting points.

By year’s end: More than 60,000 New Testaments

and 100,000 Bibles printed on paper supplied by

United Bible Societies.

1986

January: Shanghai house church leaders arrested on 9

October 85 released.

May 1: The thirtieth anniversary of the Hundred

Flowers campaign was marked by a call for more

intellectual freedom, an appeal which was later

expanded to include freedom of expression in art,

literature, journalism, and philosophy and which set

the stage for the present discussion of political

institutional reform.

May 7: Jiang Ping, a vice-director of the Party’s

United Front Work Department (which oversees the

Religious Affairs Bureau), asserted that the propaga-

tion of atheism as part of scientific education was a

major task of the Party and attacked efforts to show

that religion is a natural part of human civilization

and not the “opium of the people.’’

May 14-20: Participants from 23 nations attended

“Nanjing 86: Ecumenical Sharing — A New Agenda’’

to discuss Christian response to the problems of

third-world nations and numerous other issues.

May 30: Three Christians in Shantou associated with

the Little Flock (Watchman Nee's church) sentenced

to prison for receiving and distributing literature from

outside China and for being “counter-revolutionary.”

June 6: Plans of a book company in China to print

the Bible reported stopped on the grounds that

the China Christian Council and TSPM hold copy-

rights to the Bible in China and that the proposed

introduction to the text - labeling the Bible as a

“product of feudal superstition” - was inconsistent

with present Chinese theory on religion.

June 26: World Conference on Religion and Peace,

comprising religious leaders from 30 nations and 11

world religions, began meeting in Beijing.

July 4: Public Security Bureau reported as having

uncovered 1 1 9 members of the Children of God cult

in China, most of whom were serving as English

teachers.

August 16-24: Fourth National Christian Conference

met in Beijing.
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The Church's Responsibility

In 1 843, one year after the opening of five Chinese

ports to foreign trade, missionaries from many
Western countries gathered in Hong Kong to discuss

mission strategies for the evangelization of Mainland

China. By faith they anticipated the opening of

China's interior to the Gospel, and by faith they

prepared for that great task.

Today, 143 years later, Christians around the

world - Chinese and non-Chinese alike — are

developing a renewed vision for the evangelization of

China.

As we consider China, let us ask, first of all, what
our Christian responsibility is for the salvation of the

one billion Chinese on the Mainland. What are we
doing now to fulfill that responsibility? Can we do
more? Has not God given us a vision for the salvation

of the Chinese in the decades to come? How should
we be preparing for such a great harvest?

Furthermore, what is our Christian responsibility

Adapted from a speech presented at the Chinese Congress on
World Evangelization (CCOWE '86) in Taipei. Taiwan
August 6-13, 1986. •

concerning the future destiny of the Chinese people

as a people? In which direction is China going as a

nation? Do we have a better, Christian, direction of

development for the Chinese people and nation?

Finally, what is our Christian responsibility

regarding the future course of Chinese society and the

direction of Chinese cultural development?

A Call to Commitment

Can we just stand by and do nothing? Should we
leave China to the hands of men alone? Are political

difficulties and restrictions so great that God cannot

intervene? God has already intervened and is directing

the future course of Chinese history, and we shall see

greater things yet in the days to come. Those who
have eyes to see, let them see.

Seven reasons come to mind as to why Christians

worldwide should be concerned with the evangeliza-

tion of the one billion people in China and
committed to the transformation of the Chinese

China and the Church Today, 8:5 (October 1986)



culture and society through the power of the Gospel.

It is my prayer that these facts and reasons will ring

in your ears until you become restless to the point of

doing something concrete for the salvation of the one
billion people in China.

7. The sheer fact that the Chinese constitute the

largest single group of unreached people in the world
demands worldwide evangelistic concern. Since more
than 95% of the Chinese people live in China, we
must give highest priority to the evangelization of the

Mainland.

In 1950, there were 2.5 billion people in the

world; today there are 5 billion. The world’s

population has doubted in 36 years. In 1950 there

were 550 million people in China; today there are

about 1.1 billion people in China. The Chinese
population has also doubled. Chinese account for

22% of the world’s population. Of these, 60% are

below the age of 30.

In 1950, Protestant and Catholic Christians

combined accounted for less than one percent of the

total Chinese population. Today the Christian

population has grown to about 4.5%. Thus 95.5% of

the Chinese people are yet without Christ. The
Chinese constitute 27.5% of the total unreached

people' in the world. For every four non-Christians in

the world, one of them is a Chinese!

Having come to know Christ, how can we not

share the Gospel with such a great mass of humanity
now living in China without Christ?

2. The yearning of the Chinese people for meaning
for their lives, especially the search for truth among
youth, demands that we present Christ, the Way, the

Truth, and the Life, to them.

Today the people of China are enjoying a breath

of fresh air after nearly thirty years of spiritual and

intellectual confinement. But most of them still bear

wounds in their hearts and scars in their memories. So
many young people lost the prime of their youth; so

many intellectuals wasted the best of their creative

years; and so many older men and women depart

from this life with deep sighs — almost reluctantly,

because political turmoil has robbed them of their

due share in life. "Is this what you call life?" they

ask.

You and I have found life in Christ — life

abundant that flows from the throne of God. Can we

withhold this precious life from the people of China

when we ourselves expeience the joy of life in Christ?

Can you rest at peace while one billion Chinese are

still searching, groping blindly in the dark for an exit,

waiting for a beam of light from above, for some

tangible truth they can experience in their confused

lives?

3. The Chinese people's desperate search for

effective ways to rebuild a broken society, and the

Chinese government's search for ways to reconstruct

a torn and wounded nation, require us as Christians

to show them how the Gospel can provide healing to

a broken society and how righteousness builds a

nation.

The greatest two problems facing China today are

poverty and backwardness. That is why Deng

Xiaoping has adopted the "four-modernizations" as

his chief goals and his direction for nation-building.

He thinks modernization in agriculture, industry,

science and technology, and defense can solve China's

problems of poverty and backwardness. China needs

modernization. China has been deprived of the

natural process of modernization from feudalistic

times to the present. But the real Chinese problem is

deeper than feudalistic backwardness or financial

poverty. The real Chinese problem is essentially the

problem of human sinfulness and institutionalized

sin; the Chinese problem is a problem of spiritual

poverty and cumulative idolatry.

Scientific and technological modernization can

help, and have already helped, make some improve-

ments in the living conditions of the Chinese people.

But modernization has not thus far made any

progress in curing Chinese feudalistic backwardness.

The Chinese Communists know, better than

anyone else, that Marxism and Leninism have failed

in China. That is why today the Chinese Communist
leaders are encouraging their theoreticians and

intellectuals to look into ways of reforming China’s

political system. They have come to realize that they

cannot bring about effective economic institutional

reform without, at the same time, introducing

political institutional reform. Perhaps some of the

leaders in China are seeking to emulate the capitalistic

West. But is capitalism the answer to China’s

longstanding problems? Mere economics and techno-

logy did not give rise to the West as we know it

today. Granted, the West has also lost much of its

spiritual heritage, especially in western Europe, and

many American political leaders are also in search of

their Christian spiritual roots.

What can we as Christians offer the Chinese on the

Mainland as a solution to their poverty and

backwardness? Does the Gospel have nothing to

contribute to the regeneration of an aged, burnt-out

civilization? Do we not know the way to China’s

transformation? Let us show her the way to national

renewal and hope.

4.

The needs of the Church in China compel us to

extend a helping hand and to share our resources with

our brothers and sisters in China.

Since 1980 the house church movement in China

has been experiencing a series of revivals resulting in

an ongoing evangelistic expansion. The Church in

China is growing because of the spiritual hunger of

the people, because of the importation of Bibles,

because of the increase in Gospel radio broadcasts.
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and because of encouragement from the believers

around the world — especially from those who visit

believers inside China. But, above all, the Church is

growing because the Holy Spirit is working mightily

through the preaching of the house church leaders

and itinerant evangelists and through signs and

miracles. In the midst of continual revival some

heresies have arisen, and the Church needs more

Scriptural teaching, both by word of mouth and

through literature.

The revival has also produced a missionary

movement, with numerous teams of evangelists going

to western and border provinces to conduct pioneer

evangelism. Since 1983 the government has been

implementing a policy of control whereby itinerant

evangelism is forbidden. As a result many itinerant

evangelists have been arrested. Some have been

released: others are still in prison, and their families

need help.

We are all living in situations of material

abundance. How can we enjoy our prosperity and

affluence when some of our brothers and sisters are in

prison, their families suffering from hunger and want?

5.

The zeal and sacrifice of the itinerant

evangelists and house church leaders should inspire us

to join them in their labour of harvesting.

One of the most important human factors in the

phenomenal growth of believers in China is the

increase in itinerant evangelists. God raised up a few

young evangelists in the 1970s to build house

churches out of the dust of death following the

cultural revolution. In the 1980s they, in turn, raised

up a large number of house church leaders and have

trained more itinerant evangelists who travel from

village to village, from deep valleys to high mountains,

nurturing small, struggling house churches and
bringing revival to them by the power of the Holy
Spirit — healing the sick, chasing out demons, and
standing up to the threats of local authorities. God
has used these evangelists to build numerous growing
churches, to organize churches into pastoral districts

and regional councils, to settle heresies, to dispatch

missionaries to far away lands, and, more recently, to

establish "seminaries of the field" to train other

itinerant evangelists.

What can you do to help encourage these brothers

and sisters who have given their all to Christ in order

to make Him known to their fellow Chinese? What
can we learn from their spirit of sacrifice and their

devotion to Christ? What do we know of walking the

pathway of the cross? The harvest is indeed ready,

but the laborers are few. Will we stand by and do
nothing?

6.

God is opening China's door through historical

developments, and the opening of China's door to the
outside worid should encourage us to prepare
ourselves for gradual participation now, and fuller
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participation tomorrow, in the evangelization of

China.

Of all socialist countries in the world today,

Mainland China Is probably the most open. China is

in the process of changing, having embarked on a

course of greater openness that is almost irreversible.

Deng Xiaoping calls the developments of the past few
years "small changes." He is anticipating some
"medium changes" from now until the year 2,000.

Only after then would he expect the "greater

changes" to take place.

Already during the past few years of “small

changes," Christians from Hong Kong and from
overseas have been doing much for the Church in

China and have been developing a limited amount of

evangelistic contacts. During the next fourteen years

of "medium change," we can anticipate greater

economic institutional changes and a gradual process

of political institutional change, possibly resulting in

the legalization of evangelism by the house churches

as "normal religious activity." By the year 2,000, we
will see a wave of major ideological change bringing

about real political change. It is my expectation that,

by the year 2,0.00 or a few years beyond, evangelistic

work from outside China will be tolerated, if not

legalized. The next ten to fifteen years will be years

of preparation for a great day of massive spiritual

harvesting of souls in China. We shall need many
workers for that harvest. We shall need a new type of

missionary task force and a new type of training for

the evangelization of China. Above all, we need a

special outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon the

Chinese Church — and the Church worldwide — for

such spiritual preparation.

I truly believe that God is already in the process of

opening China to the Gospel and that He will open
China further. He is not opening China too much
now, I believe, because we are not yet ready, because
the Church in China needs to grow numerically and
spiritually, and because He is giving us time to

prepare ourselves for that great day of spiritual

harvest. Do you share this vision? Will you be

prepared?

7.

The Great Commission constrains us to direct

our attention to the evangelistic challenge of China;

the second coming of Christ compels us to carry out
this task with urgency.

Jesus said, "And the Gospel of the Kingdom shall

be preached throughout the world, so that all nations

will hear it, and then the end will come" (Matt.

24:14). Perhaps Christ has not yet come because so

many Chinese have not yet heard the Gospel of the
Kingdom. If we want to hasten the second coming of

Christ, we must speed up the evangelization of China
and the world. How can we face Christ empty-
handed, having neglected the conversion of the
Chinese people?



Deng's "small change"

There are many more reasons why Christians

throughout the world should consider the evangeliza-

tion of China as a primary task. But these seven

reasons are sufficient to render us without excuse.

What, then, do these facts imply?

First, they imply that our attitude toward China
should change. As Christians, we should no longer

regard China as something "wholly other" and leave

her to those who do not believe in God; neither

should we leave China to run her own course, as if her

destiny is guided by irrational chance. We must claim

China for the kingdom of God. We must shower the

people in China with the love of Christ. We must
learn to identify with the agonies and the aspirations

of the Chinese people. We must not merely see China

as a political entity; we must see China as the object

of God’s love, the recipient of His saving grace. China

belongs to Christ, and Christ is the Lord of Chinese

history!

Secondly, we Chinese Christians outside the

Mainland must change our concept of missions. We
have embraced a concept of cross-cultural missions

borrowed from the West. The West has already gone

through a process of more than one thousand years of

evangelization and over four hundred years of

Christianization, and missions for Western Christians

naturally means cross-cultural evangelism. We Chinese

Christians still live in a pre-Christian era and minister

within pre-Christian Asian societies. Therefore, our

primary missionary task should be the evangelization

of our own people who have not heard the Gospel.

Uncritical borrowing of mission concepts from the

West is probably the reason why Chinese mission

efforts have thus far proven to be less than successful

and why we have failed to develop an effective

mission strategy for China and for the Chinese in

other countries. Therefore, we Chinese Christians

must learn to see missions from our unique

perspective and engage first in evangelism, then China

evangelism, and finally cross-cultural missions.

Thirdly, our approach to theological education

must undergo drastic change. If we recognize that the

Chinese people are still in a pre-Christian era and that

95% of them still do not know Christ, we will

naturally make evangelism our highest priority. We
will develop research and training programs that

enable us to reach out to the non-Christian majority

and to plant churches. This was the emphasis of the

Protestant missionaries who founded training schools

in China; their purpose was to train evangelists.

However, as Chinese churches began to gain

independence and become self-supporting, they took

the lead in theological education, and Chinese

educators gradually turned evangelistic training

schools into theological seminaries for the training of

pastors. Trained in the post-Christian West, Chinese

theological educators consciously or unconsciously

borrowed the Western model of theological education

and concentrated their efforts on the training of an

educated clergy for middle class urbanites, strongly

emphasizing academic development to the sad neglect

of spiritual and evangelistic development. Is it any

wonder that there has been such limited growth

among the Church in Hong Kong and Taiwan during

the last twenty years?

Therefore, if we are to focus our attention on
China and the unreached Chinese around the world,

we must return to the training of evangelists,

especially itinerant evangelists, as our primary task,

and our training must emphasize spirituality,

discipleship, and pioneer evangelism with a view

toward planting new churches in the power of the

Holy Spirit.

Fourthly, our attitude toward Chinese culture and

society must undergo change. If we realize that our

evangelistic task is for China as a people and as a

nation, we will not be satisfied with mere personal

evangelism - important as that is for every believer,

nor will we confine our efforts to ecclesiastical

affairs. We will not view the Church as a marginal part

of Chinese society or as existing on the fringe of

Chinese history. We will see ourselves as the living

seed of renewal for the Chinese culture. We will see

the Chinese Church as part of the central core of

Chinese society and the mainstream of Chinese

history. We will even adopt a more long-range

attitude toward the present Chinese Communist
Party. Political ideologies and parties come and go on

the stage of Chinese history, but the Church of jesus

Christ will remain on Chinese soil.

The redeemed of the Lord are marching through

the corridors of Chinese history and unto Zion,

growing in strength, singing and rejoicing, bringing a

host of Chinese people into the kingdom of God.

Take hold of this vision, and listen to the footsteps of

this mighty army, growing louder and louder as the

redeemed of the Lord approach the gates of Zion.
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The Research Goes On
With an increasing emphasis being placed on the

planning and scheduled opening of CCRC’s China

Mission Institute, it may well be asked, "Will the

Chinese Church Research Center continue to function

as an active center for research?” Reasons, as valid

today as when CCRC came into existence in 1 978,

can only dictate that the response to the question be

"Yes.”

In the first issue of China and the Church Today
(1979:1) Dr. Jonathan Chao, Director of the Center,

stated that "the Center seeks to hold its two main
goals in an equal balance: doing thorough, sound
research, and keeping the public well informed and
motivated for involvement.” To what extent has

CCRC fulfilled these goals, and how do we preceive

its role in the future?

A Growing Ministry

CCRC’s documented research, library resources,

personnel, and services provided have all seen a

steady growth. From a small staff to four, the Center

has grown to include twenty-six people — professional

personnel as well as clerical workers and volunteers.

The library constitutes a solid and continually

expanding collection of relevant books and
periodicals. A central index to documents has been

developed and original studies have been enlarged to

build archives related to the social, political, and
religious events in the People's Republic of China
from 1949 to the present.

Ongoing research work enables the Center to serve

the people who visit CCRC - representatives of

Christian organizations, students considering China
work, and tourists planning to travel in China.

Index

Finding out about China's Church 2
The Chinese Church 1979-1986 3
China's One Billion: The Church's

Responsibility 11

The Research Goes On 16

Research for Training and Information

An important outgrowth of the Center’s research,

the Lay Training Institute, has been training students

for discipleship and evangelization in Hong Kong.

Their witness, as they return to China to visit

relatives or to tour the Mainland, can now be all the

more effective as a result of their study of

contemporary Chinese Church history and their

understanding of the religious policy of the PRC.
One vital and direct result of CCRC’s continuing

research is the "Seminary of the Air, ’’.first broadcast

in May 1983. Such research established evidence of

the urgent need for the kind of training for Christians

and house church leaders which this radio program

provides.

Perhaps the Center’s most important contribution

to date has been providing documented information

and an analysis of the condition of the Church in

China, as well as historical information about the

socio-political structures of the state itself.

Further Expansion

Providing the necessary information regarding the

Chinese Church to the Church worldwide will continue

to be an essential task. However, the Center sees as its

future role the development of other ministries.

Leadership training receives increasing emphasis, and
designing the "model” for the education of Christian

workers is given priority by those on the staff

responsible for the development of training programs.

A future need is to incorporate research findings into

well-written books, textbooks, and other publications.

Other research and resource libraries are included in

the Center’s vision for the future.

The nurture of the Chinese Church and the

evangelization of China remain pressing, unfinished

tasks. CCRC will continue in research, providing the

knowledge necessary for understanding the situation

of our brothers and sisters in China and sharing with
joy the witness of how God is at work among them.

Mrs. Brasfield serves as Assistant

to the Director of CCRC.
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Since the Chinese Revolution in 1949 =nri t-h1^49, and the establishment
oF the People’s Republic nF rhi„ina, the government’s basic, Marxist
attitude toward religion has not changed. The Marxist view is that"

^ - - opium Which serves to
keep the alienated workpr-c i u • .workers in submission to the ruling classes.
With the creation of a ss society, where workers are no

has any Function and thus will naturally disappear. That, in
short, is and has been the Chinese government’s attitude toward
-Ugion. While this attitude has not changed over the years,
concrete religious policy and the Implementation oF policy has
changed a great deal.
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( 195 B-
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Pcotestants and similar organizations For Buddhists, Daoists
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would be registered and supervised. At this time the

three-selF principles were articulated, according to which the

patriotic associations were to orient their work: self-support,

se 1 f -pr opaga t i o n and self-government. The year 1366 marked an

abrupt turnaround in this policy of toleration. With the inaugural

of the Cultural Re volution (1966-1376), all places of worship

were closed and religious activity disallowed. Believers suffered

severe persecution. Since the death of Mao Tse Tung i n 1976,

however, the government has gradually returned to a policy of

toleration and control. In 1978-79, the patriotic associations

were reactivated with the purpose of mobilizing all sectors of

society behind the new modernization program. A number of churches

were reopened, and the three-self principles were reasserted.

At the Third National Christian Conference of China in 1980 in

Nanjing, the China Christian Council (CCC) was founded, and given

responsibility for - among other things - "training of candidates

of the Christian ministry, publishing the Bible and other devo-

tional materials" (2).

These new developments in China have been followed with

great interest by various publications in the United States, Hong

Kong and Europe. I have reviewed three of the major publications -

China and the Church Today (CCT) (3), Religion in Communist Lands

(RCL) (4) and China Notes (CN) (5) - which have documented church

life in China since 1979^ with a view toward learning what is known

about the nature of church-state relations in the People^s Republic

I have then discussed a speech by the president of the China

Christian Council, bishop K.H. Ting, as well as a few news releases
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published in a Pr ec;h\/-f- = ,-y an newsletter concerned with China af-
fairs, in light of official religious policy.

CCT is a bimonthly periodical published by donathan Chao at
the Chinese Church Besearch Center in Hong Kong. This Journal
follows religious deveiopnents in China, both official and unof-

in.o H„„. Ko„.

B.publ.c, So»,tI...

touP,.., .....

at Keston College in England. Keston College also studies both
official and unofficial information on reiicion frreligion from a number of
blff=p.nt

P„„.P.b„tbb .
=P.p.P,.iv. p,P.p...... .. ..

cil of Churches fNCCl Thi«- ^ iINCCJ. This newsletter contains reprints of
.PP* = ..P ppupb.p, p„ Cbc.b...
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leaders to Western audiences, as well as i ntwell as interviews granted by
such persons are also printed.

The Spring/Summer 198E issue of CN containsv-iN contains an interview
h bishop K.H. Ting conducted by Jean Woo of the NCC . The subject

Of the interview is the revised Chinese constitution of April
1982, more specifiraM 4-uIly, the section of the constitution concerning
--.ion. This section, the te.t of which is printed on the first
pace Of the interview, affirms the ..Citizens of the Peopla-s
B.P-UP pP cp.p. ..... ..

Ting points out tha^ •»-Kctnat the new wordino 1=? t-n +-u« ^-ing is to the advantage of reli-
out that the



gious believers because the old clauses ’’and the freedom not to

believe in religion and to propagate atheism" are left out (7).

The older wording, says bishop Ting, "can give constitutional

ground for the ultra-leftists in their dealing with religion" [6)

It seems that the bishop here is alluding to the fact that during

the Cultural Revolution, the latter clause was interpreted as

forbidding the propagation of theism. The new wording, however,

is qualified by a number of statements, in particular the state-

ment that: "The state protects legitimate religious activities"

(9]. Illegitimate religious activities are only very broadly

defined as attempts to "use religion to carry out counterrevolu-

tionary activities or activities that disrupt public order, harm

the' health of citizens, or obstruct the education system of the

state" (10). Bishop Ting does not comment on what specifically

might constitute illegitimate religious activities.

Some limitations on legitimate religious activities are

spelled out in party Document Number 19, which was issued just

prior to the new constitution. Though originally meant for party

members only, it was widely circulated among religious leaders

and subsequently, in June 1982, published in abridged form in the

party publication Red Flag (11). This document is discussed in

articles by Jonathan Chao, Peter Morrison and Peter J. Barry M.M.

published in CCT (12), RCL (13) and MF (14) respectively. Since

all three of these China observers refer to Document 19 as the

"definitive" or "authoritative" party statement on religious po-

licy, it seems curious that the NCC publication CN makes no

ment i on of it.
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SOVIET UNION

Return of Trumpet Call

Christian rock artist Valeri Barinov has re-Iormed his band,

Trumpet Call, and is renewing earlier eflorts to gain gov-

ernment permission for the group to perform publicly.

Barinov, 42. served a iwo-and-one-half-year sentence in a

Soviet labor camp after being charged with trying to cross

the Soviet border illegally. Since his release last year,

Barinov has helped organize a religious youth club among
Baptists in Gatchino, near Leningrad. More than 30 people

attended the club’s first meeting.

Before his imprisonment.
Barinov and his band secret-

ly recorded a Christian rock

opera, titled The Tnimpei Call.

He is known outside the So-

viet Union in part because

copies of the recording have
been distributed in the West.

After he was released from
prison, Barinov petitioned

the Soviet government for

permission to emigrate to the

Tanya and Valeri Barinov West with his wife and two
daughters. But permission

was denied on the grounds that he has no relatives abroad.

Earlier this year, religious and political leaders in England
announced a campaign to bring the musician and his

family to Great Britain.

CHINA

Woman of the Year
The Chinese government has named world-renowned sci-

entist and physician Xiu Rui-Juan "Woman of the Year" for

the third year in a row.

Xiu, 50, is vice-president of the Chinese Academy of

Medical Science in Beijing and heads the academy’s Micro-
circulation Research Center. An outspoken Christian, she
was once ridiculed in the lecture hall where she now
teaches medical students, according to Baptist Press.

Xiu grew up in Zhucheng, where she and her family were
close to Swedish Baptist missionaries. During the Cultural

Revolution of the 1960s and 1970s, radicals persecuted
religious believers, intellectuals, and the well-educated,

among others. Xiu W'as forced to work as a farm laborer,

and later as a poorly equipped rural doctor. But when
China began its current struggle to modernize, she w’as

invited to join the medical academy in Beijing.

‘T never denied my faith or my background," she says, "a
fact that has caused me many difficult moments and suffer-

ing. Now the difficult times are over, and we thank God for

freedom and for our country’s openness to the world."

ZIMBABWE

White Bishop Resigns
The last while bishop in Zimbabwe's Anglican church has
announced he will resign next month. Bishop Robert W. S.

Mercer, 51, said he is not "disgruntled," but that he has
"run out of ideas" for church growth.

ril 3. 1987 --

"What matters are tresh energy, imagination, and initia-

tive for a diocese which faces exciting challenges and
opportunities,” he said. 'T have run out of ideas."

An Anglo-Catholic and a member of a monastic order.

Mercer has been one of the most outspoken opponents ol

women's ordination in the 65-million-member worldwide
Anglican communion. A native of Zimbabwe, Mercer .served

as a parish priest in South Africa until that country’s

government ordered him to leave 20 years ago.

Mercer returned to Zimbabwe, then the British colonv of

Rhodesia, where he served as a priest in Salisbury (now
Harare) until he was consecrated as a bishop in 1977. After

he retires on May 1, he said he will spend a year at

England’s Resurrection Monastery, but has no plans be-

yond that. He is expected to be succeeded as bishop by a

black churchman.

INDIA

Heroin Addiction Grows
The rising incidence of heroin addiction is challenging
cultural traditions and family life in India, according to a

report in the A/ew YorkTimes. It is estimated that 500,000 to

1 million Indians have become heroin addicts during the

last five years.

"It is not a problem of the affluent," said Amodh Kanth, a

police official in New Delhi. "It has gone to the slums and
the rootless migrants."

Heroin is easily available in India, which harvests the

world's largest legally grown opium crop. (Opium is used
by several Hindu groups in the country.) Heroin addiction
became a problem in the early 198()s alter major drug
dealers decided to create a domestic market in India. About
2.7 tons of heroin were seized across the country last year,

among the biggest hauls in the world. Heroin users can
receive a 10- to 20-vear prison term and fines of up to

$17,000.

ROMANIA

Rejecting Church Officials

The Romanian government's Department of Cults has
blocked the appointments of several Baptists elected to fill

area church leadership posts, according to Keston News
Service. The state also blocked the appointment of a man
elected as a delegate to the nationwide Baptist Union
Congress, due to be held later this year.

The government refused to approve the appointment of

pastor Vasile Talos as president of the Bucharest Area
Baptist Association. Two other pastors were not allowed to

serve in area posts in the Bucharest association. And a

pastor from the Oradea area was nut allowed to serve as his

area’s general secretary.

Area Baptist associations held elections last fall, with
little state interference. Several widely respected pastors
were elected to area posts, and at least one candidate
considered to be progovernment was defeated, With the

recent state disapproval of the church appointments, the

associations are expected to hold new elections. The trien-

nial Baptist Union Congress cannot be held until the gov-

ernment approves the appointments of all area elected
officials, who attend the congress as delegates.

45
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India as Tortoise, China as Hare
New Delhi

Three decades ago, a battle line for
the minds and hearts of the world's
I^r was drawn along the Himalayas.
Could India prove that democracy
was compatible with rapid economic
development? Or would Red China
set the example?
America’s cold warriors lost their gusto for the contest,

In part because prickly, nationalistic India never properly
appreciated its assigned role as guardian of American
values, and in part because the myth of monoliUiic Com-
munism was shattered by China’s break with the Soviet
Union. In India, however, the rivalry with China remains
very much alive. And though Indian policy makers reluc-
tantly acknowledge the success of China’s development
effort so far. they make a plausible case for withholding
judgment on the final score.
China was the poorer country in 1965; since then, its

national product has grown ^ percent faster than
Ihaia’s-Today. per capita income in China is about $l40,
versus $270 in India. Life expecuncy in China Is now^ 13
years longer. What reason is there to think that India is
still in the race?
China’s great successes have come in agriculture

where peasants have been freed to grow food ^tKepri-
vate market. This costless route to higher efficiency has
now been fully exploited; to maintain momentum, China
will be forced to invest heavily in rural development. That
is within the country’s means. But the funds would have to
be diverted from a bumbling, bureaucratic, manufactur-
ing sector, which has only managed to grow by gulping the
lion’s share of China’s capital.
Ii^^n Pj^ers, by contrast, have shortchanged indus-

Which Stirring Giant
Will Set the Pace

For the Third World?

try to support successful, decentral-
ized agricultural development. And
much of the money that has gone into
industry has been wasted on badly
managed public projects that serve
as a drag on growth. If Prime Minis-
ter Rajiv Gandhi can make good on
his promise to free India’s go-getting

private business from the chains of central planning
manufacturers might just be able to match the Chinese
performance. moreover, has one major economic
asset China lacks; a dynanhe service sector that is ready
to grease the wheels of an economic takeoff.
The outcome of the race may, ftnally. turn on ideological

issues now considered passe in the West. Democracy, In-
dian economists argue, is India's great weakness and
great strength. China's rulers were able to bully reluctant
peasants to cut population grow’ih in a single generation.
When Indira Gandhi tried similar coercive tactics she
was booted out of office.

Still, the consent of the governed gives Indian policy
^vantages, me key to success for Indus-

trial rei6rfh?lhb6Th countries Is decentralization of deci-
sion-making. Indian bureaucrats will struggle to retain
the perks of power, but there is no inherent conflict be-
tween democracy and economic reform. China's rulers,
by contrast, understand that economic^decentralization
will undermine the legitimacy ordie Co'mmumsTs^^^
For India, then, democracy serines as insurance against

ecdhomic catastrophe. India has paid a high premium:
since independence, a generation of Indians has reached
middle age with only modest improvements in living ^

standards. But the democratic tortoise may once again
overtake the totalitarian hare. PETER PASSELL
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Christian Churches Still Play

A Role in Education in China

ByMARVINEHOWE

On the wooded Dragon HIHs of

Hangzhou, the Chinese lakeside city,

about 400 college faculty ntem^rs.

alumni and local journalist gather^

recemW to celebrate the H0(h anniver-

sary of one of the oldest Christian mis-

sion colleges in China.

The Hangzhou Daily recall^ that the

school, once called the

Christian College and now the

Branch of Zhejiang University, had

produced many civil engineers, educ-

tors, literary men and women, archi-

tects and economisu.
The newspaper expressed the wish

that “the college be restored and make

the bridge to introduce as many tech-

nological and scientific advances to

serve our ‘Four Modernizations in the

near future.”
, ,

..

The story of the college, including the

Chinese Alumni Association’s moves to

renew contacts with Americans once

connected with the school, reflects an

aspect of China’s opening to the West

that has received little attention.

‘CannotGo Back to the Past

Now, 35 years after the People's Re-

public took over the last of the Amer-

ican mission colleges, Chinese alumni

from several of the schools have for-

mally peiiticmed Beijing for their resto-

ration as private institutions.

Chinese graduates of all 13 of the

China colleges, as they were know^

have also been in twch with the United

Board for Christian Education in Asia,

an organiMtion based in New York

City, and expressed interest in reviving

their old insliiulions.

“We’re glad the China colleges are

still respected, but of course we cannot

CO back to the past,” Dr. Paul T.

president of the United Board, said in a

recent interview.

The alumni have been told that the^

is no question of reviving the old

church schools as religious institution^

Church officials said that even if the

Chinese Government were to request

it, the board would not have the p^stm-

nel or the mtmey to re-establish the

Christian colleges.

China Paid $10 Million

But the churches have not totally left

China. The United Board, an organic-

lion representing 12 Protestant de-

nominations active in Chinese educa-

tion before the 1949 revolution,hp prj

grams in nine Asian countries, includ-

ingChina. ^ ,,
.

After relations between the UmiC
Stdtes and China were normalic<i In

,

the I970’s, China paid the United Board

about *10 million for its ^

money went into a fund for the ChjC
^

program. Under an agreement wim the
;

Chinese Government, the United Board

said its sole purpose was to strei^men

higher education, not spread Christian-

ity

The United Board now has relations

with 90 Oiinese universities and col-

leges. Since 1980. it has provided finan-

cial suw>on to enable 230 Chme^i

scholars to study abroad, and it has

sent 65 visiting professors to Ouna. It

has also established two regional 1
-

brary centers, at the University of Si-

chuan in (^engdu and Shaanxi Teach-

ers* University in Xian.

“Today we are working in China not

as missionaries but as partlcipat'ts m
the country’s educational develop-

ment.” said Dr. C. T. Hu, a professor at

Kent Stale University who directs the

United Board’s China program.

Books of The Times: Weekdays.
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SPECIAL SECTION

Life and
Death in

Shanghai
By Nien Cheng

This is the extraordinary story of an extraordi-

nary woman who, despite 61^ long years of impris-

onment and torment in Communist China, not

only survived but endured and even prevailed. It is

a story that began more than 20 years ago but has

special relevance today. That is so partly because

many of those who benefited during a decade of

madness not only have gone unpunished but are

trying to make a comeback, and partly because a

story that so vividly documents the triumph of the

human spirit over inhumanity is always relevant.

Nien Cheng, 72, bom into a wealthy landown-

ing family, met her husband, Kang-chi Cheng, in

1 935 in England, where both were studying at the

London School ofEconomics. The husband, a dip-

lomat in the Kuomintang regime, was enough of an optimist to decide to remain in Shanghai with his

wife and young daughter after the Communists overthrew Chiang Kai-shek in 1 949 and gained power

in China. He went on to serve as general manager for Shell, the only multinational oil company to stay on

after Mao Tse-tung’s triumph. When he died ofcancer in 1957, Shell brought

in a Briton as its new manager and hired Nien Cheng as his special adviser. In

1966, the year in which Mao launched the frenzied upheaval known as the

Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, the company decided to pull out.

Cheng was still remarkably prosperous. “In this city of 10 million,” she

writes, “only a dozen or so families managed to preserve their old life-style.”

She and her daughter Meiping were one of those families, living in a three-

story house filled with antique furniture, books, works of art. There was a

piano. There were three servants. Nien Cheng, in other words, was highly vul-

nerable to the two men who came knocking on her door at 6:30 on a hot July

morning. One ofthem was a man she knew, Qi, a union official at Shell.

WITCHHUNT

44w hat do they want?" I drowsily asked my
maidservant.

’They didn't say. But they behaved in a

very unusual manner."

“Tell them I’ll be down presently,” I said, "Give them a

cold drink and some cigarettes."

I did not hurry. I wanted time to think and be ready to cope

with whatever was coming. After tea, I went downstairs slow-

ly. deliberately creating the impression of composure.

When I entered the living room, both men were sprawled

on the sofa. Qi stood up from force of habit, but when he saw

that the other man remained seated, he went red in the face

with embarrassment and hastily sat down again. It was a calcu-

lated gesture of discourtesy. In 1949. not long after the Com-
munist army entered Shanghai, the new policeman in our area

came unannounced to our house. He marched straight into the

living room and spat on the carpet. That was the first time I

saw a declaration of power made in a gesture of rudeness. I

came to realize that junior party officers often used such exag-

gerated gestures to cover up their feeling of inferiority.

"We have come to take you to a meeting." Qi said.

"You have been so slow that we will probably be late." the

other man added.

‘“What's the meeting about?” I asked.

“There’s no need to ask so many questions," the activist

said. "We would not be here if we did not have authority. All

the former members of Shell have to attend this meeting. It’s

very important. Don’t you know the Great Proletarian Cultural

Revolution has started?"

The servants looked anxious as I left. We all knew that

since Mao took over, innumerable people had left their homes

during the political campaigns and never come back.

At the technical school, the target of the meeting was Tao

Feng, the former chief accountant of our office. After several

hours of speeches denouncing Shell and the "running dogs of

imperialism,” Tao Feng was led into the room wearing a tall

dunce cap made of white paper with cow's DEMON AND SNAKE
SPIRIT written on it. (In Chinese mythology these are evil spirits

that can assume human forms to do mischief Mao had first used

this expression during the Anti-Rightist Campaign of 1957 to

describe the intellectuals, many of whom were sent to labor

camps for having taken up the Chairman's own invitation to of-

fer frank and constructive criticism of the Communist Party.)

In the office. Tao Feng was always full of self-assurance.
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Now he looked nervous and thoroughly beaten. He had lost a

great deal of weight and seemed years older than only a few

months ago. The young people behind me snickered. A man

pushed a chair forward and told Tao Feng to stand on it. When

he did and stood there in a posture of subservience in his tall

paper hat. the snickers became uncontrolled laughter.

Someone in a corner of the room stood up. Holding up the

Little Red Book of Mao Tse-tung s quotations, he led the as-

sembly in shouting slogans;

“Down with Tao Feng!” “Down with the running dog of

the imperialists!” “Long live our great leader Chairman Mao!”

I was shocked to see Tao Feng raise his fist and shout with

gusto the same slogans, including those against himself.

“Tao Feng will now make his self-criticism,” the man lead-

ing the meeting announced. Without lifting his eyes, Tao read a

prepared statement in a low and trembling voice. He admitted

all the “crimes” listed by the speakers. He expressed regret for

having worked for a foreign firm for more than 35 years and

said he had wasted his life. He said he was ashamed he had

been blinded by capitalist propaganda.

After the meeting, the man in charge took me aside. “You

must make a determined effort to emulate Tao Feng and do

your best to reform,” he warned.

“I'm not aware ofany wrongdoing on my part.” I said.

“Perhaps you’ll change your attitude when you’ve had time

to think things over,” said a second man. “Ifyou try to cover up

for the imperialists, the consequences will be serious.”

I decided the meeting was not very important. The govern-

ment's policy was always changing, like a pendulum swinging

from left to right and back again. The Cultural Revolution

seemed to me to be a swing to the left. When it had gone too far,

corrective measures would be taken.

THE GATHERING STORM

M y daughter Meiping was an attractive and intelli-

gent young woman of 23. Growing up in Commu-
nist China, she had seen a society in which the

children of the educated and affluent had enjoyed

many advantages replaced, not by an egalitarian society but by

a new system of discrimination against children like herselfand

their families. For instance, to be admitted into a good middle

school, she had to score 80% on the entrance examination while

children of workers and peasants got in with 60%.

"This is unfair!” I had exclaimed at the time, indignant

that my child was being discriminated against.

“But Mommy.” said Meiping, "the teacher told us the chil-

dren of workers and peasants have to do housework or cook the

evening meal after school, and their parents can’t help them
with homework. The treatment I get is fair if you consider all

that.” She had learned to be philosophical at a young age.

Because my daughter had to try harder, she did well. In

middle school, she was a student leader and won honors and
prizes. She seemed happily adjusted. Although we lived in the

midst of periodic political turmoil. I took it for granted that she

would go to one of the better universities, be given a fairly good

job because of her good marks and marry a nice young man.
Instead of a university, she went to the new Film School of

Shanghai. The acting profession was somewhat glamorous

even in Communist China, but those who worked in it did not

receive higher pay or enjoy better working conditions than fac-

tory workers or teachers. The function of an actress was pri-

marily to entertain the masses, so besides appearing in films,

she often gave performances in factories, rural communes, coal

mines and oil fields, traveling with her unit all over China. It

was an arduous life, but she believed she was rendering service

to her country and its people.

Now, as she munched her sandwiches, she told me about

the day's events at her film studio. “I spent the whole ‘l^y writ-

ine Big Character Posters for the Great Proletarian Cultural

Revolution. We were told that the more one writes, the more

revolutionary enthusiasm one demonstrates, so everybody

wrote and wrote.”

“Was that why you didn't come home for dmner.

“We gave up having lunch and dinner to show our revolu-

ed to be the first to leave.

“What did you write about?”
,

.

“Oh, slogans and denunciations against all Chinas ene-

mies—Taiwan. Japan. Britain, the U. S. and the Soviet Union.

On the night of Aug. 18, my daughter's 23rd birthday, I in-

vited Li Zhen. a woman professor at the Shanghai Conserva-

tory of Music, to dinner. Things were bad there, she mid me.

“All classes have stopped. Everybody has to write Big Charac-

ter Posters. Do you know, one of my students told me quietly

that they had to write posters against me to protect them-

selves?” At that juncture we did not know that the Cultural

Revolution was in fact a struggle for power between the Mao-

ists and the more moderate faction headed by Liu Shaoqi and

Deng Xiaoping. It later became known that the chief party sec-

retary at the conservatory, who belonged to Liu Shaoqi s fac-

tion. was murdered when Jiang Qing, Maos wife, decided to

replace him with one of her favorite young men.

While we were sitting out in the garden afterward, our con-

versation was suddenly drowned out by a burst of noise from

drums and gongs in the street. “There s a parade of students

passing the house.” one of the servants said.

“It's probably the Red Guards.” said one of Meiping's

friends, a young actor.

“What are the Red Guards?” I asked.

“It's something new for the Cultural Revolution, encour-

aged by Jiang Qing.” he said. “Someone told me she actually

organized them herself and then pretended it was the sponta-

neous idea of the students. And since she is the wife of Chair-

man Mao. the idea is catching on.”

Group after group of young students continued to march

past our house. Meiping, who had gone outside to watch, told

us that the students were shouting. “Protect Chairman Mao.”

“Who is supposed to be threatening him?” I asked. In his

lofty position as a demigod, Mao seemed beyond human reach.

“I'll see Auntie Li home,” said Meiping. “I don’t think

there are any buses. The streets have been taken over by the

paraders.” Li Zhen and I said goodbye.

That was the last glimpse I ever had of my dear old friend.

A month later, she committed suicide after a particularly hu-

miliating experience. The Red Guards placed a pole across the

gate of the conservatory less than four feet from the ground and
made Li Zhen crawl under it to demonstrate that she was “a

running dog of the British imperialists” because of her educa-

tion in England. They then held a “struggle” meeting to com-
pel her to confess her “love for Western music.” She was found

dead the next day, seated by her piano, with the gas turned on.

The note she left said, “I did my best for my students.”

The day after Li Zhen's visit. I read in the newspaper that

on Aug. 18 Mao had reviewed the first contingent of Red
Guards in Peking and given them his blessing. In the days af-

terward, the Red Guards in Shanghai took over the streets.

They debated whether to reverse the system of traffic lights, as

they thought red should mean “go” and not “stop.” Meanwhile,
the traffic lights stopped operating. Goods they considered of-

fensive or unsuitable for a socialist society they destroyed or

confiscated. Because they did not think socialist man should sit

on a sofa, all sofas became taboo. Innerspring mattresses, silk,

velvet, cosmetics and clothes that reflected Western fashion

were tossed onto the streets to be carted away or burnt.

One day. I decided to venture out to see all this for myself
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Red Guards were stopping buses and punishing passengers

whose clothes they disapproved of. (In my old shirt and wide

trousers, I blended in.) I saw a group ofRed Guards leading an

old man on a length of rope, shouting and hitting him with a

stick. Suddenly he collapsed. When he did not get up, the Red
Guards jumped on him. The old man shrieked in pain. “Dirty

capitalist! Exploiter of workers! You deserve to die!" they

shouted. I heard of other victims being humiliated, terrorized

and often killed when they offered resistance. The newspapers

and leading Maoists congratulated the Red Guards on their

vandalism. I felt utterly helpless.

NIGHT OF THE RED GUARDS

n the evening of Aug. 30, while my daughter was at-

tending a political meeting at her film studio, I was

sitting alone in my study reading WiUiam Shirer's

Rise and Fall of

the Third Reich, which had
come from a London book-

shop with which I had an
account. The house was
very quiet. There was not

the slightest sound or move-
ment anywhere, almost as if

everything in the house

were waiting helplessly for

its own destruction.

Suddenly the doorbell

began to ring incessantly.

At the same time, there

was a furious pounding of

many fists on my front

gate, accompanied by
hysterical voices shouting

slogans. The cacophony
told me that the time of

waiting was over and that I

must face the Red Guards.

“Open the gate!” someone
shouted. "Are you all

dead? Why don't you open
the gate?” As my servant

let the Guards in, I stood

up to put my book on the

shelf A copy of the Con-
stitution of the People’s

Republic caught my eye.

Taking it in my hand. I went downstairs.

The Red Guards were 30 or 40 high school students, aged

between 15 and 20, led by two men and one woman who were

much older—the “teachers” who generally accompanied the

Red Guards when they looted private homes. As they crowded

into the hall, a gangling youth with angry eyes stepped forward

and said to me, “We are the Red Guards. We have come to

take revolutionary action against you!”

Though I knew it was futile, I held up the copy of the Con-

stitution and said calmly, “It's against the Constitution of the

People's Republic of China to enter a private house without a

search warrant.”

The young man snatched the copy out of my hand and

threw it on the floor. Eyes blazing, he said, “The Constitution is

abolished. It was a document written by the Revisionists with-

in the Communist Party. We recognize only the teachings of

our Great Leader Chairman Mao.”

A girl came within a few inches of me and said. “What

trick are you trying to play? Your only way out is to bow your

head in submission. Otherwise you will suffer." She shook her

fist in front of my nose and spat on the floor. Another young

man used a stick to smash the mirror hanging over the black-

wood chest facing the front door. He tore the mirror's carved

frame off its hook and hurled it against the banister. On the

hook, he hung a small blackboard with a quotation from Mao;

“When the enemies with guns are annihilated, the enemies

without guns still remain.”

The Red Guards read the quotation aloud as if taking a sol-

emn oath. Then they told me to read it. One of them shouted to

me, "An enemy without a gun! That's what you are."

They locked me in the dining room and then spread out.

There was a heavy thud overhead. 1 could hear glasses break-

ing and heavy knocking on the wall. It sounded almost as if the

Red Guards were tearing the house down.

Later, when I was let out to go to the bathroom. I could see

two bridge tables in the middle of the drawing room. On them

lay cameras, watches, clocks, binoculars and silverware that the

Red Guards had gathered from all over the house. These were
the “valuables” they intend-

ed to present to the slate.

Mounting the stairs. I

was astonished to see sever-

al Red Guards taking

pieces of my porcelain col-

lection out of their padded

boxes. One young man had
arranged a set of four

Kangxi wine cups in a row

on the floor and was step-

ping on them. I was just in

time to hear the crunch of

delicate porcelain under the

sole of his shoe. The sound

pierced my heart.

Impulsively I leapt for-

ward and caught his leg just

as he raised his foot to crush

the next cup. He toppled,

and we fell in a heap togeth-

er. The boy regained his

feet and kicked me right in

my chest. I cried out in

pain. The others gathered

around us. shouting at me
angrily for interfering in

their revolutionary activi-

ties. One of the teachers

said to me. ‘*What do you

think you are doing? Are

you trying to protect your possessions?”

“No, no, you can do whatever you like with my things. But

you mustn’t break these porcelain treasures. They are old and

valuable and cannot be replaced.” I said rather breathlessly.

“Shut up! Shut up!” A chorus drowned out my voice.

I picked up one of the remaining wine cups and said. "This

is nearly 300 years old. You seem to value the cameras, watches

and binoculars, but better cameras, better watches and more

powerful binoculars are made every year. No one in this world

can make another wine cup like this one again. This is a pan of

our cultural heritage. Every Chinese should be proud of it.

The young man whose revolutionary work I had interrupted

said angrily, “You shut up! These things belong to the old cul-

ture. They are the useless toys of the feudal emperors and the

modern capitalist class and have no significance to us. the prole-

tarian class. Our Great Leader Chairman Mao taught us. ‘If we

do not destroy, we cannot establish.' The old culture must be de-

stroyed to make way for the new socialist culture."

Pleading was not going to move the Red Guards. The lime
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had come to try diplomacy. “Please,

Red Guards! Believe me. I’m not op-

posed to you. But remember, these

things were not made by members of

the capitalist class; they were made
by the workers of a bygone age. I beg

you to take them to the Shanghai
Museum. You can consult their

experts."

A girl said. “The Shanghai Muse-

um is closed. The experts there are

being investigated. Some of them are

also class enemies. In any case, they

are intellectuals, The capitalist class

nourishes the intellectuals, so they

belong to the same side. Now we are

going to destroy the capitalist class,

so naturally the intellectuals are to be

destroyed too.”

Getting really desperate. I said,

“Don’t you realize all these things are

extremely valuable? You can sell

them in Hong Kong for a large sum of money. You will be able
to finance your world revolution with that money.”

Perhaps, being an older person, the teacher felt some sense
of responsibility. She asked me, “Are you sure your collection is

valuable? How much would you say it is worth?”
“As a rough estimate, at least a million yuan 1$500,000 at

the 1966 exchange rate],” I told her. The Red Guards were im-
pressed. The teacher was by now anxious to save the treasures,

but she was afraid to put herself in the wrong with the Red
Guards. They all went to the dining room to confer.

AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE

I
put the remaining wine cups in the box and went upstairs
to inspect the damage. My heart sank. On the third floor

landing were fragments of porcelain in colors of oxblood,
imperial yellow, celadon green and blue-and-white. The

third-floor rooms resembled a scene after an earthquake. The
Red Guards had emptied my storage cupboard. Flour, sugar
and food lay on top of heaps of clothing they had taken out of
cupboards. They had already dealt with my fur coats and eve-
ning dresses with scissors. The ceiling fan was whirling. Bits of
fur. silk and torn tissue paper were flying around.

Tables and chairs were overturned. In my bedroom, the
bedspread was soiled with footprints. The Red Guards had
slashed the mattress, punched holes in the lacquered screen,
smashed the porcelain lamps and crushed their white silk

lampshades. In the largest guest room, where the Red
Guards had carried out most of their cutting and smashing,
a radio set was broadcasting revolutionary songs based on
Mao's quotations. A female voice was singing. “Marxism
can be summed up in one sentence; revolution is justifiable.”

Through a window I saw bright, leaping flames in the gar-
den. A bonfire had been lit in the middle of the lawn. The Red
Guards were standing around the fire tossing my books onto
the flames. My heart tightened with pain. Several Red Guards
began hammering on the furniture and breaking my records. I

said to a teacher. “These records are classical music by the
great masters of Europe. Why not preserve the records and do-
nate them to the Music Society?”

“You live in the past.” he said. “Don’t you know that our
Great Leader has said that Western music of any kind is deca-
dent? We are going to compose our own proletarian music. As
for the Music Society, it’s disbanded.”

I was so tired that I could hardly stand. I asked the teacher

for permission to rest. “You may go

to your daughter’s room. She is an in-

dependent filmworker earning a sal-

ary. Her room is not included in our

revolutionary action.”

In my daughter's room I lay

down on her bed. Through the win-

dow I could see the faint light of

dawn on the eastern horizon. When I

woke, the sun was streaming into the

room. I went to the kitchen and
asked the cook to make coffee and

toast, A pretty girl with two long

plaits over her shoulders came in to

watch me. She picked up my coffee

cup and sniffed.

Making a grimace, she asked me,

“What is this?”

“It’s coffee.” I said.

"What is coffee?”

I told her that coffee was rather

like tea. only stronger.

“Is it foreign food?” She put the cup down with a clatter.

“I suppose you could call it foreign.”

“Why do you have to drink a foreign beverage? Why do
you have so many foreign books? Why are you so foreign alto-

gether? In every room in this house there are imported things,

but there is not a single portrait of our beloved Great Leader.”

Outside the kitchen. I saw a man who had not been with
the Red Guards the night before. I could tell by his air of self-

assurance that he was a party official.

“I'm a liaison officer of the municipal government,” he
said. “It’s my job to inspect the revolutionary action of the Red
Guards. Have you been beaten or ill treated?”

“No. not at all,” I said. “These Red Guards carried out
their revolutionary action strictly according to the teachings of
our Great Leader Chairman Mao.” The Red Guards beamed.

He said, “That’s good. It’s not the purpose of the proletar-

ian class to destroy your body. We want to save your soul by re-

forming your way of thinking. You will be allowed enough
clothing and basic furniture to carry on a normal life, but you
won’t be allowed to maintain a standard of living above that of
the average worker.” Before he left, he told me, “It's the objec-
tive of the proletarian revolution to form a classless society,

where no one is above anyone else.”

After living in Communist China for 17 years, I knew
that such a society was only a dream because those who
seized power would invariably become the new ruling class.

Even this very junior official in the party hierarchy could
make arbitrary decisions about my life and lecture me and
accuse me of crimes simply because he was an official and I

was just an ordinary citizen. We were not equals by any
stretch of the imagination.

HOUSE ARREST

A few days later, there came to my house a slightly
built man wearing a pair of tinted spectacles. With
him came two other men and a woman wearing
armbands with the three Chinese characters for

“revolutionaries.”

You are the class enemy of this house, guilty of conspiring
with foreign powers.” the man said. “Do you deny it?”

“Of course I deny it! Who are you? What do you want?”
“We are the Proletarian Revolutionaries.”
“I never heard of such a title.” I said,

“You are going to hear a lot about us. We are the Revolu-
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tionaries who represent the working class, which is the ruling
class in China.”

The man with the tinted spectacles assumed a severe tone
of voice. “Where have you hidden your gold and weapons?”

“What gold and weapons?”
“You know what gold and weapons!”
"I have no gold or weapons. The Red Guards have been

here. They did not find any gold or weapons.”
“You hid them. Our Great Leader told us that the class en-

emies are secreting gold and weapons. He can’t be wrong.”
The Revolutionaries ripped open mattresses, cut the uphol-

stery of the chairs and sofas, removed tiles from the walls of the
bathrooms, poked in the fireplace and the chimney, lifted
floorboards, climbed onto the roof, fished in the water tank un-
der the ceiling and crawled under the floor.

Darkness had long descended on the city when they decid-
ed to dig up the garden. They switched on the terrace lights and
started digging. The damp, ash-covered lawn was trampled
into a sea of mud; all the

flower beds were dug up,

and spades were sunk into

the earth around the
shrubs. They even pulled

plants out of their pots.

But they found nothing,

for nothing was there to

be found.

In the end, physical

exhaustion got the better

of their revolutionary zeal.

But they were fuming;
they had lost face by not
finding anything. The
man in the tinted glasses

was beside himself with
rage. His face turned
white, and his lips trem-
bled. He raised his arm to

strike me.
At that very moment

Meiping’s cat, Fluffy, tore

through the kitchen door,

jumped on the man's leg

and sank his teeth into the man's calf. Screaming with pain, the
man hopped wildly on one leg. trying to shake the cat off. The
others also tried to grab Fluffy, but the agile cat ran out of the
house and climbed onto his favorite branch of the magnolia
tree. From this safe perch. Fluffy looked at us and mewed. The
wounded man was almost demented. He dashed to the tree and
shook it. Fluffy hopped up to a higher branch, ran onto the roof
of my neighbor’s house and disappeared into the night.

One of the men said. “You keep a wild animal in the house
to attack the Revolutionaries. You will be punished. As for the
cat, we will have the neighborhood committee look for it and
put it to death. You are very much mistaken if you think by
making your cat bite us we will give up. We are going to look
further for the gold and weapons.”

They locked me into the dining room. I resigned myself to

the possibility of the total destruction of my home. Pulling

three dining chairs together. I lay down on the cushions, I

dozed despite the shouting and arguing outside.

At daybreak, a woman Revolutionary said to me. “You are
not allowed to go out of the house anymore. The Red Guards
will take turns watching you.”

I was astonished and angry. I asked her, “What authority

have you to keep me confined to the house?”
“I have the authority of the Proletarian Revolutionaries.

We are doing you a kindness in putting you under house arrest.

A woman like you would be beaten to death outside. Do

you know what's going on outside? A full-scale revolution."
Two Red Guards detailed to watch me sat on chairs outside

my room. Every now and then one of them would open my
door to see what I was doing.

My daughter was allowed to live in her own room, but I was
not allowed to go in there or to speak to her when she came
home, which was seldom; she had to spend more and more
nights at the studio taking part in the Cultural Revolution.

“YOU ARE GUILTY”

I
n the late afternoon of Sept. 27. 1 was taken to the same
school building I had gone to in July. This time I was the
object of the “struggle” meeting, attended not only by the
Red Guards and the Revolutionaries who had come to

my house but also by the former staff of Shell. The man with
the tinted spectacles was
in charge.

He was quite a fluent

speaker. He started with
the Opium War of 1840,

giving a vivid description

of how the invading fleet

of Britain bombarded the

Chinese coast. He spoke
as if it were I who had led

the British fleet up the

Pearl River. He described

Shell as a multinational

firm and said that Lenin
had stated that such com-
panies were the worst ene-

mies of socialism.

He turned to my fam-
ily background, telling the

audience that I was the

descendant of a big land-

lord family, that my father

was a senior official of the

pre-Kuomintang govern-

ment. He said that I went
to England and was trained by the British to be “a faithful run-
ning dog” in one of their universities. My late husband was de-
scribed as a “residue of the decadent Kuomintang regime” who
was fortunate to have died and escaped Judgment by the Revo-
lutionaries. Throughout his speech, the audience shouted slo-

gans; a number accused me of being a “spy.”
When he had finished speaking, the Red Guard who had

led the others into my home described its “luxury.” Another
Red Guard told how I had tried to “undermine” their “revolu-
tionary activities” by fighting with them to preserve “old cul-

ture.” A Revolutionary spoke of my stubborn arrogance and
accused me of deliberately keeping a “wild animal” in the
house to attack the Revolutionaries.

Former employees of Shell were called upon to give evi-

dence against me. I could see how frightened they all were, and
I wondered what they must have gone through. The men who
got up to speak were white, and their hands holding the pre-

pared statements shook. None looked in my direction.

The man with the tinted spectacles said. ‘You have
listened to the mountain of evidence against you. Your
crime against the Chinese people is extremely serious. You
can only be reformed by giving a full confession telling us

how you conspired with the British imperialists in their

scheme to undermine the People's Government. Are you go-

ing to confess?"

"I have never done anything against the Chinese people
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and government. The Shell office was here because the Chinese

government wanted it to be here.”

Everything I said was drowned by angry shouts and
screams of “Confess! Confess!” and “We will not allow a class

enemy to argue!” The Red Guards and Revolutionaries crowd-

ed around me, shook their fists in my face, pulled at my clothes

and spat on my jacket while yelling, “Dirty spy!” “Dirty run-

ning dog!” “We will kill you!” They pushed me very hard.

When the noise died down a little, the man in spectacles

said. “Our patience is exhausted. You are guilty. We could give

you the death penalty. But we want to give you a chance to re-

form yourself Are you going to confess?”

Everybody stared at me expectantly. I said nothing.

The man beckoned to a youth at the back of the mob, who
came forward with a pair ofshiny metal handcuffs, then asked,

‘‘Are you going to confess?”

I answered in a calm voice. “I've never done anything
against the People’s Government, I have no connection with

any foreign government.”

“Come along!” the young man with the handcuffs said.

Parked in front of the school was a black Jeep.

“Are you going to confess?” the man asked again.

I was silently reciting to myself the 23rd Psalm, “The Lord
is my shepherd; I shall not want ...”

"Have you gone dumb?”
“Confess!” They were shouting.

I lifted my head and said in a loud and firm voice, “I'm not
guilty! I have nothing to confess.”

The young man from the police pulled my arms behind my
back and put the handcuffs on my wrists. Then we got into the

Jeep and drove off into the dark streets.

PRISONER 1806

T
he No. 1 Detention House, where I was to remain for

6'/4 years, was the foremost detention house for politi-

cal prisoners in Shanghai. It was an old establish-

ment where the Kuomintang had once imprisoned
Communists. The black Jeep drove through the main gale,

along a drive lined by willow trees, then through another gate. I

was undressed, searched, photographed, fingerprinted.

“While you are here, you will be known by a number.” the

man at the entry desk said. “You’ll no longer use your name,
not even to the guards. Your number is 1806.”

I was taken out through another gate and into a two-story
building where women prisoners were housed. The guard took
me to a cell, then pushed the bolt back with a loud clang.

I looked around the room, and my heart sank. Cobwebs
dangled from the ceiling; the once whitewashed walls were yel-

low with age and streaked with dust. The single naked bulb was
coaled with grime and extremely dim. Patches of the cement
floor were black with dampness. A strong musty smell pervad-
ed the air. I hastened to open the only small window, with its

rust-pitted iron bars. When I succeeded in pulling the knob and
the window swung open, flakes of peeling paint as well as a
shower of dust fell to the floor. The only furniture in the room
was three narrow beds ofrough wooden planks, one against the
wall, the other two stacked one on top of the other, A cement
toilet was built into one corner. Never in my life had I been in
or even imagined a place so primitive and filthy.

The guard came back with several sheets of toilet paper of
the roughest kind, which she handed to me through a small
square window in the door of the cell, saying, “I'll lend you this.

When you get your supply, you must return to the government
the same number of sheets. Now go to sleep. Lie with your head
toward the door. That's the regulation.”

I didn't want to touch the dust-covered bed. But I needed to

lie down, as my legs were badly swollen. I pulled the bed away
from the dirty wall and wiped it with the toilet paper. But the

dirt was so deeply ingrained that I could remove only the loose

dust. Then I lay down anyhow and closed my eyes. The naked

bulb hanging from the center of the cell was directly above my
head. Though dim. it irritated me. I looked around the cell but

could not see a light switch anywhere.

“Please!” I called, knocking on the door. “I can't find the

light switch.”

“We don't switch off the light at night. In future, when you

want to speak to the guards, just say, ‘Report.’ Don't knock on

the door. Don't say anything else."

I lay down again and turned to the dusty wall to avoid the

light. Just before daybreak, the electric light in the cell was
switched off. In the darkness, the dirt and ugliness of the room
disappeared. I could imagine myself elsewhere. During all the

years I spent in that prison cell, the short time of darkness after

the light was switched off and before daybreak was always a

moment when I recovered the dignity of my being and felt a

sense of renewal, simply because I had a precious moment of

freedom when I was not under the watchful eyes of the guards.

At daybreak, we were awakened by a guard shouting, “Get

up! Get up!” The shutter of the small window on the door was
pushed open. An oblong aluminum container appeared. A
woman's voice said impatiently, “Come over, come over.”

When I took the container, she said. “In future, stand here

at mealtimes and wait.” She also handed me a pair of bamboo
chopsticks, wet and worn thin with prolonged usage.

The battered container was three-quarters full of luke-

warm watery rice porridge with a few strips of pickled vegeta-

bles floating on the top. I wiped the edge of the container with a

piece of toilet paper and took a tentative sip. The rice lasted

smoky, and the saltiness of the pickled vegetables made it bit-

ter. The food was worse than I could possibly have imagined,
but I made a determined effort to drink half of it.

I decided that if I was going to be held here, I could clean

out this cell. I found that I was allowed to buy supplies, so I got

a washbasin, two enameled mugs for eating and drinking, sew-
ing thread, needles, soap, towels, a toothbrush and toothpaste,

and more toilet paper. I washed the bed thoroughly. I climbed
onto my rolled-up bedding to wipe the dust-smeared window-
panes so that more light could come in. After I had washed the
cement toilet, I still had enough cold water left to bathe myself
and rinse out my blouse. When hot water for drinking was is-

sued. I drank it with enjoyment. Plain boiled water had never
tasted so good.

Many weeks passed. One day merged into another. Pro-
longed isolation heightened my feeling of depression. I longed
for some news of my daughter. I missed her terribly and wor-
ried about her constantly. Often I would be so choked with
emotion that breathing became difficult.

One day, in the early afternoon, I saw a small spider, no
bigger than a good-size pea, climbing up one of the rust-eroded
bars. Quite a long walk for such a tiny thing, I thought. When it

reached the top. it suddenly swung out and descended on a thin
silken thread spun from one end of its body. With a leap and
swing, it secured the end of the thread to another bar. The spi-

der then crawled back along the sdken thread to where it had
started and swung out in another direction. The tiny creature
knew its job and was carrying it out with confidence. When the
frame was made, the spider proceeded to weave a web that was
intricately beautiful and absolutely perfect.

Who had taught the spider how to make a web? Could it really

have acquired the skill through evolution, or did God create the
spider and endow it with the ability to make a web so that it could
catch food and perpetuate its species? Did it act simply by instinct?

I knew I had just witnessed something beautiful and uplifting.

WhetherGod had made the spider or not. I thanked him for what I

had just seen. A miracle of life had been shown me. Mao Tse-tung
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and his Revolutionaries seemed much less menacing. I felt a re-

newal of hope and confidence.
,

. •

I became very attached to the little spider. First thmg in the

morning, throughout the day and last thing at mght, I would

look at it and feel reassured when I saw that it was still there.

The tiny spider became my companion. My spirits lightened.

The depressing feeling of complete isolation was broken.

“I WOULD RATHER DIE THAN LIE”

O n a sunny morning in November, I was in the middle

of the monthly scrubbing of bedsheets, when a guard

yelled, “Come out! You must go for interrogation.”

Interrogation! At last it seemed I was to come

face to face with my antagonist. My heart pounded as I fol-

lowed the guard. The long-awaited opportumty to have my

case examined dispassionately was here at last.

I found myself confronting two pale-faced men, dressed m
the baggy and faded blue cotton Maoist uniform. About two

yards from the counter where they sat was a heavy wooden

chair for the prisoner. The room was very dark, but the little

light that came through the window was focused on the pnson-

er. The walls were dusty, the cement floor black with damp.

“Do you know what this place is?” the chief interrogator

asked. “This is the place where counterrevolutionaries who

have committed crimes against the People's Government are

locked up and investigated.”
,

“In that case, I should not have been brought here, 1 de-

clared. “There must have been some mistake.”

“The People's Government does not make mistakes.”

“You will have to provide some evidence to prove what you

are saying.” I said. I was deeply disappointed that the long-

awaited interrogation was turning out to be just like the ses-

sions I had had before my imprisonment.
.

“Of course we have the evidence,” the interrogator bluned.

“Produce it, then,” I said, calling his bluff. “Why waste

time having an interrogation? Why not just produce the evi-

dence and punish the culprit?”

“It would be an easy matter to produce the evidence and

punish you. But that is not the policy of our Great Leader. The

purpose of this interrogation is to help you change your way of

thinking, to give you an opportunity to earn lenient treatment

by confessing frankly so that you can become a new person. We

are patient. We can wait. A woman like you will not last five

years in this place. Eventually you will be begging for a chance

to confess. If you don't you will surely die.

“I would rather die than tell a lie.”

“You are audacious. But you can't talk your way out of your

difficulties. The only way out for you is to give a full confession.’’

I had a cold, and my head was starting to throb. "First of

all we want you to write your autobiography,” he said. “Write

everything down. Do not try to hide anything. We will check

what you write with the material we already have about you.

A guard took me back to my cell. I was hungry, tired and

very disappointed. By nightfall a strong wind was blowmg. The

window of the cell was so badly fitted that cold air came

through in sharp gusts.
^

.

By then, the web of my small spider friend was already

torn. Instead of making a new web promptly as it always had

done in the past, the spider descended from the ceiling on a

long silken thread. When it reached the floor, it crawled very

slowly and with difficulty. My small friend seemed rather

weak. It stumbled and stopped every few steps. Could a spider

get sick, or was it merely cold? I saw it looking for a sheltered

place away from the wind. Finally, in a crevice, it made a tiny

web, not as well done or beautiful as the ones before, but the

layered threads were thicker, forming something rather like a

cocoon. Soon after, the spider crawled across the floor and dis-

appeared under the bed. That was the last T saw of it. Next day

I wrote my autobiography rather quickly on just five sheets of

^
^When I was led to the interrogation room, the interrogator

scowled at me. “Do you call this a serious effort at self-exami-

nation? You gave a statistical record of your life like someone

writing down an account of daily expenditures. Why? Because

you have something to hide!”
^ r

That night I had a nightmare, the first of many: I was on

the narrow ledge of a sheer rocky cliff by the sea The roarmg

waves of the incoming tide were rising to engulf me. It was

pitch dark. I was utterly alone, and I was petrified.

PHYSICAL DETERIORATION

B
y the middle of December, winter came in earnest. A
penetrating north wind swept the city with icy blasts.

The window and door ofmy unheated cell rattled with

each gust. I had on both my sweaters and a padded

iacket, but still spasms of shivering shook my body. In the icy

room, my breath made white, cloudy puffs, and I had to stamp

my feet and rub my hands to bring blood to my toes and fingers.

Something mysterious was happening outside. As winter

turned to spring, I learned that Shanghai was in a constant

state of upheaval. One day the newspaper ran a statement at-

tributed to Defense Minister Lin Biao: “Let us not exaggerate

the seriousness of this situation. Many people have committed

suicide or been kUled. But these deaths are fewer than those in-

curred during the war against Japan or the Civil War. or even

during natural disasters.” These callous words made me sick

with apprehension for Meiping’s safety.

At the beginning of my second winter at the detention

house. I again developed a bad cold, which turned to bronchi-

tis. My body shook with spasms of coughing, particularly se-

vere during the night when the cell became extremely cold^

A few nights later a man's voice announced over the loud-

speaker that the No. 1 Detention House had been placed under

military control. “Some of you have not confessed,” he said.

“The policy of our Great Leader Chairman Mao is ‘Lement

treatment for those who confess, severe punishment for those

who remain stubborn and reward for those who render merito-

rious service by denouncing others.' Tonight we will deal with

some of the outstanding cases here.” Then he called out one

name after another of prisoners sentenced to death because

they had not confessed their crimes. With each name the man

shouted at the top of his voice; “Take him out! Immediate exe-

cution!” His voice was an inhuman roar, charged with cruelty.

The thought that this person was now in charge of my fate

frightened me. ^ . .u
Starting the next day, the food got worse. Some days there

was just a little dry rice with boiled cabbage, others just some

boiled sweet potatoes. Hunger became a permanent state, an

ever present hollowness. The flesh on my body slowly melted

away, my eyesight deteriorated, and simple activities such as

washing clothes exhausted me.
. .

From time to time, I was called for special indoctrination

and questioning by militant guards. The guards used these oc-

casions to abuse me verbally and to tell me I would be shot soon

or kept at the detention house for the rest of my life.

One morning, after coughing all night and being unable to

sleep because of a headache. I could barely get out of bed. I

asked for a doctor. The guard gave me two aspirin tablets and

told me to drink plenty of water. I waited for the doctor, but he

did not come. When I asked for him again, the guard said,

“The doctor has gone to the countryside to receive re-education

through physical labor. I don't know when he will be allowed
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to come back. Maybe someone will come to take his place.
’

Next day. a young man came to provide medical attention.

After I told him I had a fever and had been coughing for ^arly

two months, he declared. “You probably have hepatitis. There

is a lot of it going around in this detention house. 1 11 examine a

specimen of your blood.
t

I was astonished. Any ignoramus would know that 1 had

bronchitis, possibly verging on pneumonia, not hepatitis, an m-

flammation of the liver with symptoms entirely different trom

mine What sort of “doctor” was this? When 1 looked at him

through the small window. 1 saw a country lad, no more than

20 years of age. in a soldier’s uniform. I realized he was not a

trained doctor at all but had been given the job because Mao

had said. “We must learn swimming from swimming.

Several days passed; my fever got so high that I no longer

felt the cold in the cell. The guard told me to stay in bed. I slept

most of the time, in a state

of semiconsciousness, with

fantastic dreams of myself

floating in and out of the

cell through the iron-barred

window as if I were an ethe-

real spirit.

One morning the young

man came back and said.

“You don’t have hepatitis.

It's probably TB. A lot of

prisoners have TB. You
may go to the hospital to

have a fluoroscope.”

The waiting room of the

prison hospital could only

be described as a scene of

hell, full of emaciated

human beings in tattered

clothes, with pain and ago-

ny clearly written on their

wasted faces, waiting pa-

tiently for the end. Besides

the hunched figures on

the benches, there were

others wrapped in patched

quilts lying on dirty can-

vas stretchers on the ce-

ment floor.

»»
I

When T was finally sent to see a doctor, she said T had

high fever and probably had pneumonia. For the next few

days, I drifted in and out of consciousness. When my mind

came into focus again. I found my arm bound to the side of

the bed. I was being fed intravenously. A woman in the ward

came over to chat. She said. “You were unconscious for six

days. They thought you were going to die.” She was as thin as a

reed, with hollow cheeks, colorless dry skin, but burning bright

eyes. "Have you got TB?” she asked. “This is a TB ward. But I

go back to the cell tomorrow because I no longer cough blood.

When my condition deteriorates and I cough blood again, they

will let me come back. They don’t bother to cure us. but they

don't let us die either.”

After another week, the doctor told me 1 could return to

No. 1 Detention House. The pneumonia marked the begin-

ning of serious physical deterioration. The prolonged lack of

nutritious food, sunshine and fresh air made full recovery

impossible and caused the body’s aging process to speed up.

It also reduced my mental powers to such an extent that I

often found it difficult to concentrate on one subject for

long. The prospect of losing my ability to think logically and

analytically frightened me more than the fact that my hair

was falling out by the handful, my gums bled and I had lost

a great deal of weight.

SNAPPING BACK

I
decided that if I was going to survive the Cultural Revolu-

tion, I needed physical and mental exercise. T devised a se-

ries of exercises that moved every part ofmy body from rny

head to my toes; I did this twice a day. At first, the exercise

exhausted me. and 1 had to interrupt it with frequent rest. AJso I

had to avoid the prying eyes of the guards, as exercise o^^er than

a few minutes of walking in the cell after meals was forbidden.

Nevertheless. I managed to exercise each day and alter a ew

months 1 recovered my physical strength somewhat, as well as

my feeling of well-being. v
For mental exercise, I first tried to memorize some ot Mao s

essays to enable me to understand his mentality better and to use

his quotations more fluently

when I had to face an inter-

“ rogator again. But to study

I Mao’s books for many hours

i a day was a depressing occu-

pation for me. his victim. I

' turned instead to the Tang
• 1 dynasty poetry I had learned

as a schoolgirl. It really

amazed me that I was able

j to dig out from the deep re-

; cesses of my brain verses

. j. that had lain dormant for

fi
;

decades. Whenever I man-

;
aged to piece together a

whole poem. I fell a sense of

happy accomplishment.

^ My persistent efforts to

^ I maintain sanity had a mea-

sure of success. But there

were still moments when I

_ ; was so burdened with hun-

ger and misery that I was

: tempted to let go my tenu-

j;
ous grip on the lifeline of

^
survival. At those times, I

'

, y had to depend on conflict
- —^ with the guards to stimulate

my fighting spirit.

"How long do I have to wait for the government to investi-

gate my case?” 1 would shout at one of them. "It’s illegal to lock

up an innocent person in prison. It’s against Chairman Mao s

toHcliin^s

“Hush! Don’t shout! The government will deal with your

case in due course. You are not the only one.

"I’m innocent!” I yelled. “Tve never committed any crime.

You have no right to lock up a law-abiding citizen! I demand

rehabilitation and an apology!”

“Keep quiet!” The guard was now shouting m anger.

“Have you gone mad?”
,

Sometimes my endurance outlasted the guards patience,

and they resorted to physical violence to silence me, hitting me

or kicking my legs. They called me a “hysterical old woman,”

but they never knew my real purpose in provoking them.

Though my legs to this day bear scars inflicted by their heavy

boots. I always enjoyed good humor and calm spirits after

fighting with the guards. I needed human contact; even en-

counters with the guards were better than complete isolation.

Early in 1969. two months after Mao had turned on his

old comrade Liu Shaoqi and had him denounced and

expelled from the Communist Party. I was interrogated

by five men. “We are interested in those who made it

possible for you and others like you to undermine the security
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of China on behalf of the imperialists,” one of them said.

“Do you mean Liu Shaoqi?*' I asked. ‘‘I assure you I have
never met him.”

”Liu was one of them.”
It occurred to me that when a Communist leader fell from

grace, all who had ever worked with him were disgraced. So
there must exist in the No. 1 Detention House a number ofmen
and women whose fate was linked to Liu's and who would be

sympathetic to him. If my defending Liu would earn me better

treatment, it was worth doing. Assuming an air of innocent stu*

pidity, I said, “Honestly, I still don't understand what Chair-

man Liu Shaoqi did wrong.”

“You are not allowed to refer to a traitor as ‘chairman’!”

they all shouted.

When they quieted down, I said, “I wonder if the material

on which the Central Committee based its judgment was reli-

able. You know how easily people can be frightened into mak-
ing false confessions.” I couldn't resist this dig. I was sure they

at least suspected that the case against Liu was manufactured.

(After Mao's death an official Central Committee document
described how activists selected by Jiang Qing and Lin Biao

tortured Liu’s associates to make them provide false evidence.)

In the spring of 1969, after nearly three years in prison. I

was handcuffed and taken back to that same building where I

had watched the crowd “struggle” against Shell’s chief accoun-

tant. Tao Feng. I was half-thrown, half-dropped onto the floor.

One man kept his hand on my head so that I could not look

around. The other people in the room were shouting slogans

demanding my downfall and destruction.

“Here she is!” shouted the meeting's leader. “We have
brought her here so that she will be exposed for what she is.

We'll let her see that we know all her secrets.” Tao Feng stood

up and began speaking in a faltering voice. “I was a spy for the

British imperialists.” he said. “I joined the British spy organiza-

tion through this woman’s husband. After he died, this woman
became my boss. At the beginning of the Cultural Revolution,

she warned me not to confess and promised me a large sum of

money if I would hold out.”

I felt 1 must put a stop to this farce. I jerked my head up and
laughed uproariously. There was a moment of stunned silence.

The man behind me pushed my head down again. Another
man shouted, “What are you laughing at?"

“If you put on a comedy play, you must expect the audience
to laugh,” I answered.

“Take her out! Take her out!” the young leader yelled. I

was dragged out and pushed into the waiting car. A woman
Revolutionary kept her hand over my mouth to prevent me
from speaking, but I was lighthearted. I thoroughly enjoyed
breaking up their carefully planned meeting.

ANGRY VOICES, HOSTILE FACES

W ith the coming of warmer weather my general

health seemed to improve somewhat. One piece
at a time, I washed my winter sweaters and socks
and laid them out to dry. Be prepared for a long

stay in the detention house, I told myself
One spring day, I was handcuffed again and taken to a red

brick building I had never seen before. Two strong women
guards led me into a crowded room and deposited me in front

of a microphone opposite the platform. One of them pushed my
head down so that I was forced to look at the floor. The audi-
ence was shouting slogans and waving Little Red Books.

A man in front of me gave an account of my family back-
ground and personal life. Each time my story was recounted
I became richer and my way of life more decadent and
luxurious. Now the farce reached fantastic proportions.

When the speaker told them I was a spy for the imperial-

ists, people jumped up and crowded around me to shout abuse.

Instinctively I raised my head to respond. The women sud-

denly jerked up my handcuffs. Such sharp pain tore at my
shoulder joints that I had to bend forward with my head well

down to ease the agony. They kept me in this position through-
out the man’s denunciation.

Another man spoke about my “disobedience” to the Com-
munist Party, my refusal to confess. The audience was now
even more angry. I was pushed and fell to the floor. The female
giants by my side pulled me up with their strong arms.

The people in the audience worked themselves into a state

of hysteria. Their shouts drowned out the speaker. Someone
pushed me hard from behind. I stumbled and knocked over the

microphone. One of the women tripped over the wires and fell,

dragging me by the handcuffs. I fell in an awkward position.

My face was pressed on the floor; many others fell on top of us
in the confusion. Everybody seemed to be yelling. There was
pandemonium. Finally I was pulled up again.

Every few days. I was taken to another struggle meeting.
When the audience was very violent, I suffered much. After-

ward, I would be asked whether I was ready to confess. I would
say, “I have nothing to confess” or “I’m not guilty” or simply
remain silent. Then I would be taken to yet another struggle

meeting. This "rotating struggle,” as it was called, was mind-
numbing. Day after day, my ears were filled with the sound of

angry, accusing voices, my eyes were blurred by images of hos-
tile faces, and my body ached from physical abuse. I no longer

felt like a human being, just an inanimate object.

This series of interrogations lasted nearly seven months,
until the end of 1969. Then I was no longer called to the inter-

rogation room. Months passed. The misery of my life in the

winter of 1969-70 was beyond imagination. Looking back on
those months of heavy snowstorms, intense cold and constant
pain, I marvel that I could have lived through it all.

Rations were cut again. Often a small lump of fat rather

than meat appeared with my rice. The processed straw toilet

paper was replaced by something even coarser, and this also

was rationed. In early spring, I again became ill with pneumo-
nia and was taken to the prison hospital. I made a slow recov-

ery, but prolonged hardship and privation were eroding my
mental powers in a frightening way. The stalling ofmy investi-

gation produced in me a deep feeling of despondency.

MANACLED

O ne afternoon in January 1971 I was summoned to

the interrogation room once again. The call was so

unexpected that my heart was pounding with excite-

ment as I followed the guard. At the door of the in-

terrogation room, the guard suddenly gave me a hard shove.

Five more guards crowded around me, shouting abuse at me.
“You are the running dog of the imperialists.” said one.

“You are a dirty exploiter of workers and peasants.” shouted
another. “You are a counterrevolutionary.” yelled a third.

To show their impatience, they pushed me from one guard
to another like a ball in a game. I became dizzy and breathless.

A young male guard grabbed the lapels of my padded jacket,

pulled me toward him and gave me a hard push. I staggered

backward and hit the wall. He did this several times. All the

while, the other guards continued to shout at me. My ears were
ringing, my head was splitting and my body was trembling.

I collapsed into a chair and closed my eyes. Suddenly a sting-

ing blow landed on my cheek. A female guard shouted, “Are you
going to confess?” A sharp blow landed on my other cheek as

several voices shouted, “Are you going to confess?”

I kept my eyes closed and ignored them. One of the female
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guards gave my cheek another smart slap, took my arms and

draped them around the back of my chair. Another guard

grabbed my wrists and clamped handcuffs on them.

“These handcuffs are to punish you for your intransi-

gence,” the female said. “You will wear them until you are

ready to confess. Only then will we take them off. If you confess

now, we will take them off now. If you confess tomorrow, we

will take them off tomorrow. If you do not confess for a year,

you will have to wear them for a year. If you never confess, you

will have to wear them to your grave.”

“What about it?” another male guard said. “Are you ready

to confess? Just say yes, and we will take the handcuffs off.”

I looked at them all and said in a feeble voice, “Tve done

nothing wrong. I have nothing to confess.”

The militant female guard tightened the handcuffs a few

notches. Another guard said, “Follow me!”

A blizzard was in full force. The wind nearly knocked me
over when I stepped out of the interrogation building.

The guard led me to a small building in a corner of the pris-

on compound, unlocked a small door and said, “Get in!” The
room was very dark. I wailed for him to switch on the light, but

he just closed the door after me. Standing outside, he asked,

“Are you going to confess?” When I did not reply, he snapped

the lock and went away.

I stood just inside the door in total darkness, trying to make
out where I was. An unpleasant odor of staleness and decay as-

sailed me. Gradually I realized that the tiny room had no win-

dows. However, the door fitted badly; a thin thread of light

seeped through the gap. When my eyes became accustomed to

the darkness, I saw vaguely that there was a wooden board on

the dusty floor and a cement toilet in the corner. The room was

no more than about five feet square.

The handcuffs felt different. They were much heavier and

thicker, with a square edge, not rounded like the others I had

worn. My hands fell hot. and my fingers were stiff.

I did not know how long I sat there. In a dark room, in

complete isolation, time assumed a different meaning or had

no meaning at all. My legs felt stiff and my head ached.

The night dragged on very slowly. More and more I felt

that I was buried in a cement box deep underground. My hands

became very hot and uncomfortable. When I found it difficult

to curl my fingers into a fist, 1 knew they were swollen. My
hands became my sole preoccupation. I wondered how long I

would remain manacled like this and how long I could live

without food or water.

When finally I heard the sound of a guard coming through

the outside door, I stood up.

“Are you going to confess?” a male guard asked.

“No, it's about my hands. They are badly swollen. Could

you loosen the handcuffs a bit?”

“Why don't you confess? If you do. the handcuffs will be

taken off.”

In the morning. I was taken back to the interrogation room

and told to confess. “You deserve all you are getting!” the fe-

male guard shouted. “You are tired of living. I have never seen

a prisoner as stubborn and stupid as you!”

A guard finally took me back to my regular cell and said to

me, “Now you will continue your punishment in here.”

UNENDING PAIN

W hen I was called to the interrogation room the day

before, drinking water had just been issued. It was

still in the green enameled mug on the edge of the

table. Now I bent over the mug, removed the lid

by gripping the knob on top of it with my teeth. Then I caught

the edge of the mug with my teeth, gradually lowered my body

to a squatting position, and tipped the water into my mouth.

When the next meal was delivered 1 had to refuse it. even

though I was famished, for I simply did not know how I could

eat with my hands handcuffed behind my back.

At bedtime. I unrolled my quilt and blanket and spread them

over the bed. It was slow work and strenuous. Then I lay down,

first on one side with my body weight pressing down on one
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shoulder and arm. My arm ached. Then
I tried to lie on my stomach with my
face turned to one side. While I was per-

forming these acrobatics with my hands

cuffed behind my back, I never stopped

shivering. The room was bitterly cold. It

was a long night of misery and
suffering.

On the third day, the hunger pains

in my abdomen miraculously stopped.

But I felt very weak. My eyes could no
longer focus, and the usual sound of

prison activities seemed to grow faint-

er and fainter.

Late that night, a voice at the door

said, “Come over! " It was one of the

older guards, who had always been

humane.
“Why aren't you eating your

meals?” she asked me.

"I don’t know how to eat without

using my hands,” I said.

“Think hard. There is a way. You have a spoon.”

The next morning, when the guard called the prisoners to

get up, I felt something sticky and wet on my hands. Turning to

the quilt, I saw stains of blood mixed with pus. The handcuffs

had already broken my skin and were cutting into my flesh. I

shuddered with a real fear of losing the use of my hands.

But I figured out how to eat. When the woman from the

kitchen offered me the container with rice, I turned my back to

the door, and she placed the container in my hands. I took it to

the table, picked up the plastic spoon and shoveled the rice and
cabbage onto the table. With each movement of my hands, the

handcuffs dug deeper into my flesh. My whole body was racked
with pain, and tears came into my eyes. But I persisted until I got

quite a bit of the rice onto the table. Then I turned around, bent

over the table and ate like an animal.

Although the rice I managed to eat each day did make me
feel stronger. I began having difficulty walking. For some rea-

son, the handcuffs were affecting my feet. Like my hands, they

felt hot and painful. I staggered about, for my feet could not bear
even the reduced weight of my emaciated body. The stains of

blood and pus on the quilt became larger and more numerous as

the handcuffs cut through more skin on my wrists. Either the

weather suddenly got a lot warmer or I was feverish, for I no
longer felt the cold but shivered from pain whenever I had to

move my hands or stagger across the room.
Several more days passed. The handcuffs were now begin-

ning to affect my mind, probably through their effect on my ner-

vous system. I got muddled periodically and forgot where I was.

I no longer remembered how many days ago I was first mana-
cled. Life was just an unending road ofacute pain and suffering

on which I must trudge along as best I could.

During moments of lucidity, I tried to discipline my mind by
doing simple arithmetic. I would repeat to myself. “Two and
two makes four, four and four equals eight, eight and eight

equals 16...” But after only a little while, my ability to concen-
trate would evaporate, and I would get confused again.

After several more days, I no longer had the strength to stag-

ger to the small window for rice or water. I drifted in and out of
consciousness for some time, then passed out altogether. When I

opened my eyes again, I was lying on the dusty floor.

“Get up! Get up!” a man’s voice was shouting. “You are
feigning death! You won’t be allowed to get away with it.”

My arms were still bent to my back, but they were no long-

er handcuffed. The militant female guard was holding the
heavy brass cuffs, all covered with congealed blood and pus.

The guard probably considered them repulsive, as she was
holding them gingerly by the chain with just two fingers.

"Don't think we are finished with

you!” the man said. “There are other

ways to bring you to your senses.”

The female guard gave my pros-

trate body a hard kick as they left the

cell and locked the door behind them.
Slowly I brought my left arm forward
and looked at my hand. It was horrible

to contemplate. Both hands were swol-

len to enormous size. The swelling ex-

tended to my elbows. Around my
wrists where the handcuffs had cut

into my flesh, blood and pus continue
to ooze out of the wounds. My nails

were purple and felt as if they were go-

ing to fall off. I touched the back of

each hand, only to find the skin and
flesh numb. I tried to curl up my fin-

gers but could not because they were
the size of carrots. I prayed to God to

help me recover the use of my hands.
After a while. I tried to get up. But

I had to stifle a cry of pain, for my feet could not support my
body. I managed to haul myself up to the bed. My woolen socks

were stuck to my feet with dried pus. When I succeeded in peel-

ing the socks off with my numb and swollen fingers, I saw that

my feet were also swollen to enormous size. Under each toe was
a large blister. I could not take the socks completely off because

some of the blisters had broken and the pus had dried, gluing

the socks to my feet. I managed to stagger to the door and
called the guard.

“May I see the doctor, please.”

"What for?”

“My wrists and feet are injured. I need some medicine and
bandages.”

“The doctor does not give treatment when a prisoner has

been punished.”

“In that case, perhaps you could just give me some disinfec-

tant ointment or Mercurochrome for the wounds?"
“No. not allowed.”

“May I have some bandages?”
"No.”
Even with no help. I washed my hands and took care ofmy

injuries, and eventually they began to heal. It took me many
months of intense effort to be able to raise my arms above my
head: it was a full year before I could stretch them straight

above me. The deeper wounds where the metal of the hand-
cuffs cut through my flesh almost to the bone left scars that re-

main with me to this day.

WHAT’S HAPPENED TO MEIPING?

O ne day in the fall of 1971, a large bundle was deposit-

ed on the floor of my cell by a guard. After I had
signed the receipt. I took the bundle to my bed and
untied it. To my astonishment, I found the padded

jacket, the fleece-lined winter coat, the two sweaters and the

woolen underpants the Red Guards had allowed my daughter

to keep after they looted our home in 1966. The padded jacket

of navy blue woolen material lined with maroon silk was new
in 1966, and it looked new now. With trembling hands, I

picked up the white porcelain mug Meiping used for tea and
found it was stained faintly brown inside. It had not been
washed, and the lea had dried.

My heart thumped faster and faster as I examined each article.

I could not help thinking that something terrible had happened to

my daughter not long after I was arrested. She had probably died.
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That was why the clothes had hardly been worn. Perhaps her

death had happened rather suddenly and unexpectedly, so that she

did not have time to wash the mug she had used for tea.

I rushed to the door, hoping to find out the truth.

“These things you have just given to me—they are my
daughter’s clothes and quilt,” I said.

“Yes,” answered the guard.

“What's happened to my daughter?”

“Nothing has happened to her.”

“Do you mean to tell me that you know for a fact my
daughter is alive and well at this moment?”

“Why should she be otherwise?” The guard walked away.

After a few weeks of anxiety, with little food and hardly

any sleep, I became sick once more, with a high fever and delir-

ium. I was again taken to the prison hospital. I recovered, but

then I had a bad hemorrhage. When the bleeding was brought

under control, I was taken to the hospital for an examination.

The “doctor” was a young woman in her early twenties,

with an armband of the Revolutionaries. She was clumsy, and

after the brief examination she told the guard I had cancer of

the uterus. I did not believe her because I was sure she was not

a qualified doctor. But apparently the guards and others at the

detention house believed her. My treatment improved.

More months passed. Suddenly, on March 27, 1973, after

the midday meal, while I was walking about in the cell, a guard

opened the small window and said. “Pack up all your things.”

“All my things?” I asked her.

“Yes. all your things. Don't leave anything behind.”

In the interrogation rooms, the interrogator said. “I will

read the conclusion arrived at by the People’s Government on

your case.” He read a document that said I “deserved punish-

ment” but added, “In view of the fact that she is politically

backward and ignorant, we decided to give her a chance to re-

alize her mistakes. After 6 V2 years ofeducation in the No. 1 De-

tention House, we observed a certain degree of improvement in

her way of thinking and an attitude of repentance. We have,

therefore, decided to show her proletarian magnanimity by al-

lowing her to leave the detention house as a free person.”

He lifted his head and looked at me. “Haven’t you some-

thing to say? Aren’t you grateful? Aren’t you pleased that you

can now leave as a free person?”

I tried my best to control my anger. “I can’t accept your con-

clusion. I shall remain here in the No. 1 Detention House until a

proper conclusion is reached about my case. A proper conclu-

sion must include a declaration that I am innocent ofany crime

or political mistake, an apology for wrongful arrest and full reha-

bilitation. Furthermore, the apology must be published in the

newspapers in both Shanghai and Peking, becausel have friends

and relatives in both cities. As for the conclusion you have just

read, it’s a sham and a fraud, and you all know it.”

The interrogator said, “The No. 1 Detention House isn’t an

old people’s home. You can’t stay here all your life.”

“It doesn’t have to be all my life. I’ll stay here until you give

a proper conclusion to my case. If you are ready to give one to-

morrow, I can leave tomorrow."

The interrogator stood up. “I have never seen a prisoner re-

fusing to leave the detention house before. You must be out of

your mind. In any case, when the government wants you to go,

you have to go. Besides, your family has been waiting for you

since morning.”

Did he mean my daughter was out there waiting? Oh, how
I longed to see her! Suddenly two female guards came into the

room. One on each side, they dragged me out to the gate, and

pushed me into the street.

A HAUNTING SADNESS

T
heyoung woman waiting to greet Nien Cheng outside the

prison was not Meiping. as she still kept hoping, but her

goddaughter Mean, the daughter ofan oldfriend. Mean

took Cheng to a small house where the released prisoner

had been assigned two rooms on the secondfloor. But what had be-

come ofMeiping? Mean did not answer. Only when Cheng insisted

did Mean tell her that Meiping had committed suicide on June 16.

1967, during Cheng 'sfirst year in prison. At least that was the offi-

cial story—that she hadjumpedfrom the ninth floor ofthe Shang-

hai Athletic Association building while being interrogated.

Cheng refused to believe it. She went to the Athletic Associa-

tion building and learned that it had been covered with scaffolding

at the time of Meiping s interrogation; it would have been almost

impossiblefor her tojump to her death. Cheng was determined to

learn more, though friends warned her that she was under surveil-

lance and in great danger.

Police agents claiming to be Meiping 's friends came to visit

Cheng at odd hours and urged her to seek revenge. Suspecting a

trap, she refused. Groups ofschoolchildren suddenly began harass-

ing her in the street, shouting. 'Spy! Imperialist spy!” She narrowly

escaped death when a mysterious bicyclist deliberately knocked

her down in the path of an oncoming bus. Her health slowly im-

proved. however. She did not have cancer but merely a hormonal

disturbance. And she began to benefitfrom the changes in China 's

overall political situation.

When Chou En-lai died in January 1976 the radicals were

still in control, but on the night of April 5, during a festival when

the Chinese traditionally visit their ancestors' graves to pay re-

spects, a climactic event occurred. As huge crowds thronged Pe-

king's Tiananmen Square to honor Chou withflowers, wreaths and

poems, supporters ofJiang Qing sent in police and militia to dis-

perse the mowmers. "Thousands were killed,” writes Cheng, ‘‘and

tens of thousands wounded. Those found with poems were con-

demned as counterrevolutionaries and shot without trial. It took

the cleaners ofPeking two days to hose away the blood and remove

everything including the corpses.

"

In September 1976. Mao Tse-tung died and the ferocious

Jiang Qi?ig was arrested for conspiracy, along with the rest ofthe

infamous "Gang of Four, " whose members had played such a piv-

otal role in prolonging the Cultural Revolution. Then began the

glacial process of "rehabilitation. ”

Cheng petitioned the police to investigate the death of Meiping.

But not until October 1978 did a committee ofofficialsflnally come to

her house "to apologize to you for the wrongful arrest and imprison-

ment you suffered.
” The police also unfroze her bank accounts and

promised her retroactive interest, and when she declined to accept the

interest, they said. "You will have to accept. It 'sgovernment policy.
”

Her main goals now wetv to punish the murderers of her

daughter and to get to the U.S.. where two ofher sisters had lived

since the 1940s. At a key point in Chinese- U.S. trade talks, when

China wanted to appear liberal-minded. Cheng seized the oppor-

tunity to applyfor a passport—and got it. She also received unoffi-

cial word that her daughter had been abducted and beaten to

death by the Red Guards, who presumably were trying toforce her

to denounce her mother, and that the government had arrested the

man considered guilty. Only after she left China did Cheng learn

that the killer had been given a wrist slap: a sentence oftwo years.

In September 1980. Cheng left China, moving to Ottawa for

about three years, then to Washington. D.C., where she now lives.

"In Washington. ” she says, "I live a fidl and busy life. Only some-

times Ifeel a haunting sadness. At dusk, when the day is fading

away and my physical energy is at a low ebb. Imayfind myselfde-
pressed and nostalgic. But next morning I invariably wake up with

renewed optimism to welcome the day as another God-given oppor-

tunity for enlightenment and experience. My only regret is that

Meiping is not here with me.
”
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The future of their three-year-old

daughter, Corrie, also concerned the

Barrys. In Hong Kong, education is

very expensive and can start as early

as two-and-a-half years of age for a

child.

“Education is like a god here,” Joce-

lyn said. “They want to start early to

make a lot of money. Chinese believe

that their future depends on how
much education they have.”

Although they came from different

cultural backgrounds, the Sons and
the Barrys decided to come to Hong
Kong for the same reason — 1997.

Both couples realized that they might

have only a limited amount of time to

reach people for Christ before China
assumes control. They hope to stay in

Hong Kong as long as they can to help

strengthen its churches.

“A lot of church leaders feel an

urgency to reach others for Christ be-

fore 1997,” Jocelyn said, “but a lot of

others are moving to Australia or the

U.S.”

David agreed. “Over the next 10

years, many more that have money
will leave,” he said. “But our desire is

to have a ministry of evangelism and

discipleship among those who can’t

leave which will be about 90 percent

of the people. And we want to train the

national staff to lead the GCTC and
become trainers.”

A third couple, Roland and Ying

Kheng from Singapore, began

working three years ago to establish

the GCTC in Hong Kong. “Our objec-
tive here was to work ourselves out of
a ministry,” Tan said. “By the time we
finished, we wanted people to do what
we did at the start.”

Tan comes from a Chinese family

but, like most Singaporeans, grew up
speaking English. Like the Barry’s,

Roland’s wife was the one who could

speak Cantonese fluently when they

came to Hong Kong. However, learn-

ing Cantonese was only one challenge

Roland faced when he came to Hong
Kong. He also had to show Chinese
churches that Campus Crusade was
committed to helping them grow.

“You must work very hard to gain

their respect,” he said.

Unlike the Sons and the Barrys, the

Tans left Hong Kong this year, not

long after the finish of Hong Kong 87,

the ministry’s summer gospel satura-

tion campaign. Their next foreign as-

signment, Seoul, Korea, took them
even farther from home. The cultural

adjustment process has begun again.

“Being a disciple of Jesus Christ de-

mands (a willingness) to take separa-

tion from friends and parents,” Tan
said. “It requires a sacrifice of time.

You face a lot of temptations.”

Like the Se Mans, the Tans had to

trust God to make them missionaries.

But this time, they can rest in the as-

surance that wine gets better with

time.

Lam Leads Growing

Flock in

Macau

MACAU, A FORMER PORTUGUESE
colony of 500,000 on the southern
coast of China is famous for its gambl-

ing casinos, its textiles and fireworks.

Each year, Fourth of July celebrations

in the United States get off to a bang
thanks to Macau fireworks factories.

But the Rev. Lam Yam Man, direc-

tor of Macau’s Campus Crusade for

Christ, has discoverd an explosive re-

source of another sort — Macau’s

Christians. Since 1976, those trained

by Lam have started 11 churches, two

of which are in Hong Kong. Since

then, Lam, who is also pastor of the

Macau Evangelical Church, has seen

his own congregation shoot up from

29 to 800 members and about 2,000

youth.

“I remember the days when there

were only very few active Christians

in my church” said Lam who has

trained 58 volunteer and full-time

Campus Crusade for Christ staff and
church laymen. “But today, a vast

majority of them are trained for

evangelism and follow up. They are

multiplying Christians. Our goal is for

our church to become a model to en-

courage other churches in Asia to use

Campus Crusade training and mate-

rials for church growth.”

Before he became an “active”

The Rev. Lam opens a door for a Sunday

school teacher at a Macau church.

Christian himself, Lam’s spiritual life

was like a damp firecracker fuse — it

fizzled. Instead of great Christian

faith, he was known throughout

Southeast Asia for athletic prowess he

exhibited as a professional soccer

player.

Lam might not have developed his

football playing skills had he not met

some street evangelists as an 11-year-

old, several years after the end of

World War II. Lam taunted them as

they marched through the streets of

Kowloon banging on drums, playing

trumpets and singing hymns. The
Rev. Yu, a Chinese pastor who led the

group, pitied the boy.

“1 was so naughty that I threw

stones at them,” Lam recalled. “Then

the pastor said, ‘Come on young boy,

come on young boy — come to Jesus

Christ!’”

Impressed by Yu’s loving spirit, Lam
followed the Christians, listened to Yu
preach the gospel and trusted Christ

as his Savior. When he was baptized,

his parents, members of a wealthy

Buddhist family, disowned him and

drove him out of their home.

“I took to the streets,” hdjsaid.

“There was really nowhere to go and I

slept on the pavement for awhile.”

After his family kicked him out, Y'u

I
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The Rev. Lam stands on top of a rampart of an old fort overlooking Macau.

invited Lam to work at his church,

doing janitorial work and other

chores. In return, the church pro-

vided him with room, board and some

education. But Lam still had a great

deal of free time which he spent on the

streets playing soccer. By 14 he had

become a very good player, but his

love for the game and a commitment
he made to serve God clashed.

had committed myself to serve

God fully, but I forgot my vow and

joined a football team,” Lam said. He
traveled with the team to soccer

matches in Singapore, Malaysia, the

Philippines and Thailand. Money he

received playing soccer lifted him out

of poverty and brought him great suc-

cess and satisfaction. “For me, life

seemed to improve a great deal,” he

said. “I was able to live more comfort-

ably, but my spiritual life was declin-

ing.”

Lam’s soccer career was inter-

rupted by a short jail term during the

Hong Kong riots of 1956.

His jail term was slightly more than

four months, long enough for him to

study a Bible sent to him by Yu. The

more he read, the more 'he became
convicted that his Christian life was

less than exemplary. He decided to re-

dedicate his life to Christ and made a

vow to God to attend seminary after

his release from jail.

Lam forgot his vow after his release

when he discovered his money and

personal belongings had been stolen.

Afraid of returning to poverty, he re-

turned to playing soccer instead of

college. In 1957, near the season’s

close, Lam’s face took the full force of

a soccer kick at close range. His eyes

bleeding profusely, Lam was hos-

pitalized for two months. From his

hospital bed, he overheard doctors

predicting that he would be blind for

the rest of his life. He rolled out of bed

and knelt to pray.

“I began wailing and pleading with

the Lord so that my friends thought I

was hysterical,” he said. “Less than

two weeks later, I completely reco-

vered my sight. Through all of this I

learned not to trust in my own plans

for financial security, but to be

prompt in obedience to God.”

Lam graduated from Hong Kong
Theological Seminary in 1962 and

married Leong Ling Ching. He served

as assistant pastor at Macau Evangeli-

cal Church and was appointed pastor

in 1971.

Lam began training church workers

soon after he returned from the Great

Commission Training Center in 1976.

Some left Lam’s church to go to other

Macau churches to train church lead-

ers.

“In the past, I aimed only to in-

crease the numbers baptized in my
church and church membership,”

Lam says. “Campus Crusade training

has helped me plan for all of Macau.”

In 1986, Lam’s plan focused on or-

ganizing the Christians into small dis-

cipleship groups. This year, Macau
Campus Crusade for Christ is using

the Church Family Life Campaign, a

plan to organize Christians into small

groups centered around families. The

plan calls for evangelism, discipleship

and even worship to take place in

house fellowships or “gospel stations.”

One advantage of training families

to become “gospel stations,” Lam

maintains, is that family members can

reach people who might never come
to a church service or an evangelistic

meeting. Birthdays, anniversaries, or

any special family occasion can be

used to present the gospel to non-

Christian family members or friends.

The campaign is also relatively cheap.

Its biggest expenditure is 52,500 for

birthday cakes.

“People here work from 10 to 11

hours each day, so after work they are

too tired to go to church,” Lam said.

“The most effective way (to reach

them) is personal evangelism.”

Another advantage of house fellow-

ships is that they can become an indi-

genous part of the culture in Macau.

Since the status of the church and

other institutions will be uncertain

after Macau rturns to the People’s Re-

public of China in 1999, many weal-

thy people and even some pastors are

planning to emigrate. With trained

laymen working out of their homes,

the church can continue its mission.

Lam admits that although the pros-

pect of leaving is tempting, he plans to

stay and continue training Christians.

“I am a servant of Christ and must

pray before I take action,” Lam said.

“I have a burden for Macau, so I will

stay.”

Now that he no longer plays soccer,

Lam’s life is dedicated to achieving

goals of another sort. As an active

Christian, he knows that training

others to fulfill the Great Commission

is one he can’t afford to miss.
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YWCA Reconstituted in China

I The Young Women*s Christian Association (YWCA) of China has

I resumed its activities, twenty-one years after being suspended at

, the start of the Cultural Revolution. The association now has

branches in seven major cities, with others set to follow.

Shanghai has more than 300 members, and Beijing and Tianjin over

200 each.

According to its General Secretary, Cora Deng, the YWCA provides

"social services based on Christian principles". The services

include running nurseries and kindergartens, nursing courses, and

seminars on child-raising. They work with the YMCA in providing

cultural activities for youth. The YWCA is supported by

donations from society as well as by the local and national

governments. (NCNA in English, 3 Dec £7)

CNCR 1076

Census of Handicapped People in China

China has more than fifty million handicapped people, according

to a recent sample survey. Out of every one hundred households,

eighteen have one or more handicapped members. However, the

percentage of handicapped people, less than five percent of the

total population, is less than the world handicapped level of ten

percent as estimated by the World Health Organization.

The census, the first of its kind in China, found that 17.7

million Chinese are deaf or have speech disabilities. Mentally

retarded people number 10.2 million, while 7 million have

impaired eyesight and 7 million are physically disabled.

Following the release of the findings, China's government has

called on peole to pay more attention to handicapped people,

especially in education, employment and family life. Currently,

400 special schools in the country cater to 50,000 blind, deaf-

mute and mentally retarded youngsters. A separate report tells

that China's first class for the mentally handicapped was started

in 1979. The nation now has 36 schools for the mentally retarded

and 56 classes attached to regular schools, with a combined
enrolment of 6,500. Teacher's colleges to train teachers for the

handicapped have been set up in Beijing, Nanjing and two other

places. (NCNA in English, 6, 7, 8 Dec 87)

CNCR 1079

Students Take To Streets Over Stabbing

Around one thousand students of a Beijing university marched ?

through the city on December 7 after the death of a second-year
^

student stabbed by ruffians in a campus shop. The students were ^



protesting at lax campus security and administrative inaction
over the incident. The students marched to the offices of the
Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, which runs the
school, where they presented their demands to the minister, Zheng
Tuobin, and vice-minister Li Lanqing. Mos^t students were back at

classes two days later, apparently satisfied with assurances
given by the officials.

Although this demonstration was not political, it brought back
spectres of last DecemDer*s student protests, many of which
started over local campus issues before taking up the democracy
theme. Police showed some confusion over how to deal with the
situation, at one point attempting to use force to impede the
protesters before allowing them to proceed. (SCMP b Dec 87; NONA
in English, 7 Dec 67)

CNCR 1080

Amity Press Opening Ceremony

The Amity Printing House, which has been producing since October,
was officially opened in Nanjing on December 5. The printing
house, capable of producing 10 million paperback books of 400
pages each per year, is run by China's Amity Foundation in
cooperation with the Jiangning Industrial Company. Of the total
investment of US$7.3 million, US$6 million was donated by the
United Bible Societies. The press will give priority to the
printing of Bibles and religious publications, according to the
New China News Agency. Amity Chairman Ding Guangxun, also head
of the Three-Self Patriotic Movement and the China Christian
Council, said at the ceremony that China has printed 2.9 million
Bibles since 1981. This is up on the figure of 2.65 million
given in August (CNCR 1027). (NCNA in English, 5 Dec 67)

CNCR 1081

Thirty-hour Week Tried in Sichuan Factory

A factory in the western province of Sichuan has reported a forty
percent increase in output since introducing a six-hour, five-
day week one year ago. Most people in China work an eight-hour,
six-day week. The factory, which employs five hundred workers,
has also introduced a contract system and clear job descriptions
to improve efficiency. The initiatives are the result of the
director responsibility reform, under which directors have a free
hand to run their enterprises but are personally responsible for
profits and losses. (NCNA in English, 3 Dec 87)

CNCR 1082
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IfWCA Reconstituted in China

The Young women's Christian Association (YWCA) of China has

resumed i’-s activities, twenty-one years after being suspended at

the start of the Cultural Revolution. The association now has

branches in seven major cities, with others set to follow.

Shanghai has more than 300 members, and Beijing and Tianjin over

200 each.

According to its General Secretary, Cora Deng, the YWCA provides

"social services based on Christian principles'*. The services

include running nurseries and kindergartens
,

nursing courses, and

seminars on child-raising. They work with the YMCA in providing

cultural activities for youth. The YWCA is supported by

donations from society as well as by the local and national

government's. (NCNA in English, 3 £7)

CNCR 1078

Census of Handicapped People in China

China has more than fifty million handicapped people, according

to a recent sample survey. Out of every one hundred households,

eighteen have one or more handicapped members. However, the

percentage of handicapped people, less than five percent of the

total population, is less than the world handicapped level of ten

percent as estimated by the World Health Organization.

The census, the first of its kind in China, found that 17.7

million Chinese are deaf or have speech disabilities. Mentally

retarded people number 10.2 million, while 7 million have

impaired eyesight ana 7 million are physically disabled.

Following the release of the findings, China*s government has

called on peoie to pay more attention to handicapped people,

especially in education, employment and family life. Currently,

400 special schools in the country cater to 50,000 blind, deaf-

mute and mentally retarded youngsters. A separate report tells

that China's first class for the mentally handicapped was started

in 1979. The nation now has 36 schools for the mentally retarded

and 56 classes attached to regular schools, with a combined
enrolment of 6,500. Teacher's colleges to train teachers for the

handicapped have been set up in Beijing, Nanjing and two other

places. (NCNA in English, 6, 7, 6 Dec 87)

CNCR 1079

Students Take To Streets Over Stabbing

Around one thousand students of a Beijing university marched
through the city on Decemoer 7 after the death of a second-year
student stabbed by ruffians in a campus shop. The students were V



protesting at iax campus security ana aam ini s t r a t i ve inaction
over the incident. The students marched to the offices of the

Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations ana Trade, which runs the

school, where they presented their aemands to the minister, Zheng
Tuobin, and vice-minister Li Lanqing. Most students were back at

classes two days later, apparently satisfied with assurances
given by the officials.

Although this demonstration was not political, it brought back

spectres of last Deceraoer's stuaent protests, many of which
started over local campus issues before taking up the democracy
theme. Police showed some confusion over how to deal with the

situation, at one point attempting to use force to impede the

protesters before allowing them to proceed. (SCMP b Dec fc?; NCNA

in English, 7 Dec 87)

CNCR 1080

Amity Press Opening Ceremony

The Amity Printing House, which has been producing since October,
was officially opened in Nanjing on December 5. The printing
house, capable of producing 10 million paperback books of 400
pages each per year, is run by China's Amity Foundation in

cooperation with the Jiangning Industrial Company. Of the *:otal

investment of US$7.3 million, US$6 million was donated by the
United Bible Societies. The press will give priority to the
printing of Bibles and religious publications, according to the
New China News Agency, Amity Chairman Ding Guangxun, also head
of the Three-Seif Patriotic Movement and the China Christian
Council, said at the ceremony that China has printe d 2.9 million
Bibles since 1981. This is up on the figure of 2.65 million
given in August (CNCR 1027). (NCNA in English, 5 Dec 87)

CNCR 1061

Thirty-hour Week Tried in Sichuan Factory

A factory in the western province of Sichuan has reported a forty
percent increase in output since Introducing a six-hour, five-
day week one year ago. Most people In China work an eight-hour,
six-day week. The factory, which employs five hundred workers,
has also introduced a contract system and clear job descriptions
to improve efficiency. The initiatives are the result of the
director responsibility reform, under which directors have a free
hand to run their enterprises but are personally responsible for
profits and losses. (NCNA in English, 3 Dec 87)

CNCR 1082
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world.

The Encyclopaedia is an accu-

rate. up-to-date guidebook for

anyone who wishes to learn some-

thing about the country today,

from university professors to

school children. <r^

hours a week, although they are

supposed to work for 48 hours.The

waste of time is mainly blamed on

the holdup of work due to a shor-

tage of energy or raw materials,

and on slow demand for products.

The report says that shorten-

ing the work week and improving

efficiency will help improve man-

agement and promote technolo-

gical progress in industrial enter-

prises.

Model case analyses show
that output value and profits have

increased and efficiency and pro-

duct quality have improved in ail

the enterprises where the five-day

work week has been adopted on a

trial basis.

Many of the workers surveyed

hope the five-day work-week sys-

tem will be established. More than

80 per cent of the respondents

A new view of the missionary schools

Although the missionary

schools were set up primarily to

benefit foreign interests, they

nevertheless had some positive

effect on modern Chinese educa-

tion. an article by Zeng Jusheng

said in Guangming Daily.

Zeng said that the western

grade system, classroom setting

and use of experiments in

teaching were first introduced into

mainland China through the mis-

sionary schools. From the mid-

19th to the early 20th century, in

the wake of the abolition of the old

imperial examinations and the set-

ting up of the new classroom

system, all schools throughout the

country were modelling them-

selves on the missionary schools.

Missionary schools played a

leading role in such fields as Eng-

lish language studies, women's
education, science, foreign history

and geography, music, physical

training, medicine and agriculture.

In English language studies,

missionary schools provided mid-

dle schools and universities with

prefer ‘one more day off’ to 'one

more day's wage.’

Most people say they will

spend their extra holiday taking

care of their children’s homework,

doing housework and self-

education,

The long work -hours have

resulted in the uneven use of

services, In some metropolises,

passenger transport during rush

hours is more than three times the

average during the day, and 50

per cent more people go shopping

on Sundays than on work days.

Shortening work -hours will

help distribute customers more

evenly and allow people to enjoy

more night-life, the report says.

many teachers. This has made a

great impact on foreign language

teaching in this country.

The first women’s schools in

mainland China were set up in

1835 and 1844 by missionaries in

Macao and Ningbo. The first high-

er educational institution for

women was the North China

Women's Union University, which

was originally established as a

women's elementary school by

missionaries in 1864. In 1904, it

started to offer university courses

and later became a full-fledged

university. Interestingly enough.

Modern Chinese medical

education began at the South Chi-

na Medical School in Guangzhou

(Canton) in 1866, An American

missionary was responsible for

both teaching and medical ser-

vices at the school. In 50 years, he

trained about 200 Chinese doctors

and translated 34 Western medi-

cine books into Chinese.

The Department of Agriculture

at Nanjing-based Jinling Universi-

ty. founded by missionaries, was

the first of its kind in mainland

China. Since 1914, studies have

focused on the promotion of im-

proved varieties of wheat, rice,

cotton and silkworm and the con-

trol of plant diseases and insect

pests. Many outstanding Chinese

agronomists and educators

graduated from the university. The

Department of Journalism at Yan-

jing University was also founded by

missionaries. Before 1949 almost

all the major news agency corres-

pondents sent to foreign countries

studied there.

The article pointed out that

reality turned out to be quite diffe-

rent from what those missionaries

had expected. Although the mis-

sionary schools had produced

some lackeys and compradors of

(orefgn aggressors, they educated

a greater number of people who
later rendered good services to

mainland China.
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Film receives special honor

A Moody science film, 'Jour-

ney of Life,’ received special hon-

ors at the first annual scientific film

festival held in Beijing last Novem-

ber. Produced in 1 985, the film has

been honored at several previous

international film festivals-

Already translated into

French, Hungarian. Japanese.

Polish. Russian and Spanish.

Journey of Life' has just been

released in Mandarin, making it

the latest in a series of 1 5 Moody

science films currently available in

Mandarin.

These films exploring the

mystery of life and the natural

wonders thus revealing the hand

of our creator, can be used as

powerful and effective tools of

pre-evangelism and Gospel minis-

try. They are available for rent and

lease from Moody Institute of Sci-

ence. Those interested in their

current catalog and cost list may
send requests to the address:

12000 East Washington Boule-

vard. Whittier. CA 90606. USA.C^^

New study program is launched

A new Chinese Studies pro-

gram will commence in the fall of

1988 by the Ontario Theological

Seminary (OTS), Willowdale.

Ontario. Canada. The program will

be conducted in cooperation with

the China Graduate School of

Theology (CGST). Hong Kong,

and the Director will be Dr Milton

Wan, currently Lecturer and Direct-

or of Publications at CGST.

Toronto and southern Ontario

province include one of the

largest, if not the largest, Chinese

populations in North America, and

it is growing rapidly. There are also

CCL and FEBC gi

Christian Communications Ltd

(CCL) and Far East Broadcasting

Company (FEBC) have
announced that they are starting a

cooperative effort in China minis-

try. As a result of consultation and

planning for more than a year, the

Boards of the two organizations

announced in January the laun-

many strong and vital Chinese

congregations. As a result, 20% of

the student body of OTS are re-

gularly Chinese which this last

year meant 70 students. These

young people need to be trained

to minister in the bicultural Chinese

congregations of North America

and elsewhere, or to return to the

Chinese world of Asia. The

Chinese Studies program is de-

signed to meet this need.

The program will be a major

within the regular Master of Divinity

program. The students will take ail

the required courses in the M Div

e birth to FECCA
ching of the new Far East Christian

Communications Association

(FECCA) on March 1. 1988 in

Chicago. Illinois. USA.

The Association will produce

Gospel radio programs, disci-

pleship training material, and Gos-

pel tapes; and will engage in

ministry that will 'serve directly or

indirectly Chinese Christians and

the churches in this rapidly chang-

ing times.’ In addition. FECCA will

develop and equip workers for

China ministry.

The announcement calls the

along with the electives in Chinese

Studies. These will include Christ-

ianity and Chinese Culture.

Chinese Church History. Pastoring

in the Chinese Church. Preaching

in the Chinese Church. Evangeliz-

ing and Church-Planting in the

Chinese Community, and Cross-

Cultural Communication.

new ministry the natural consequ-

ence of long term interaction and

cooperation between the two

organizations both with a major

emphasis on China ministry.

General Manager of CCL, Mr The-

odore Hsueh. and Executive

Director of FEBC. Rev Kenneth Lo

are on the new board, with the

latter assuming some administra-

tive responsibility in the early

stages. Filling the important post

of Production Manager is Rev Ho

Fook-Tin who had been with both

CCL and FEBC.
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preached touched Edna so profoundly that

she regularly meditates upon it. Nonsense!

I was 27 years old when I left that church.

I was better at enthusiasm than wisdom.

Edna is a symbol of the folks in the

small churches among us who have linked

arms with our seminaries in creating pas-

tors. Harmony church and those like it

through the years had a succession of pas-

tors fresh from the books. They put up with

our dissertations on hermeneutics and our

quotations from MoUmann and quietly

show us how to be human.

They welcome us into their homes and

Chinese Protestantism is now growing

at a rate at least twice as fast as the popula-

tion of the country, acording to its most
influential leader, Bishop K.H. Ting, who
began a three-week U.S. tour in Minnesota
April 1 8 as a guest of S t. Olaf College and

Northwestern Seminary.

He reported there are now 4 million

Protestant Christians, compared with

700,000 in 1949, and 4 million Roman
Catholic Christians— still a tiny minority
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their lives and teach us how to share laugh-

ter and sorrow, how to pray, how to heal

and be healed.

And when we leave to arenas of “larger

service,” they send us birthday cards and

tell us how folks are doing. And they keep

doing that for 30 years.

When the seminarians around here ask

whether they should look for that first job

as an associate in a large congregation or as

pastor of a small one. I’m clear on my
answer.

“Look for a small church. You are more
likely to meet Edna Burkins.”

in a country with more than a billion

people.

China’s Christians worship in 4,000

reopened Protestant church buildings and

in 2,000 Roman Catholic churches and in

“tens of thousands” of home meetings, the

bishop said. Some prefer the informal and

intimate home worship, which grew dur-

ing the Cultural Revolution of the 1960s,

when all religion was under attack, he

explained.

The Chinese Protestant church is now
“post-denominational,” which means that

denominational structures no longer exist,

although “denominational characteristics

which Christians cherish are honored and

maintained,” Ting said. “In this way,

people of different denominational back-

grounds could feel at home. We have a

policy of mutual respect in matters of faith

and worship.”
*

As an example of how this works, the

bishop cited the case of a Protestant church

in Beijing, where Holy Communion is

celebrated in five ways, “from the highly

liturgical to the most informal.”

Ting is China’s ranking Protestant

leader as president of the China Christian

Council and chairman of the standing

committee of the Chinese Patriotic Three-

Self Movement, the main Protestant or-

ganization. He is also principal of the

Nanking Union Theological Seminary, a

vice president of Nanjing University and a

deputy to the National People’s Congress.

Questioned at an appearance at St.

Anthony Park Lutheran Church in St. Paul,

Ting defended his role in serving in the

people’s congress and in government con-

sultative conferences, saying it was “im-

portant for a Christian presence to be felt.”

Not all people serving in government posi-

tions are members of the Communist
Party, the bishop said, adding that he is not.

In an interview and in his talks. Ting

also made the point that China’s theologi-

cal climate has changed over the past 39

years. “We had very strong fundamental-

ists in our midst, but according to our

^

understanding, they have become evan-

gelicals,” he said. “They are no longer

insisting on so much, and they are willing

to accept other Christians as brothers and

sisters in Christ.”

He also noted that Chinese Protestants

enjoy “very cordial relations” with bishops

of the Chinese Roman Catholic Church,

which is independent and does not recog-

nize the authority of the Vatican. He said

he expects and hopes that the Chinese

Catholic Church and the Vatican will be

reconciled.

Ting said the Chinese Protestant church

does not plan to join the World Council of

Churches, although four of its predecessor

bodies did belong, because it has too much
to do on the domestic scene and “cannot

afford to send out many people to attend

meetings.”

The biggest challenge facing the Chi-

nese church is how to bear Christian wit-

ness in an environmentlhat can be indiffer-

ent and hostile. Most young people are

indifferent. Ting said.

He returned to China May 6. (RNS)

Protestant numbers surging in China
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THE BIRTHDAY CARD
By DAVID STEELE

Edna Burkins’ card arrived this week. It

wished me a happy birthday and told me of

life in Darlington, Md. Joan wiU get a

similar one when her birthday rolls around

in September. This marks the 30th year

these cards have wished us well.

Edna was a deacon in the Deer Creek

Harmony Presbyterian Church (it took

longer to say the name than to read through

the membership roll) when 1 became pas-

tor there, fresh from seminary at the tender

age of 24. Joan and I were babes in the

woods— so young, so naive. That congre-

gation loved us into ministry.

They shepherded me through all the

“firsts” of being a pastor and helped Joan

set up a home. They made sucha fuss when

our firstborn arrived. From the minute we

hit that church and that town, we exulted in

what we were doing.

I’ve developed a theory. I think a new

minister is something like a chick hatched

from an egg. The first experience of minis-

try marks us. We look around and get the

clues of who we are and what we can do

HANOVER
COLLEGE

Hanover College is a private, coeducational,

liberal arts college, affiliated with the

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A-).

History: Founded in 1827, Hanover CoUege

is the oldest private college in Indiana.

I Location: The town of Hanover is located in

i southeastern Indiana's Hoosier Hills, an area

of natural beauty and historical significance.

Louisville is 45 miles away, Cindnnad, 70

miles, and Indianapolis, 95 miles.

Campus: Hanover College owns 600 acres on

a site overlooking the Ohio River. The

campus consists of S4 major buildings,

characterized by Georgian architecture and

carefully landscaped grounds.

Enrollment: Our student body of about 1,000

yoimg men and women come from more

than 20 stales and several foreign countries.

Almost all students live on campus.

We invite your inquiry. Write;

Hanover College

Hanover, Indieina 47243

or Phone (812) 866-2151

from that environment.

When Joan and I popped out of the

seminary egg in Darlington, we were sur-

rounded by love. All our lives we’ve ex-

pected churches to be like that— and, by

George, they have.

I have friends who popped out of eggs in

environments that were angry, suspicious

and double-dealing. They tend to keep

their backs to the wall in ministry, they

were hurt in those early months, and it has

had a lasting effect.

EDNA WRITES that she had a fall and

so will use a wheelchair service when she

flies to Florida next week. She s 88. She

encloses news of a few folks around the

church, but most of the people active now

are new to us. The people we knew now

rest in the cemetery behind the sanctuary

.

Every time her card comes, I marvel.

Imagine getting a birthday card from the

same person for 30 years! My brother isn t

that regular.

I’d like to imagine that some sermon I

While our
indhiduiil sense of i ull

Ims led us eueh to

different expressions of

our faith through the

ministry of the Church.

}\e will ieaxe the Seminary
called to live, teach, and
preach the Biblical Imperathe of God's justice, mercy and

loie Words spoken, relationships formed, and experiences

shared during our education at Princeton Seminary ha\e

all sened to stretch and strengthen our Christian faith

so that ne may with integrity live this imperative.

John Hilley. Janet Thek Hllley ^^
Princeton Theological Seminary seniors

For 175 years. Princeton Theological Seminary has been preparing

men and women for service to the Church as pastors, missionaries,

chaplains, and Christian educators. Our students typically come from

— and return to — every state in the union and many other countries.

Like Janet and John, they are deeply committed and show great

promise.

Through the years, many friends have shared in the Seminary's

mission through their financial support. A number of ways for giving

such support are available, some of which enable the donor to make a

gift and receive income for life as well.

For information about the ways gifts to the Seminary may be made

and the various life income plans that are available, contact the

Reverend Chase S. Hunt, Director of Development, Princeton

Theological Seminary. CN 821, Princeton. New Jersey

08542-0803. Telephone (609) 921-8300, ext. 251.

Let your gift become an investment in life and

ministry.

PRINCETON THEOEOiaCAE SEMINARY

IFhere seholem arebefiezm
andbelmm ate seliola/^s.
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returned members ot the tribe irom Saigon

to their original home near the Cambodian

border, the homecoming was particularly

painful. Huynh was told that during his im-

prisonment authorities had reported his

death to his wife and family and later forced

his wife to marry a local Communist official.

Following his release, Huynh’s wife, unable

to cope with the knowledge that her hus-

band was still alive, committed suicide.

The other two pastors who were released

together with Huynh had served as chap-

lains in the South Vietnamese army and

were arrested after the fall of Saigon in

1975. Their release lowers the number of

pastors still being detained in reeducation

camps to eleven. Keston College reports that

eight others have been freed since June 1986.

According to recent public announce-

ments in Ho Chi Minh City, all remaining

military chaplains of the evangelical church

still in reeducation camps are expected to be

released, with the exception of the former

chief chaplain, Duong Ky.

More than one thousand political pris-

oners, former military officers and officials

of the Saigon regime, were reported to have

been freed as part of the Tet amnesty, ac-

cording to the Deputy Minister of Informa-

tion. Speaking at a press conference in

Hanoi on February 11, Phan Quang de-

clared that of those being freed, thirty-five

were former army chaplains. Catholics,

Buddhists and Protestants. The names of the

Catholic and Buddhist chaplains released

are not known.
- ODNS.

BIBLES DUMPED
OFF CHINA COAST

Hong Kong — Over 10,000 Korean and

Chinese Bibles were dumped into the sea

near the port of Dairen, Liaoning Province,

when Korean Christian sailors panicked

after a futile search for Christian contacts in

the city. They said they feared local

authorities would discover their cache.

The Korean Christians sailed into the port

on routine business, but had stowed away
roughly 10,000 Bibles to give away to local

believers. One sailor admitted, “We were

under the impression that China was free. If

we dock in England, for example, we can

take in as many Bibles as we want and give

them away. Why not in China?”

A scouting trip through the city and a visit

to the local Three-Self Church confirmed to

the sailors that it would be impossible to

distribute the stowed Bibles freely. Not

knowing any local believers, and learning

that undeclared transportation of Bibles is

frowned on by local authorities, the sailors

tipped the crates filled with Scriptures into

the sea during the night.

When asked why they did not keep the

cargo on board until the ship docked in a

Western port, a sailor admitted, “We were

very frightened at the time. Our inquiries

around the town had attracted attention,

and we had no place on board to hide the

consignment.

“To avoid any possibility of discovery,

and also to avoid any embarrassment to the

ship’s owners, we had to get rid of the cargo

fast,” he said.

Church leaders inside China pointed to

the misadventure as a case of how not to

bring Bibles to China, but said that it also

proved that restrictions on Bible imports still

exist .
—Open Doors News Service.

SPONGE OR ROSE?

Are you a sponge that drinks in all?

In Spring or Summer, Winter, Fall?

Absorbing Truth and soaking up
The doctrines of God’s brimming

cup?

Just taking in, that’s all, no more,

Until you’re fruitless to the core?

Or,

Are you a rose with scent so rare

Whose sweet perfume pervades the

air?

Then, drinking in God’s love and
grace,

A smile of thanks is on your face.

And heart and hands give out, and
you

Not only take but also do.

Simon C. Walburg

JUNE-JULY, 1988/29



PROGRAMS/:^AGENCIES

WHBL PLACES 8 MILLIONTH

NEW TESTAMENT IN BRAZIL

Rio De Janeiro — A total of eight million

Portuguese New Testaments have reached

Brazil as part of a World Home Bible

League project to place 25 million Por-

tuguese New Testaments in the Brazilian

public schools by 1990.

The project, called “Brazil/New Life/90,”

is being conducted with the endorsement of

the Brazilian government and implemented

by a unified group of evangelical churches in

Brazil.

Brazilian President Jose Sarney, members
of his Congress, the Minister of Communica-
tions, and other key Brazilian officials have

personally endorsed the placement program.

During a March 26 live Brazilian televi-

sion broadcast, Brazil’s Minister of Com-
munications, appearing as President

Sarney’s personal representative, publically

endorsed the World Home Bible League
program. The Portuguese New Testament

currently is required reading in par-

ticipating public schools. President Sarney

also has asked that prisons and military

camps be added to the overall Scripture

placement effort.

Dr. Nilson Fanini, an evangelist and
founder of the new “TV-13 Rio” network,

featured the World Home Bible League
“Brazil/New Life/90” project during the

March 26 TV special, during which the

placement of the 8 millionth New Testament
was recognized in a special ceremony.

Rev. Dennis M. Mulder, Executive Direc-

tor of the Chicago-based World Home Bible

League, says fund raising in support of the

project is running behind schedule.

“We’ve got to let people know about this

unique opportunity to get the Word to the

people of Brazil. It’s amazing, when you
think about it. We can’t get prayer into our

own schools, but here’s a country where the

government is pleading for us to get New
Testaments into the public schools. We must
do everything we can to reach our 25 million

goal."

LORD'S DAY ALLIANCE lOOTH

ANNIVERSARY IN OCTOBER

The Lord’s Day Alliance of the United
States is making big plans for its Centennial

Celebration in Washington, D.C. October
5-6, 1988.

Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, long-time

member of the Board of Managers of the

Alliance, will be the keynote speaker in a

service of divine worship at the Church of

the Pilgrims (Presbyterian), 2201 “P” Street,

N.W., Washington, D.C., at 7:30 p.m., on
Wednesday October 5.

The General Secretary of the Baptist

World Alliance, Dr. Gerhard Claas, will

address a Banquet for Board members, their

families, and special guests preceding the

worship service on October 5. A special

choral group from the United States Naval
Academy will sing.

A special service of thanksgiving and
praise will be held on the steps of the
National Capitol at 2:00 p.m. that same
afternoon, October 5.

On Thursday morning, October 6, the
Lord’s Day Alliance will return to its birth-

place — The Foundry United Methodist
Church, 1500 - 16th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. The Alliance was
founded there on December 12, one hun-
dred years ago. The public is invited to at-

tend this meeting and the Wednesday
events.

Located for many years on Riverside

Drive, New York, the Alliance is now housed
in the Georgia Baptist Center, Atlanta,

Georgia, with Dr. James P. Wesberry, well-

known Southern Baptist minister, as its ex-

ecutive director and editor of its magazine,
Sunday.

The Lord’s Day Alliance is a national, in-

terdemoninational religious organization

.

Its Board of Managers is composed of one

hundred and eleven members, both active

and honorary, representing twenty-five

denominations.
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“It is very serious here in Upper Eg>^t,”
said a church elder, “to try to repair just any
structures of a church. The Muslims can
build a new mosque in just any place they

choose.” He also pointed out that Muslims
can “receive money from the government”
for building construction if the plans call for

“even one room” being set aside for Islamic

religious ceremonies.

As long ago as 1972, the First Coptic
Church of Asyut applied for a permit to

repair its toilets. Permission was denied and
the large evangelical church remains in the

same condition as it was fifteen years ago.

In two more recent incidents, a pastor

(who asked not to be named) from a village

near A1 Minya spend thirty days in prison for

making church repairs, and another pastor

and a head elder from a village near Asyut
are being prosecuted for making wall repairs

after a permit had been denied.

In the city of Asyut, the Brethren Church
has also been affected in a case where city

officials razed the church print shop, library

and toilet facilities in order to make room for

a road which was being widened. When the

church started rebuilding its toilets, 100
policemen converged on the site and
marched the church leaders to police head-
quarters. Officials later extended an infor-

mal apology but they have yet to grant per-

mission to reconstruct church facilities.

In other incidents which have been
escalating since late January, pastors in the

region report that Christian students at

Asyut University are allegedly being harass.

According to a reliable source, “Radical
Muslim [Students] and at least one instructor

have threatened Christian students who
have not converted to Islam. In several in-

cidents students were beaten by Muslim fun-

damentalists,” the source reported.

— News Network International

open, his thin body was soiled from con-
tinual diarrhea, and his uncombed hair was
dirty from his constantly running nose. His
father said that the child had not eaten for
several days because the family had no
money for food.

The boy’s four-year-old sister, Sara, also
looked severely malnourished. She had not
eaten in more than a week after being sick

with the measles. She too had diarrhea.
The parents asked what they should do.

We sensed an expectation of immediate
assistance, specifically money.

But we know from past experience that
first the parents must give evidence that they
really want their children to get better.

So we began to instruct them to borrow
money to buy rice and beans or fish to make
a porridge for Sara and her brother. We told
them to offer water with salt and sugar after
each instance of diarrhea.

In spite of the family’s efforts, the little

boy died three days later. The parents decid-
ed to bring Sara to the doctor. Then the local
Christian Service Group assisted with
medicine and more teaching.

Soon Sara was eating better and gaining
weight. Her mother attended a worship ser-

vice asking for prayer and advice.
We are praying that Sara’s mother will

join one of our health classes and evan a
Bible study group.
And we are praying for a better life for

Sara. Will you join us?

RELIEF WORK IN THE

PHILIPPINES

Dear Friends:

“Please stop by to see some sick children
near my home,” Shirdey Ibe pleaded.
Shirdey is a participant in CRWRC’s health
program in Santa Monica, Philippines.

There was a small, one-year-old boy lying
on a bamboo bed. His eyes would barely

Dan and LaDonna DeVries
CRWRC
Box 65

San Pablo City #3723, Philippines

DIFFICULTIES IN THE CHINESE
CHURCH HIGHLIGHTED

“There are many things in our churches
which are not good . . . which sadden the

NOVEMBER, 1988/29



heart of Christians,” according to Bishop

Ding Guangxun ( K. H. Ting), head of

China’s Three-Self Patriotic Movement
(TSPM) and the China Christian Council

(CCC). Speaking at the consecration in

Shanghai of two Protestant bishops on June

26, Bishop Ding spoke of progress towards

the goal of “running the church well” but

also was frank about several problems.

In some places, Ding said, the relation-

ships between pastors or between co-workers

are unhealthy, and the relationships be-

tween pastors and government cadres are

unhealthy. Furthermore, he said, the CCC
churches have “not emphasized the work of

saving and nurturing souls, concentrating

instead on making a profit.” Many believers

have written him letters of reproach, Ding
reported.

The bishop went on in his sermon to call

for the church to be the church, not an
economic entity, government department,

or recreational centre. While the church

should be in tune with socialism, Ding
stated, church leaders should act firstly ac-

cording to the teachings of the Bible and the

wishes of their flocks.

Difficulties between cadres and church

workers are well-known, usually stemming
from poor understanding of China’s

religious policy or residual animosity

towards religion on the part of cadres. Con-
flicts between pastors and workers may
result from the TSPM tendency to put
pastors of different traditions, theological

views, and political opinions in one local

church.

The business orientation of the church,

mentioned by Ding, was also criticized in a

magazine by a believer in Shanghai. An arti-

cle entitled, “On ‘Sadduceeism’ in the

Chinese Church,” made a strong attack on
the heirarchical structure of the TSPM
church. Allegedly, this has led to problems
such as laziness, inflexibility, and a

bureaucratic work style among some
pastors.

Also, according to the writer (who used a

pen-name), unsuitable people are being or-

dained or selected for seminary training.

The system of sending seminary graduates

back to their home areas is too rigid, in the

writer’s view. Some such graduates have
dropped out of church work, either because
of clashes with their pastors or because of in-

adequate financial support. Livelihood is a

major problem for China’s seminarians, the

article stated.

China as a whole is becoming more open
about problems in its society. As this trend

continues, it is interesting to see people like

Bishop Ding also becoming more open about

problems in the church. His mention of let-

ters of reproach from believers is a hopeful

sign that Christians are becoming ever less

afraid of repercussions and more ready to

criticize their leaders — again, a trend

which is paralleled in the wider society.

— China News and Church Report,

14 September 1988.

NEWS FROM MICRONESIAN

INSTITUTE OF BIBLICAL

STUDIES (MIBS)

Dear Friends in Christ:

Orange trees grow in Truk, and we have
one of these blessings outside of our apart-

ment. It is a tall, broad tree which gives us

welcome shade from the intense Micronesian
sun. Its fruit, although green in color, is a

refreshing treat. However, upon close in-

spection of this tree, we can see that it sports

a multitude of large, dangerously sharp

spikes along its branches: a striking example
of paradise marred by the curse, due to our
sin.

This example reminds us of Truk and
other Micronesian islands. They appear to

be “paradise” at first glance, but upon close

inspection one can see that it is marred.
Micronesia is known to have one of the

highest suicide rates in the world, serious

problems in its young governments, confu-

sion about its changing cultures, a great

amount of supressed anger in its people, and
spiritual darkness outside and inside the

churches of this “christianized” group of na-

tions. Micronesia is like the beautiful tree in

many ways; but, as you can see, there are

also many thorns.

Our primary ministry at MIBS is to train

Micronesians for church ministry. We strive

to train servants whom God will use to serve

His people by nurturing a Biblical church
that will be God’s influence in this marred
island-world that needs healing and
guidance. Therefore, our four-year resident

training program gives our students a

wholistic view of life under Christ’s Lord-
ship.

30/MISSIONARY MONTHLY
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Since the fall of former Communist Party General

Secretary Hu Yaobang from power in January 1987,

official mainland Chinese government policy towards

the church appears to have stagnated. Despite the

victory of the reformist wing of the Chinese Commun-

ist Party (CCP) at the 13th Party Congress in

November last year, there seems to be no marked

liberalisation in government policy towards the

church.

After Hu’s fall from power, conservative, maoist

forces within the CCP unleashed the ‘anti-bourgeois

liberalisation campaign’ against unhealthy Western

influences. This was aimed particularly at intellectuals

who had called for genuine democracy and human

rights. Although this campaign was short-lived, it gave

left-wing cadres at the lower and middle levels of the

CCP the excuse to tighten control of the church. Last

year several cases of persecution of Christians were

reported.

Present Government and TSPM Religious Policy

In August last year, the Protestant Three Self

Patriotic Movement (TSPM), which relays CCP policy

to the churches and acts as a control over them, held

its national congress in Chengdu. At this conference.

TSPM leaders stated their intention to focus their

attention on the growing rural church, and to draw up

regulations for supervising the churches at the local

level. In many rural areas the church is growing fast,

but because of the lack of trained leadership heresies

and cults are also springing up to lead many Christians

astray. The TSPM decisions to train more pastors and

voluntary workers and publish some Christian litera-

ture suitable for the rural believers are praiseworthy

ones, h)

However, unfortunately, this was only one side of

the picture. An internal report of the congress from a

reliable Christian source painted a rather different

picture. Accordiitg to this report, the TSPM have

drawn up a whole series of regulations to tighten

control of the churches at the local level:

1.

Only those over 18 may be baptised, and lists of

baptismal candidates must first be cleared not only by

the TSPM and China Christian Council, but also by the

A typical scene in the village

Party’s Religious Affairs Bureau and other relevant

government departments.

2. All pastoral staff and voluntary Christian

workers (yigong) must ‘love country and love religion’

(i e obey Party policies). Those who disobey Party

regulations and repeatedly fail to ‘repent’, will be

stripped of the ministry, and of their church mem-

bersliip.

3. Christian leaders in charge of churches and

meeting-points (registered home-meetings) must be

approved by the Party’s Religious Affairs Bureau,

United Front Work Department (UFWD, an official

department of CCP which controls all groups outside

of CCP, including all religious bodies), and the TSPM

at the county or provincial level. They must pass a

political examination before they are officially allowed

to preach. All itinerant (house-church) evangelists

who have not obtained such approval, are prohibited

from conducting religious activities, and they should

be reported by the TSPM to the higher authorities. All

meeting-points have to be approved by the govern-

ment,

4. All pastors, before their ordination, must be

approved by the Religious Affairs Bureau and the

UFWD as well as by the TSPM.
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A house church meeting

5. The TSPM must step up patriotic Three Self

education to ‘improve the quality of the believers and

strengthen the sense of calliiig of the pastoral workers,

so as to guard against self-appointed evangelists.’

From this report, it appears that all religious

activities and meetings outside those approved by the

Party are illegal. Legal religious activity is only that

conducted within government-approved buildings.

This is, if anything, a step backwards from the

grudging toleration of Christian house-church activi-

ties which was granted in 1982 by the Party in an

ambiguous fashion in its maiit policy document on

religion.

That policy towards independent house-church

activities has, in fact, tightened up over the last 18

months, is further confirmed by new regulations

published in Beijing in January this year by UFWD. In

a handbook published for the use of all its lower-level

cadres, the UFWD states:

'Normal religious activities are protected by our

Constitution and laws. They are conducted under the

leadership of the patriotic religious organisations in

places for religious activities which have been opened

with the permission of the relevant government

departments.’ 12)

The implication is clear— independent house-

church activities are not ‘normal’ religious activities,

nor have they been authorised by the relevant

government departments. Therefore they fall outside

the scope of those religious activities ‘protected’ by

the government. Rather, they are illegal, and risk

outright suppression.

Pressures on the Church at the Local Level

In mainland China there is very often a gap

between official Party policy and what is actually going

on at local level. Some readers may therefore wish to

enquire, quite legitimately, whether these repressive

policies are actually being implemented at the local

level. Mounting evidence shows that in many areas the

answer is, unfortunately, yes. To that evidence we now

turn.

One of the main problems the mainland Chinese

government faces in implementing its program for

reform is that of ‘leftism’. Thousands of CCP officials at

all levels of government are, still to varying degrees,

imbued with Maoist ideology and suspicious of re-

forms which, in their view, have led to a dilution of

socialism with bourgeois, Western ideas. This is

nowhere more true than in the realm of religious

policy. Post-Mao religious policy by no means grants

full religious freedom, but even that limited degree of

liberalisation has gone too far for some cadres. So

serious is this opposition to any further liberalisation

on the religious front, that a senior CCP official virote a

long position-paper in 1984 sharply criticising leftist

officials and religious workers. He even extended his

attack to certain TSPM leaders:

‘There are some “leaders” in religious circles who

have lost their representativeness, and who do not

represent the legitimate rights of religious circles.

They are good at fawning, being “yes-men”, and

accepting leadership, but what they do is not to act as

a bridge between the Party and believers, but rather

increases the gap between them, and makes the

cadres even more isolated. If our cadres really want to

rally the believers, they should not detest the religious

leaders who are truly religious (literally, “love reli-

gion”), nor simply rely on, and welcome, those

religious leaders who do not love their religion. It is

precisely the fact that they truly love their religion

which gives these leaders their mass support.’ 0)

This amazing statement from a senior Party

official intimately acquainted with 'United Front’ work

confirms what many Christians in China have been

saying for years, that some of the leadership of the

TSPM are unspiritual and more interested in im-

plementing Communist party policy than in spreading
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the Gospel. It reveals that some of the more liberal

Party leaders now recognise that these political

elements within the TSPM are a serious hindrance to

rallying Christians behind the new reformist policies of

the government.

This senior official, who used the pen-name ‘Ru

Wen’ painted a rather depressing picture of how the

supposedly more liberal religious policy which was

adopted by the Party in 1982 has been implemented in

many areas:

‘In some areas (the cadres) make “patriotic

covenants”, “the Eight Don’ts", “the Ten Don’ts" in the

name of the religious organisations which is extremely

unhelpful to rallying the believers around the patriotic

religious organisations (e g, TSPM). ...They decree that

young people and children under 18 are not even

allowed to enter the churches and force the pastors to

proclaim ‘patriotic covenants’ from the pulpits.’

It is interesting to compare these words of a

senior CCP leader with a statement made last October

by Bishop Ding Guangxun, Chairman of the TSPM in

an interview with an American minister: ‘Our churches

in mamland China are certainly not more government

approved than churches in North America or many

other places.’ <5) in fact Diitg’s bland reassurances are

directly confuted by the internal policy statements of

the Party and his own organisation. This evidence

shows conclusively that the TSPM and China Christian

Council are directly responsible to Party organs. In

some areas they may enjoy a degree of autonomy, but

in others control, as we have seen, is extremely tight.

The available evidence suggests that between

1984-86 pressures were building up even within the

Party for a further liberalisation of the religious policy.

However, the fall of Hu Yaobang in January 1987 has,

so far, set back such reform. At the local level in many

areas, leftist cadres stiU have a free-hand to implement

very repressive measures against the church.

For instance, in June last year a group of 300

Christians in Fujian decided to build a church, and

submitted application forms to the local UFWD several

times. However, in spite of these efforts on their part

to seek legal registration, on 21 June a policeman from

the Public Security Bureau came to the meeting and

forbade them from preaching in the name of Jesus

Christ ever again. The pastor was warned he would be

accused of being a counter-revolutionary (a very

serious offence in mainland China). 16) This persecu-

tion seems more likely to be the arbitrary act of the

local officialdom, than of co-ordinated policy.

In Tancheng County in Shandong earlier this year

very detailed restrictions were drawn up. Young

people under 18 are not even allowed to attend

(TSPM) church activities in the ‘open’ churches.

Christians are forbidden to receive any Bibles or

Christian literature from overseas, or to listen to

Gospel radio broadcasts. 17)

In one county of Henan, the local United Front

Work Department stated quite bluntly in its internal

regulations dated August last year: ‘We must make a

clear distinction between the Bible and Party policy;

when the Bible conflicts with Party policy, everytlung

must be done ui\swervingly in accordance with the

Party policy.’ 18)

Draconian measures were also drawn up here,

banning all private home-meetings, prohibiting

itinerant evangelism, and banning all evangelism

whether organisational or personal outside registered

churches or meeting-points. Children under 18 are

also not allowed to attend any religious activities, even

in the TSPM churches. These niles state very clearly

that ‘all religious activities must be brought under the

leadership of the local Party branches of each village.’

This statement shows clearly that the Party seeks to

control the church right down to the village, especially

in Henan where, according to many reports, there are

home-meetings in many, perhaps most, of the villages.

Official TSPM statements that there is no conflict

between loyalty to Christ and to the Party sound

rather unconvincing in the light of such documents. It

Theology student in Shanghai

Worship in Grace Church. Shanghai
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is not surprising that in such areas independent

house-church activities are on the increase, and that

there is often sharp polarisation between the local

TSPM and the house-churches, which is not so evident

in areas where Party religious policy is implemented in

a more liberal manner.

NOTES

1. 77a/i Feng, November 1987.

2. Tongyi Zhanxian Zhishi Wenda (Questions and

answers About the United Front), China Culture

and History Publishing House, 1988, page 252.

3. Xuexi Yige Wenjian di Xinde (What I have Gained

from Studying a Document), by ‘Ru Wen’, Zonjiao

(Religion) Magazine, No 2, 1984.

4. Ibid.

5. interview with Bishop K H Ting on the Growth of

the Church in China, conducted by Ewing W
Carroll, Jr, on 16 October 1987. Published in China

Study Project Journal, December 1987.

6. Letter from a pastor in Fujian Province dated 2

October 1987.

7. Report from Shandong Province received in early

June 1988.

8. Tongzhan Jianxun (United Front Bulletin), Henan,

18 August 1987. Full text published in Zhongguoyu

Jiaohui (China and the Church), 1988.

(The author is a veteran missionary in Hong Kong with

the Overseas Missionary Fellowship. This is the first

of a two-part series.)
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T enfmokers— the increosingly popular
* method of missionory support and

strategy, where the missionories retain their

seculor’ professions while engoging in mis-

sionory work. This is on effeaive woy, ond

often the only woy, for foreign Christians to

witness in o society, e g Communist or

Muslim, hostile to the Gospel.

M ofionol/indigenous church — the

church plonted by cross-cultural mis-

sionories. The gool of missions is to plant

indigenous churches which con carry on the

work of evongelizotion omong their own
people, ond obey the Great Commission

completely.

^ ommuf^lcont membership — those^ members who ore allowed to portici-

pore in communion. Usuolly on index of

church grov/th.

Q eople movement— on ongoing
^ movement of the Spirit of God among
o people, led by indigenous leadership, to

carry on the work of the church ond mis-

sions, ond to impact upon Its own culture

ond society. People movements moke the

greatest impoct when they ore led by

troined indigenous leadership.

— by Rev Dr Samuel D Ling

A church which was confiscated and used for a bank

has been returned to the parish recently in Beijing
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EDITOR’S NOTE: Mission Hong Kong— 2000 is a

project of the Hong Kong Church Renewal Movement

Committee (HKCRMC), to consider the Gospel strategy

of the Church in Hong Kong in meeting the challenges

of the dawn of the 21st century. HKCRMC was

organized by a group of evangelical Christian leaders

in response to the situation faced by the Church in an

era of rapid and drastic change, accentuated by the

scheduled return of the sovereignty of Hong Kong to

mainland China on July 1 , 1 997. As a result of a period

of careful and thoughtful planning and study,

HKCRMC released a document for consultation by

Christians in Hong Kong. (See news item in ]une 1988

issue of CAJW.) The following is a translated version,

by CATW. of the original document in Chinese.

Mission
Hong Kong

‘We, the Church of the city of Hong Kong, facing 1997 under the

grace of our Lord, covenant to take the whole Gospel to the

whole city and to the whole world.*

In the past 40 years, Hong Kong has metamor-

phized from a rundown post-war fishing harbour into

an international metropolis. And under the grace of

Cod, the Church in Hong Kong has grown from less

than 200 to over 800 during the same period.

Scattered throughout the urban center, the new

housing estates and the new towns, the Church has

learnt to be involved in social concern and serving the

people, in addition to sharing with them the Gospel.

And guided by God, the Church in Hong Kong has

been able to develop her seminaries and missions,

supplying workers and missionaries to the worldwide

Chinese Church. She also established meaningful

fellowship and relationship of reciprocal assistance

with international churches and mission organizations.

Now facing AD 2000, the Hong Kong Church is in

the midst of a historic transformation of social and

political milieu. Three years ago, we issued a 'Faith

Declaration' (1), a deliberation of our Christian faith,

calling us to put our trust in Father Cod as the Lord of

history, and to affirm the crucial role of the Church at

this time of transition. The subsequent and continuing

theological reflection and the analysis of ambience

where the Church finds herself are prerequisites for

defining our mission and mapping our strategies.

Based on these considerations and further waiting

on the Lord, we suggest several focuses as the sign

posts towards AD 2000 for the Hong Kong Church.

Task forces should be organized to work out detail

plans of implementation in each of these areas, before

mobilizing available resources into action.

But prior to any concrete action, the Church in

Hong Kong must seek spiritual renewal. She must

emerge from the doldrums of the crisis of faith, lift up

the spirituality of the believers, nurture the whole

Church into maturity, and take on her mission of the

times annointed with power from the Holy Spirit.

A. Sinking Roots into Hong Kong

'1997' has brought on a tide of emigration which,

in the final analysis, is the decision of each individual.

We should not waste lime now in debating the merits

of these decisions. To the vast majority of people and

believers in Hong Kong who will remain and voyage

6
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. a gfowing demand for more programs to meet the needs of the

elderly. Chinese who live in the suburbs.

For most new immigrants of working age, English classes

and job training programs are needed to help them adjust to

the American society and find productive employment.

Quality day care is also essential for making employment and

job retention possible.

Low-cost housing programs are much needed for other

low income families. The recent real estate boom in many of

the Chinatowns has reduced the number of affordable hous-

ing for low income Chinese families. Low-cost units have been

displaced by redevelopment and rental in new developments

are expensive.

Mental health services for all age groups is another area

ofgreat need in the Chinese American community. Unlike past

generations, today^s Chinese Americans are more willing to

use mental health services. Many of them are suffering from

economic adjustment problems, cultural shock, juvenile deli-

quency, marital problems and intergenerational conflicts. A
corp of qualified bilingual and bicultural professionals are

needed to provide the much needed mental health care, espe-

cially for the new Chinese immigrant families.

It is difficult to provide for these critical needs because of

diversity in cultural orientation, economic status, language and

political loyalty. This is a challenge the community has to face

as the Chinese Americans begin to seek political power at the

local, state and federal levels.

4. The Christian Ministry Among the Chinese American

A. The Pioneering Stage

When the number of Chinese arriving in America became

significant, there was concern for the spiritual welfare of these

"pagans." In 1852, Dr. William Speer opened a mission in San

Francisco to work among the Chinese. Subsequently several

mainline denominations also set up missions to convert these

"heathens," first in San Francisco, then Vancouver and later in

other cities on the West Coast. By 1892 eleven denominations

were engaged in Chinese ministry. Seven churches were estab-

lished in the the U.S. and three in Canada.

This [)ioneering effort went through a difficult period. The

Chinese welcomed the medical and educational ser\'ices but

showed little interest in the Gospel presented by these strange

people in a strange land. The ministry was hindered by the

missionaries’ lack of understanding of Chinese culture. The

Chinese did not seem to notice that the Church spoke out

against the unfair treatment of Chinese laborers and mis-

sionaries were one of the few groups who stood up to defend

the rights of their Chinese friends. The Exclusion Act and the

anti-Chinese movements arrested this groMh of the Protestant

ministry among the Chinese.

B. Period of Consolidation

Geographically, the Protestant ministry also followed the

movement of the Chinese population as they left the West

coast and migrated to the East and the South. At the turn of

the century the Chinese ministry began to deepen its roots in

the communUy as leadership was gradually transferred to

qualified Chinese Christians who had grown up in the pioneer-

ing churches or immigrated from China.

Church sponsored social services expanded and soon be-

came its central focus, particularly during the 20s and 30s when

liberal theology captivated large segments of American

Protestantism. Inevitably, evangelistic outreach was curtailed.

Even so, because of the focus the Chinese Church became an

important presence in the community. Many Chinese mini-

sters and lay Christian leaders became civic leaders and the

Chinese Church acted as a bridge between the isolated ethnic

enclave and the white community.

Parents of Chinese children born in America became con-

cerned that their children would lose iheri roots. The churches

sponsored schools to teach Chinese language and culture to

the American-born Chinese. Through attendance at the

church’s "Chinese Schools", the students grew up in the

Chinese churches. Church functions provided them a

wholesome environment for fellowship and nurture. This first

generation of native-born Chinese were more assimilated to

Western culture than their parents.

C. Period of Transition

The natural transfer of leadership from the traditional

leaders to this new generation of Chinese Christians was dis-

rupted by the waves of immigrants after 1949. Christian leaders

among the refugees joined the local churches in the Chinese

communities. They soon took over the leadership and shifted

the focus of the ministries toward new immigrants.

Christian college students from Hong Kong and Taiwan

also brought the fire of revival that swept through the univer-

sities and high schools in their homelands in the 1950s. Many

Christian students began to meet for fellowship and Bible

study on the major college campuses throughout the U.S. and

Canada. This Christian movement is still vital today.

During the 50s and 60s the Chinese Church in the U.S.

went through a period of transition and growth. The -.icw wave

of church leaders from overseas transplanted many of the es-

tablished evangelical practices of the overseas Chinese Church

to the churches in America. Chinese foreign students and new

immigrants responed to the gospel ofJesus Christ. But the new

American-born generation who W'as left outside of the leader-

ship and concerns of this "transplanted" Church, began to drop

out in increasing numbers.

D. Period of Rapid Growth

The liberalization of immigration laws in 1965 enabled the

existing churches to expand their ministries. New churches

were formed by Incoming Christian leaders and laymen.

Chinese Christian students from Bible study groups also

formed more churches.

This tremendous growth of Chinese churches has ac-

celerated in the last three decades. In 1955 there were 66 chur-

ches in the U.S. and 27 in Canada with a total attendance of

7,700. By 1984 the total had increased to 523 churches with

69,000 attending. The estimated growth rates of Chinese

Christians in the U.S. was 61% between 1980 and 1985, or

about 11% per year. The percentage of Christians in the

Chinese American population has increased from about 6%
to 8% between 1980 and 1985, indicating that the Christian

body has been growing faster than the population.

There are now Chinese churches in 51 states and the Dis-

trict of Columbia. This rapid growth has closely followed the
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migration pattern of the Chinese people starting from the

West Coast then moving east and south.

E. Chinese American Churches Today

According to two surveys conducted in 1980 and 1986,

the median size of the Chinese congregations is about 100

members for both years. The average size, however, has in-

creased from 135 in 1980 to 196 in 1986.

The pattern of "transplanted" churches is still

prevalent. The majority of the congregations are foreign-

born Chinese who sf>eak Chinese as the mother tongue.

About half of the pastors speak primarily Chinese. Only

recently, more efforts are made to minister to the local-

born and those who are raised in the U.S.

Projecting from the 1986 survey, the majority of the

members of the Chinese churches are middle class profes-

sionals and managers and their families. There is a widen-

ing gap between the churches and the poor Chinese

families. This gap is accentuated by the gradual subur-

banization of the churches. Almost all of the churches es-

tablished in the last five years were located in suburbs or

new Chinese developments in more affluent areas. Some
Chinatown churches have relocated out of the traditional

community. Those left behind are attended mo.stly by sub-

urban Chinese Christians. Thus, the Chinese Church is be-

coming more and more isolated from the traditional

community, abandoning her traditional role of leadership

and service to the community.

Nevertheless evangelism and church grov,th are em-

phasized by the Chinese American churches. In a survey of

about 70 churches conducted in 1986, outreach and church

planting were considered the primary objectives. More
than 80% of the churches has an outreach program such as

visitation and personal evangelism.

This emphasis on outreach has been fruitful even

though it is confined to the middle class foreign-born

families. The same survey also shows that between 1980 and

1985, the average growth rate of the churches was 79.3%

in five years w'hich was more than two times the growth rate

of the Chinese population in the same period (33.9%). One
quarter of the surveyed churches have doubled their size

and 45% have grown more than 50%. A major portion of

growth in the Chinese Church was due to conversion

growth. The ratio of baptisms to church attendance was

55.8% in five years, or about 1 1 converts for every 100 mem-
bers every year.

About half of the present churches are denomination-

al churches. The Southern Baptist Convention and the

Christian and Missionary Alliance have been the leaders in

church planting among the denominations. Both of these

bodies have allocated much resources to minister to

minority groups in North America as part of their home
missions effort. The Baptists began in the 19th century to

plant Chinese churches and the Alliance in 1969. Through
their programs of planting and assisting Chinese churches

the number of Chinese churches have doubled in the last

seven years. The number of Chinese Baptist churches in-

creased from 60 churches to 120 and the Alliance churches

from 16 to 34.

Some independent churches belong to associations of

churches which originated in China, such as the Bread of

Life, Little Flock, and Church of Christ in China. There are

also church groups which were formed in North America,

such as Chinese for Christ and the General Assembly,

Evangelical Formosan Church.

F. Para-Church Organizations

In recent years, a number of para-church organiza-

tions have been formed to serve the Chine.se in America.

Ambassadors for Christ and Chinese Christian Mission

were established more than twenty years ago to minister to

the large number of independent Chinese campus fellow-

ships. Today, Chinese Christian Mission provides sersices

to Chinese churches in counseling, training and publica-

tions, and conducts mission work among Chinese in South

America and China. Ambassadors for Christ has expanded

its student ministry. Besides publishing magazines and run-

ning conferences oriented to undergraduate and graduate

students, it sends full time workers to help campus fellow-

ships.

In cities with a large Chinese-speaking population,

Christian book stores import a steady supply of Chinese

language Christian books and Bibles from Hong Kong and

Taiwan. Mail order book stores also help to supply Chris-

tian literature to Chinese speaking people living in areas

not served by Christian book stores.

Chinese newspapers and magazines for Christians are

published by the Chinese Christian Mission, Ambassadors
for Christ, the Agape Christian Team, United Gospel

Literature and the Christian Chinese Translation Center

(now called Christian Renewal Ministries). Several or-

ganizations distribute cassette tapes of Christian music and
messages ranging from pre-evangelism to Bible studies in

different Chinese dialects. The Chinese Gospel Broadcast-

ing Center in New York produces and distributes ca.ssette

tapes oriented to the working class Chinese -- the res-

taurant and garment factory workers. Chinese Outreach

broadcasts radio programs for pre-evangelism in Los An-

geles, San Francisco and Edmonton, Canada, which are

w'cll received by new immigrants.

Ministry among the working class people in Chinatown

is now spearheaded by the Chinese Christian Herald

Crusade which was established in New York in 1979. Al-

though the main thrust of this group is evangelism, they at-

tempt to meet the spiritual and physical needs of the

disadvantaged people to demonstrate a total witness of the

Gospel.

G. Efforts Toward Unity

Since the early 70s Chinese Christian student groups

have held annual joint regional conferences for under-

graduate and graduate students. Chinese pastors in some

metropolitan areas have formed local fellowship for

mutual support and coorperation. American- born

Chinese pastors have also formed the Fellowship of

American Chinese Evangelicals to promote ministries for

the American-born Chinese.

The first National Conference of Chinese Churches

was held in 1930 to promote unity and cooperation among
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Reader

Writer Editor

The Reluctant Giant
Last night I read an article in your

esteemed magazine, “The ReluctantGiant”

and was so moved by it that I spent hours in

the deep night to meditate upon the article

nd pray for God to strengthen the Church

so that the world will not lull into a peaceful

co-existence with it May God help us.

Rev. B. T. Kofie

Ghana

Help Us Focus on the Primary

Task
As an application of our Sunday

School lesson from Nehemiah 2-4 (each

person is doing his/her pan to reach a

common God-given goal), we decided that

those who weren’t yet getting the LCWE
bi-monthly magazine wouldrequest it. We
believe it helps us keep focused on the

primary task the Lord gave us in Matthew

28:19,20— world evangelization and dis-

cipling and to recognize both that we, as

individual believers, are part of the Church

Universal with one common goal and that

each one of us has an essential, unique role

in achieving that God-given goal.

B. <Sl P. Kennedy

California, USA

Good and Superb

All articles in the May-June 1988

issue are good and superb. I admire them

all because they are touching messages

for the churches of God. May the Holy

Spirit lead and guide all those who will

contribute in the forth coming issues.

Joseph Kwesi Oppong

Ghana

Exciting and Informative

I received the May-June 1988 issue

on world trends and found it to be one of the

most exciting surveys of world

evangelization that I have encountered.The

issue provides key insights in a compact,

yet informative format

J. Parrott

Florida, USA

What a Resource
T he May-June 1988 issue was won-

derful. What a resource! I shared it with

my managers. As a result they all want to

receive the magazine. Please find their

request enclosed.

The articles on trends have been cir-

culated throughout the Mission. They are

most helpful for awareness, vision and in-

formation. Keep up the good work. Thank

you.

R. Cline

Florida. USA

Conversion and the Kingdom
Thanks for publishing the balanced

study of "Conversion and the Kingdom" by

Arthur Glasser. One thing kept coming to

my heart
—

“For theKingdom ofGod is not

meat and drink, but righteousness, and

peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit” Romans

14:17.

We must see the Kingdom ofGod

and enter into the Kingdom of God. The

means is being bom of the Spirit of God.

We must seek the Kingdom of God first.

This is God’spriority above thekingdom of

this world.

A. Saah

Ghana

Should Other Evangelical

Crusades be Organized
Y our news (Palau Finds Polish

People “Wide Open to Gospel” During

Week-Long Crusade— September/Octo-

ber 1987 issue) made me think of the people

in need, people who are thirsty. For many

years they have been in privacy and now

that God has opened the doors to let the

Gospel enter,Polish people have expressed

their real understanding of the Christian

faith. This country is nowadays seeking for

a new life.

Shouldotherevangelical Crusades

be organized, the real revolution will take

place in their life. We all have a call from

the Polish. In one way or another, with our

prayers we will help them go ahead. The

land is already prepared to build a strong

church of Christ in this country and help

other people who are in the similar situ-

ation open their doors for the Gospel to

enter.

Anonymous

Zaire

Impressed with Prayer

Emphasis

As a Minister, I think your

magazine is very helpful to our work.

Actually 1 was very much impressed with

your Praise and Prayer Calendar

reminding us to pray for the whole world

systemeiically.

M. P. Kinyau

Tanzania

Spiritual Renewal of Irish

Church
A fter I read the report of LCWE

Irish Congress on Evangelism on July/Au-

gust 1988, I am happy with this develop-

ment in Ireland. My prayers for the country

of Ireland and Northern Ireland started in

1986 after a visit to Northern Ireland. We

shall pray for the Conference in Gallway

and the workof the Lord in this land. I shall

be in touch with Rev. A. Harold Graham as

the Labourers raise prayer for him and the

work there.

A. Saah

Ghana

"Timothys" Wanted

The contents of your magazine are

stimulating, enhancing and informative.

The messages are clear and distinct. I am

of the opinion that the youth should

involve more in this magazine. The role

played by Timothy is worthy to recount.

Comfort Ampim

Ghana
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From The Editor

Pain and Suffering

We are witnessing in the world today, especially in

the more affluent countries, an interesting effort

made towards the reality of pain and grief. Because pain

and grief make one uncomfortable and therefore should

be cushioned, masked, or even beautified.

In my own cultural tradition, much like the He-

brews, child birth and family death are two grave occa-

sions. We are brought face to face with life, death, agony

and tears right at the home. There was no funeral agen-

cies to manage the event nor undertakers to beautify the

deceased. Confucius' leaching was, "At parental death,

one shall grief for three years, live separately between

husbands and wives, take no drink nor meat." This of

course is rather extreme in today's standard. But are we

going to the opposit extreme?

My wife Rachel, until today, complains that she

missed the birth pain of our son Jerome's birth. Doctor s

injection made her dizzy throughout the whole process.

Her feeling was that the birth event was somewhat re-

moved from her.

This situation reached its height for my family a

few years ago during my father's funeral which was man-

aged by a funeral home. When the final rites of the burial

was over, the manager of the funeral home walked over,

shook hands with me, my brother and my sisters, and

said, "Thank you for coming." We looked at ecah other

in bewilderment and wondered in our mind, "Whose fu-

neral is this anyway?"

Ever since the fall, pain and suffering have always

been an inseparable part of live. Human history has been

a combination of both comedy and tragedy in the grand-

est scale. In the depth of grief, Job remonstrated his re-

bellious wife, "What? Shall we receive good at the hand

of God, and shall we not receive evil?"

Indeed, good and evil, joy and pain, comfort and

tears, success and failure, glory and shame have and will

always play a vital part in shaping our lives and growth.

Resurrection must be preceeded by Calvary. The warmth

of the south wind is to be balanced by the bitter cold of

the north. While continual success leads one into pride

and arrogance, prolonged failure will result in lost of cour-

age and will. It is the combination of both that molds us

into a normal Christian life. The Psalmist agreed and

said, "Before 1 was afflicted 1 went astray.... It was good

for me to be afflicted."

Take for example the church in China. The gospel

was brought to the Central Kingdom by Robert Morrison

in 1807. After one and a half centuries of hard work by

missionaries and national pastors there were roughly one

million Chinese Christians in 1949 when China changed

hands. All missionaries were then expelled and churches

reduced to below 10 per cent. Hopes were gone among

mission groups around the world. The Cultural Revolu-

tion in the late sixties completely eliminated the remain-

ing churches and all visible signs of Christianity. China

virtually became a religionless society.Then the amazing

thing happened. Beginning from the late seventies,

churches and prayer groups began to re-appear and spread,

and ultimately became an unstoppable grass-root evangeli-

zation movement across the nation unparalleled in church

history. In a span of 40 years, Christians in China had

increased from one million to at least 50 millions. Over

90% of them belong to the grass-root house churches.

Today, many nations in Asia, Africa and Latin Amer-

ica are also experiencing tremendous growth. It seems

that while churches of the third world including the re-

stricted access countries are enjoying unprecedented ex-

pansion, churches of the western world taken as a whole

are showing signs of decline. Church leaders in Europe

today are crying out for the re-evangelization of Europe.

Materialism, secularism, pleasure, comfort and the seek-

ing of self-interest are gradually slowing down the great

Christian movement in the lands where God had first en-

trusted with his gospel.

What is God trying to say to us through these hap-

penings? Where is the real suffering church after all?

How should we see pain and suffering in the Biblical

sense?

Now. having said all these, I find myself facing a

dilemma—for when I pray. I do not know whether I should

pray for joy and prosperity or for pain and suffering?

Do you?

6
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Evangelization

in

Suffering
by Jonathan Chao

A 14-year-oId girl inCentral China

was one of the nine young evan-

gelists who were arrested by Communist

cadres for preaching the Gospel. They

were beaten and were forced to kneel all

day and all night On the third day. this girl

fainted, and the authorities released her.

The others knelt in prison for eight nights

and nine days. When she was reunited with

them upon their release, she began to cry.

The believers asked her, “Why are you

crying? You should be happy now that

your friends are out!” She replied, “They

suffered for Christ for nine days, and I

suffered for only three days.”

Evangelization in Suffering: the Mark

of Discipleship

Jesus Himself bore a true witness be-

fore Pontius Pilate: to his own identity and

to his relationship to his Father who sent

him. To Pilate’s sarcastic question. “So

youareaking?” Jesus answered, “You say

correctly that I am a king. For this I have

been bom, and for this I have come into the

world, to bear witness to the truth” (Jn.

18:37). He not only bore wimess to His

own Kingship and to His Kingdom, but He

accepted public humiliation and suffering.

That is why his is called “the Amen, the

faithful, and true wimess.”

John the Baptist bore wimess to Jesus’

identity as the Son ofGod (Jn. 1:34), as the

Lamb ofGod who takes away the sin of the

world (Jn. 1:29,36), and as the prophet who

would baptize in the Holy Spirit (Jn. 1:33;

Mt.3:ll).

On the day of his ascension he told his

disciples: “...but you shall receive power

when the Holy Spirit has come upon you;

and you shall be my wimesses both in

Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria,

and even to the remotest parts of the earth

(Acts 1:8). When the apostles were filled

with the Holy Spirit at Pentecost, they

began to bear wimess to Jesus as the Son of

God, to his Messianic ministry, and in par-

ticular, to His suffering, death and resur-

rection(Acts2:32;3:15;5:32; 10:39). The

sufferings of Jesus summarizes His aton-

ing work. Peter was called “a wimess of the

sufferings of Christ” (1 Pet 5:1) in his old

age.

The story of Acts can also be

described a history of the apostles* wit-

nessing to Christ and a history of the oppo-

sition to such wimessing. For testifying to

Jesus’ death and resurrection (Acts 5:30-

32), the apostles were beaten and suffered

humiUation (Acts 5:4041). Stephen was

stoned to death (Acts 7:52-59). To preach

and teach Christ is the Son ofGod and the

risen Christ, Saul the persecutor turned

confessor, became a target ofassassination

by the Jews in Damascus (Acts 9:20-23).

To bear wimess for Christ, the Apostle

James lost his life and Peter was impris-

oned (Acts 12:1-5). The first missionary

team, Paul and Barnabas, were stoned by

February - 7959
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the Jews in Iconium (Acts 14:19). Simi-

larly, for witnessing to Christ in Macedonia.

Paul and Silas were beaten and thrown into

prison by the officials of Philippi (Acts

16:23-25). They were driven out of Thes-

salonica and Berea by the Jews (Acts 17 : 1 3-

14).

Paul vindicated himself as a true

servant of God through “endurance, in

affliction, hardships, calamities, beatings,

imprisonments, tumults, labors, watching,

hunger...” (II Cor. 6:4-5). For Paul,

suffering became a mark of authentic

discipleship. Paul saw his suffering as

suffering on Christ’s behalf, and endured

for the sake of the Church (Col. 1:24).

For a minister of the Gospel, suffer-

ing is part of his stewardship, a concomi-

tant necessity. The Apostle John saw

himself as a companion of Jesus in his suf-

fering, Kingdom, and patient endurance

(Rev. 1:9). All disciples are called to share

in Christ’s suffering. This suffering is

shared by the entire community. The suf-

fering church is alsoa fellowship ofChrist’s

suffering. The suffering endured is rather

the suffering with Jesus Christ and in soli-

darity with God’s people.

ToW itness Christ IsToEndure Suffering

The pressure that persecution placed

upon believers is designed to force believ-

ers to give up their faith in Christ, and to

break allegiance to his Lordship. Such

pressure which is often sustained over a

long period of time may seem endless to

those under trial. The Roman persecution

lasted over 300 years. Chinese imperial

persecution against the Catholics during

the Ch’ing dynasty lasted over 150 years.

In modem China persecution against Chris-

tianity has lasted nearly 40 years. In Russia

religious persecution has reached its 70th

year.

Under such a protracted period of

persecution the greatest challenge facing

the believers is how to continue believing

in Christ in the midst of persecution. The

apostles called upon the early believers to

uphold their faith by enduring suffering.

Firstly, to endure suffering is doing

God' swill. To remain faithful to God and

do His will one must endure suffering (Heb.

10:36; Rev. 14:12). However, one can

escape suffering by refraining from doing

God’s will and keeping Christ’scommand-

ments. Christians are free to worship in the

Three-Self churches in China today, but

arc forbidden to conduct evangelism inde-

pendenUy outside of the TSPM’s control.

If one insists on keeping Christ’s Great

Commission and do “the work of an evan-

gelist,” discharging all the duties of one’s

ministry (H Tim. 4:5), then he must make

the choice and endure hardship.

To endure suffering is a deliberate

choice: the choice to obey God’s will and

be faithful to Christ and to accept iu conse-

quences (Rom. 5:20; I Pet 1:6-7 NIV).

Secondly, Christians endure siffering in

order to bear witnessfor Jesus Christ. It

was for the Word of God and for a testi-

mony of Jesus that the Apostle John suf-

fered exile on the Island of Patmos (Rev.

1:9). By not yielding to Roman political

pressure, he bore witness to the Lordship of

Jesus Christ over his life.

How, then, are we able to witness to

Christ in suffering? Christioldhisdisciples

not to become anxious about how or what

to say when they are delivered up, because

the Spirit of the Father wiU speak through

them (Mt. 10:19). He himself will give

them utterance and wisdom which their

persecutors cannot resist (Lk. 21:14-15).

In enduring suffering, Christians testify to

the power and victory of Christ over their

adversaries.

Thirdly, Christians endure suffering

for the Word ofGod, and consequently the

Gospel spreads even further. For the sake

of the Gospel, Paul’s endurance in suffer-

ings had yielded to the furtherance of the

Gospel (II Tim . 2:8- 1 1). Herein contains a

secret of God’s method of church growth:

through the suffering of his people, par-

ticularly through the suffering of the gos-

pel-bearers, God calls his own into union

with Christ. This theme is in dire contrast

to today’s theology of success where there

is little room for the cross.

Many evangelists in China who had

suffered imprisonment testified that their

churches increased numerically and grew

in quality during the period of their con-

finement. An evangelist, imprisoned in

1960 and released in 1979, found that his

country parish had grown from 300 to

5,000! Today that community has grown

to 20,000. As a result of the evangelist’s

imprisonment, the laity rose to take up

pastoral and evangelistic responsibilities.

Thus, there are at least three purposes

for enduring suffering for Christ: (1) to

learn obedience to do God s will; (2) to

bear witness to Christ; and (3) to enhance

the spread of the gospel.

The Pathway of the Cross and the

Churches Today

Jesus spoke to the seven churches in

AsiaMinorlhrough the ApostleJohn.These

churches hadalready endured over 30 years

of suffering and were still in the midst of it

They were faced with a threefold crises of

faith. First, there was a sustained political

persecution under Domitian’s reign which
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eration? By whai standards will he judge

us? In his letter to the seven churches in

Asia, Jesus evaluated each church accord-

ing to their deeds— the sufferings endured

(Rev. 2:2,9); their faithfulness tohim against

the rising tide of false teachers (Rev.

2:10,13), and obedience to his Word (Rev.

2:13,26; 3:3,8).

Christians are children of glory and are

destined for glory through the pathway of

the cross. Christian brethren in persecuted

countries are already treading the pathway

of the cross. They have gone ahead of us

and have shown us the way. They have

made a deliberate choice for the Lord. As

a result, the Lord is well pleased, as evi-

denced by the gift of his presence in some

unusual manner, the demonstration of his

power in signs and miracles, and the fact

that he is adding hundreds ofthousands and

even millions unto their fold. In the midst

of the persecution of 1983, a certain church

group in Central Chinamade abreakthrough

by taking the pathway of the cross. Today

they have grown from 200 churches to

more than 2,0(X)! The pathway ofthe cross

is their secret to church growth.

To those who are faithful to Christ and

walk the pathway of the cross with him, he

will give us the crown of life (James 1:12;

Rev. 2:10). For those who are faithful and

endure will reign with him (II Tim. 2:12;

Rev. 3:21).

(Used by permission. Excerpts from

Plenary paper presented atALCOE II, Sin-

gapore, October 21-26, 1987.)

Dr. Jonathan Chao

Director ofChinese

Church Research

Center, Hong Kong
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resulted in exile of the church leaders.

Second, there was the continued religious

persecution of the Jews as well as the emer-

gence of false teachers which adulterated

the purity of the gospel. Third, secularism

infiltrated the church which brought de-

generation in the morality. These were

threatening the purity and the vitality of the

early church.

These same factors are also endanger-

ing the evangelical churches today.

Churches in China, North Korea, Vietnam,

and Cambodia are still suffering under

communist totalitarian rule. Religious per-

secution and false Christian teachings are

troubling today’s churches. In the more

economically developed countries like

Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong,

Singapore and Indonesia, secularism has

crept in the churches. One form of Chris-

tian secularism is the theology of prosper-

ity which leaves very little room for a

theology of the cross.

If churches today want to regain their

original love for the Lord Jesus, ifchurches

want to make an impact upon their society,

and ifchurch leaders want the delightof the

Lord and to reign with him in glory, they

must return to the cross and learn to follow

the footsteps of Jesus. What the churches

need today is a theology of the pathway of

the cross that leads to Glory.

On the day of reckoning, how will the

Lord judge us church leaders of this gen-
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Need for a

Theology of Suffering

by Bong Rin Ro

during the time of Christ.

I
ncreasing Christian Suffering

in Asia

The Christian Federation of Malaysia

announced last February that 33 or more

people were arrested under the Internal

Security Act of 1960 to serve two years in

prison without trial. Among them were at

least ten Christians on the charge of “fur-

thering the cause of ‘communists’ or ... of

evangelizing Malays that would destabil-

ize the country and thereby threaten the

‘security’ of the nation . This kind of

Christian suffering can be multiplied by the

thousands.

Christians’ concern on suffering,

particularly in Asia, is twofold: First,

Christians in different parts of Asia are

facing increasingoppositions, pressure, and

persecution for their faith. This opposition

against the Christian faith comes through

governmental legislation and religious

persecution. We are observing the revival

of the Constantine Era in Asia today where

religion and state are closely uniting their

efforts to promote the resurgence of

traditional culture and to bring unity among

different tribes and peoples within the

country. The Islamization policy of

Malaysia, Pakistan, and Bangladesh, the

state legislation in Orissa and Madhya

Pradesh in 1968 against conversion and the

highest Supreme Court’s endorsement of

the state’s anti-conversion law in India in

1977 encouraged religious oppositions and

persecutions by militant Hindus, fanatic

Muslims and Buddhists against the church.

Communists’ persecution against

Christians in China, Vietnam, Laos and

Kampuchea all have increasingly made

Christiansaware ofthemselves as a minority

group in their society.

Second, economic poverty and starva-

tion of millions of people have created

another kind of suffering to the human

race. Theologians and lay Christians have

turned their eyes upon the concrete situ-

ation ofhuman suffering and advocated the

action-oriented “doing theology’’ in order

to alleviate the suffering of millions from

their starvation and inhumane conditions

which are often caused by wars and certain

religious beliefs.

Comparison of Present Suffering with

the Early Church

Christians in many parts of Asia and

other parts of the world are facing similar

suffering and religious persecution which

Christians of the first three centuries faced.

The early Christians had to suffer under

Roman and Jewish authorities; a small

minority ofChristians in many countries of

Asia today are undergoing suffering from

the reviving living religions of Asia and

unsympathetic government authorities.

In the past. Western colonists regulated

internal and external affairs of the subjects,

but today with thriving nationalism, it is the

national government’s authority that con-

trols all the affairs including religions.

Therefore, the Asian church must carefully

study the New Testament church to apply

its biblical principles.

Scriptural Warnings on Suffering

Jesus warned His disciples on coming

suffering, “He who does not take up his

cross and follow me is not worthy of me

(Mt. 10:38; cf. Lk. 14:25-33; John 15:18).

Paul encourages the Christians in Ephesus

to stand firm for Christ during tribulation,

“Therefore, take unto you the whole armor

of God, that you may be able to withstand

in the evil day and having done all, to

stand’’ (Eph. 6: 1 3). Peter also says, “If you

are reproached for the name of Christ, you

are blessed because the spirit of glory and

ofGod rests upon you” (I Pet. 4: 14). These

words of Jesus and His disciples are rele-

vant for Christians today just as they were

Need for a Theology of Suffering

The first theologian who developed the

theology of suffering was Dr, Kazoh

Kitamori ofJapan in his book. Theology of

Pain of God, in 1946. When Japan went

through a time of devastation and suffering

right after World War II. he developed a

Japanese indigenous theology. To him the

pain of God theology is central to the

Christian message, and his thesis is based

on Jeremiah 3 1 :20, “Ephraim,my dear son.

is he a delightful child? Indeed, as often as

I have spoken against him, I certainly still

remember him; therefore, my heart yearns

for him; I will surely have mercy on him.”

declares the Lord. The key word in this

phrase is the Hebrew verb “hamah” which

Dr. Kitamori interprets as “Pain”. He

believes thatGod suffered for Ephraim and

thus suffers for His people (Ro’s

“Contextualization: Asian Theology,” in

the Bible and Theology in Asian Contexts,

pp. 71-72).

Evangelical theologians in Asia also

need to exegete the theology of suffering

from the biblical text in order to relate to the

different contexts in Asia. Sharing Jesus in

Two-Thirds WorW,editedby Vinay Samuel

and Chris Sugden, points out that the key

theological issue in the present day is

Christology. “At the heart of Christian

mission is ourunderstanding ofJesus Christ,

His person and mission” (p.x). A theology

of suffering which the affluent Western

world does not fully understand is certainly

a needed contextual Asian theology which

evangelical theologians must develop in

the future.

Key Issues on Suffering

Christian suffering has two prongs:

external and internal. Suffering and

persecution which happen to Christians

10
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Need for Theology of Suffering

Mongolia

China

Japan

area

India Bangladesh

5ŜWLanka

<1.aiwan

O
Thaii
laniL Setnam Philippines

externally cannot be easily controlled by

Christians. However, Christians have the

responsibilities of establishing peace,

justice and freedom of religion through

prayers and living out a Christian life in

society.

Internally, the Christian church must

teach its congregation how to prepare for

suffering. In mainland China one of the

questions commonly asked of new mem-

bers of the Christian fellowship is “Areyou

willing to suffer?” When I was speaking to

a group of Christians about the sufferings

of Korean Christians by the Japanese and

Communists at a private home in Kota

Kinabalu. Sabah, East Malaysia several

years ago, I was reminded by the hostess

that I should not speak too loudly, because

her neighboring Muslim would hear and

cause problems.

Very often. Christians isolate them-

Indonesia
|

OO O o

o ^ J

selves from their non-Christian friends,

and they are not prepared to meet chal-

lenges and oppression from anti-Christian

forces. Therefore, the church must train its

laity to meet these challenges.

Christians must stand together in a

country where persecutions occur and

campaign for religious freedom anddemo-

cratic policies. Nevertheless, the internal

spiritual preparation for suffering and per-

secution is more urgently needed.

Conclusion

Yes, Christian suffering is increasing

throughout Asia and has certainly created

concern on the part of many Christians.

However, the key question arising in the

midst of suffering is whether the church is

ready spiritually to meet this challenge and

to stand firm in the midst of suffering.

Christian suffering can be a blessing as in

the caseofthe Korean andChinesechurches

or can cause the church to disappear as in

the North African church.

(
Reprinted with permission from Asia

Theological News, Vol. 14:3, July-

September 1988.)

Dr. Bong Rin Ro

Executive Secretary ofATA

and Dean ofAGST
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A Letter to
.

The Churches in Asia

Jomihan Chao, Director ofCUmse %Z‘Rtk^d!CenLl'Secretary of

n^wentu four participantsfrom
fweCvt countries met

inotnaM ftbruciry 24-27, 1988
,
fora Consufta^

rjn^ci^ft In The Midst ofSuffering, spwt^ed by

Ttff^dJ^Up/rtru, -Ih,u.uCd,,.e«.
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parts of the Church in fUsia are functioning under vaned
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suffering under repressive regimes astohcno they remain
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Itsus Christ, the Lord of the Church.
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adverse times in the years ahead.
r r>
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persecutions against the Christian churches by

adverse political, reli0ious and socio-economic forces in

Wed" that whife allgovernments in Hisia have

guaranteed religious freedom in Mr
some of them have regrettably denied freedom to the

Church in actual practice. ,

Communist countries such as iMainland China, 9iprt

%prea, Vietnam, Laos, Kampuchea and Communist

L
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dearees of persecution, discnmina^ and

cJZnst thl Church. 7or eKfimple, _
ZainlandChinafunction undersevere
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Ty official rJgnitionfrom
the authorities c^^

‘We malso aware of some pastors being put in prison

„fre-educaZ cenurs in ‘Vietnarn.Je grave

Mat ofCommunism has spilled over to the

Taiwan andSouth ‘Korea. iVe recognize the nn^*P^^

uncertainty ofthe Church inOlong
Kpng as shefaces 1997.

^iMuzation policy in l^ian countries swh «

Malaysia, ‘Pakistan and
^''ZZZfhwchZ

undJ pressures and varied difficulties for th^ churc

tZre. In certain areas of‘WestSisiasome

their hearts to Christ have suffered^eatly
at

^
religious and political leaders and even at the hands of

their loved ones.
. . f .

Militant 9hnduism in India is instigating vefutrunt

opposition particularly against certain

ZealousMindu communalorganizations
oppose and resist

Christian evangelistic endeavors. Many Chnsmns in

states
suchasOrissaandPlruriachMwe.nattwKed a^hey

refused to get reconverud to 9ftndiusm. In the 9hndu

Kingdom of Mfpal those baptizing and those getting

Bavtized face imprisemment.
^

lAnotherformofsuffenngspnngsfromecon^pove^

especudly in the underdeveloped ccwntnu of Asul The

recent me ofPisian refugees with theirabject poverty and

World Evangelization
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Letter to The Churches in Asia

24 participantsfrom 12 Asian countries met in Hong Kong to discuss

increasing Christian suffering under different circumstances in Asia.

Some of the participants at the Consultation.

tfu squalidcmditians oftfuir refugee camps
have also Seen

a source of immense suffering, ^any Christians suffer

along zvith them,
. .

Weforesee that sufferingandpersecutum^ Cnmtians

in fUia toill increase But toe also recognize that

Mnughtu God is sovereign; that ^He is zvorking out Ojts

purposes andcontroOing the affairs ofthe uJoM; and that

the churches underpersecutionuMcontinue to eKpenenu

sianifkantgrenoth. (Persecution has causedgreat spiritual

renetoaUn the Church, l^is ‘TertidCian, the early Church

ffathersaid: r r i
We recognized the need to prepare ourselvesforfuture

sufferings in thefotlozving zvags:
. . j

(1) affirming the oneness of the 'Body ofChrist ana

cultivating a deeper measure of active continental and

global cooperation.

(2) By intelligently and fervently praying for one

(3) By developinglay leadership zvhosefaith is Basedon

the centrality of the Word of Qod and zvhose life is

governed By its authority.
» y ^ ^ y

[4} By studying and memorizing the Word of (yoa

diligently and regularly.

(d) Byfostering a cueperspirit ofzvorship, communum

and zvalUzvith the iRisen Lord in holiness and love.

(6) By adopting an appropriau life style that zvUl

identify us zvith the suffering Church.

(7) By creating effective avenues of contacts and

communications direct^ or indirectly zvith churches

suffenngpersuution

(8) By praying for zvisdom, graze and boldness in

carrying out the great Commission in the midst of

persecution.

We inviu Chris tians andchurches in Jifia to implement

andpromou these preparatory measures so as to enable

themtoendure theaffUctionsofthegospel. Weencourage

them also to engage actively in the pursuit ofpeace,jusHu

and religiousfreedom.

We covenant together to continue the unfinished task,

offCiscipling the nations,for the Scriptures assure us that

our labors are not in vain in the Lord. 9le is trustzvortfw

andisfulfillinghisWord: ""f zvillBuildr^^Churchandthe

gates of hellshall not prevail against it " (Matt. 16:18).

We refuse to Be discouragedanddefeatedin the midst of

suffering, Because ofourfaith in the Lordofhistory and

^nhe Blessed hope of the glorious appearing of ourgreat

godandSavior fesus Christ " (Titus 2:13).

'OfffiV may the Lordofpeace himselfgive youpeace at

all times and in every zvay. Tie Lord Be zvith all ofyou
'

(2Tiess.3:16).

fn Christ,

BTA Consultation Barticipants

9long 'Kpug, ffebruary 27, 1988
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The Church in Mainland

China Today:

Ambiguities in Party Reiigious Policy

by Anthony P.B. Lambert

S ince the fall of former Communist

Party General Secretary Hu Yao-

bang from power in January 1987, official

mainland Chinese government policy

towards the church appears to have stag-

nated. Despite the victory of the reformist

wing of the Chinese Communist Party

(CCP) at the 13th Party Congress in No-

vember 1987, there seems to be no marked

liberalization in govemmentpolicy towards

the church.

After Hu’s fall from power, conserva-

tive, Maoist forces within the CCP un-

leashed the ‘anti-bourgeois liberalization

campaign* against unhealthy Western in-

fluences. This was aimed particularly at

intellectuals who had called for genuine

democracy and human rights. Although

this campaign was short-hved, it gave left-

wing cadres at the lower and middle levels

of the CCP the excuse to tighten control of

the church. 1987 several cases of persecu-

tion of Christians were reported.

Present Government and TSPM
Religious Policy

In August 1987, the Protestant Three

Self Patriotic Movement (TSPM), which

relays CCP policy to the churches and acts

as a control over them, held its national

congress in Chengdu. At this conference,

TSPM leaders stated their intention to focus

their attention on the growing rural church,

and to draw up regulations for supervising

the churches at the local level. In many

rural areas the church is growing fast, but

because of the lack of trained leadership

heresies and cults are also springing up to

lead many Christians astray. The TSPM
decisions to train more pastors and volun-

tary workers and publish some Christian

literature suitable for the rural believers are

praiseworthy ones.

However, unfortunately, this was only

one side of the picture. An internal report

of the congress from a reliable Christian

source painted a rather different picture.

According to this report, the TSPM have

drawn up a whole series of regulations to

tighten control of the churches at the local

level:

1. Only those over 18 may be bap-

tized, and lists of baptismal candidates

must first be cleared not only by the TSPM
and China Christian Council, but also by

the Party’s Religious Affairs Bureau and

other relevant government departments.

2. All pastoral staff and voluntary

Christian workers (yigong) must ‘love

country and love religion’ (i.e. obey Party

policies). Those who disobey Party regu-

lations and repeatedly fail to ‘repent*, will

be stripped of the ministry, and of their

church membership.

3. Christian leaders in charge of

churches and meeting-points (registered

home-meetings) must be approved by the

Party’s Religious Affairs Bureau, United

Front Work Department (UFWD, an offi-

cial department of CCP which controls all
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groups outside of CCP, including all reli-

gious bodies), and the TSPM at the county

or provincial level. They must pass a

political examination before they are offi-

cially allowed to preach. All itinerant

(house-church) evangelists who have not

obtained such approval, are prohibited from

conducting religious activities, and they

should be reported by the TSPM to the

higher authorities. All meeting-points have

to be approved by the government

4. All pastors, before their ordination,

must be approved by the Religious Affairs

Bureau and the UFWD as well as by the

TSPM.
5. The TSPM must step up patriotic

Three Self education to "improve the qual-

ity ofthebelievers and strengthen the sense

of calling of the pastoral workers, so as to

guard against self-appointed evangelists."

From this report it appears that all reli-

gious activities and meetings outside those

approved by the Party are iUegal. Legal re-

ligious activity isonly thatconducted within

government-approved buildings. This is,

if anything, a step backwards from the

grudging toleration of Christian house-

church activities which was granted in 1982

by the Party in an ambiguous fashion in its

main policy document on religion.

Thatpolicy towards independenthouse-

church activities has, in fact, tightened up

over the last 2 years, is further confirmed

by new regulations published in Beijing in

January 1988 by UFWD. In a handbook

published for the use of all its lower-level

cadres, the UFWD states:

"Normal religious activities are pro-

tected by our Constitution and laws. They

are conducted under the leadership of the

patriotic religious organizations in places

for religious activities which have been

opened with the permission of the relevant

government departments."

The implication is clear— independent

house-church activities are not "normal"

religious activities, nor have they been au-

thorized by the relevant government de-

partments. Therefore they fall outside the

scope of those religious activities "pro-

tected" by the government. Rather, they

are illegal, and risk outright suppression.

Pressures on the Church at the Local

Level

In mainland China there is very often a

gap between official Parly policy and what

is actually going on at local level. Some

readers may therefore wish to inquire, quite

legitimately, whether these repressivepoli-

cies are actually being implemented at the

local level. Mounting evidence shows that

in many areas the answer is, unfortunately

,

yes. To that evidence we now turn.

One ofthe main problems the mainland

Chinese government faces in implement-

ing its program for reform is that of ' left-

ism". Thousands of CCP officials at aU

levels of government are, still to varying

degrees, imbued with Maoist ideology and

suspicious of reforms which, in their view,

have led to a dilution of socialism with

bourgeois. Western ideas. This is nowhere

more true than in the realm of religious pol-

icy. Post-Mao religious policy by nomeans

grants full religious freedom, but even that

limited degree of liberalization has gone

too far for some cadres. So serious is this

opposition to any further liberalization on

the religious front, that a senior CCP offi-

cial wrote a long position-paper in 1984

sharply criticizing leftist officials and reli-

gious workers. He even extended his at-

tack to certain TSPM leaders:

"There are some leaders' in religious

circles who have lost their representative-

ness. and who do not represent the legiti-

mate rights of religious circles. They are

good at fawning, being ’yes-men,’ and ac-

cepting leadership, but what they do is not

A Three-Self Catholic Church in Tienjin

(photo by Sandra Wittig)

to act as a bridge between the Party and be-

lievers. but rather increases the gap be-

tween them, and makes the cadres even

more isolated. If our cadres really want to

rally the believers, they should not detest

the religious leaders who are truly religious

(literally, ’love religion*), nor simply rely

on, and welcome, those religious leaders

who do not love their religion. It is pre-

cisely the fact that they truly love their

religion which gives these leaders their

mass support."

This amazing statement from a senior

Party official intimately acquainted with

"United Front" work confirms what many

Christians in China have been saying for

years, that some of the leadership of the

TSPM are unspiritual and more interested

in implementing Communist party policy

than in spreading the Gospel. It reveals that

some of the more liberal Party leaders now

recognize that these political elements

within theTSPM are a serious hindrance to

rallying Christiansbehind thenew reformist

policies of the government.

This senior official, who used the pen-

name "Ru Wen" painted a rather depress-

ing picture of how the supposedly more

liberal religious policy which was adopted

by the Party in 1982 has been implemented

in many areas:

"In some areas (the cadres) make 'patri-

otic covenants’, 'the Eight Don’ts , the Ten

Don’ts' in the name of the religious organi-

zations which is extremely unhelpful to

rallying the believers around the patriotic

religious organizations (e.g., TSPM).

...They decree that young people and chil-

dren under 18 are not even allowed to enter

the churches and force the pastors to pro-

claim ‘patriotic covenants’ from the pul-

pits."

It is interesting to compare these words

of a senior CCP leader with a statement

made in October 1987 by Bishop Ding

Guangxun, Chairman of the TSPM in an

interview with an American minister: Our

churches in mainland China are certainly

not more government approved than

churches in North America or many other

places." In fact Ding’s bland reassurances

are directly confuted by the internal policy

statements of the Party and his own organi-

zation. This evidence shows conclusively

that the TSPM and China Christian Coun-

cil are directly responsible to Party organs.

In some areas they may enjoy a degree of
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autonomy, but in others control ,
as

we have seen, is extremely tight.

The available evidence sug-

gests that between 1984-86 pres-

sures were building up even
within

the Party for a further liberaliza-

tion of the religious policy. How-

ever, the fall of Hu Yaobang in

January 1987 has, so far, set back

such reform. At the local level in

many areas, leftistcadres still have

a free-hand to implement very re-

pressive measures against the

church.

For instance, in June 1987 a

group of 300 Chrisuans in Fujian

decided to build a church, and

submitted application forms to the

local UFWD several times.

However, in spite of these efforts

on their part to seek legal

registration, on 21 June a

policeman from the Public Security

Bureau came to the meeting and

forbade them from preaching in

thename ofJesus Christever again.

The pastor was warned he would

be accused of being a counter-

revolutionary (a very serious

offense in mainland China). This

persecution seems more likely to

be the arbitrary act of the local

officialdom, than of co-ordinated

policy.

In Tancheng County in Shan-

dong earlier this year very detailed

restrictions were drawn up. Young people

under 18 are not even allowed to attend

(TSPM) church activities in the "open"

churches. Christians are forbidden to re-

ceive any Bibles or Christian literature

from overseas, or to listen to Gospel radio

broadcasts.

Inonecounty ofHenan.the local United

FrontWork Department stated quite bluntly

in its internal regulations dated August

1987: "We must make a clear distinction

between the Bible and Party policy; when

the Bible conflicts with Party policy,

everything must be done unswervingly in

accordance with the Party policy."

Draconian measures were also drawn

up here, banning all private home-meet-

ings, prohibiting itinerant evangelism, and

banning all evangelism whether organiza-

tional or personal outside registered

churches or meeting-points. Children un-

MainTTiTd CliTira

Faces at Jinshou Temple, (photo by Sandra Wittig)

der 18arealso not allowed to attend any re-

ligious activities, even in the TSPM

churches. These rules slate very clearly

that "all religious activities mustbebrought

under the leadership of the local Party

branches of each village." This statement

shows clearly that the Party seeks to con-

trol thechurch rightdown to the village, es-

pecially in Henan where, according tomany

reports, there are home-meetings in many,

perhaps most, of the villages.

Official TSPM statements that there is

no conflict between loyalty to Christ and to

the Party sound rather unconvincing in the

lightofsuch documents. It is not surprising

that in such areas independenthouse-church

activities are on the increase, and that there

is often sharp polarization between the

localTSPM and the house-churches, which

is not so evident in areas where Party reli-

ainiis Doliev is implemented in more

liberal manner.

Concerted Official Pressures on

the Church

We should recognize that while

the Party does seek to control Chris-

tian activities down to the village

level, some of the more severe re-

strictions at the county level de-

tailed above may only be due to

pressures from local leftist officials,

and do not necessarily represent

national government policy.

However, in recent months a

number of repressive measures

aimed against independent Chris-

tian activities have come to light

which are not easily explained
away

as local leftist aberrations.

At the provincial level there is

disturbing new evidence that the

authorities and the TSPM are

determined to crack down on all

Christian activities outside the

TSPM umbrella. InShanxiProvince

the TSPM promulgated tough new

regulations in the summer of 1987.

They were originally dated January

1987, but reportedly met with such

strong opposition from Christians

within the TSPM that their

implementation was delayed. These

provincial regulations are easily the

most "leftist" in flavor since the

Party’s religious policy was

liberalized in 1979.

Not only do they ban all house-church

meetings and evangelism, but they even

lay down rules to control the content of the

preaching in the TSPM churches. All ser-

mons on "negative, escapist themes" (Three

Self terminology for leaching on the Sec-

ond Coming,hell andjudgment) isbanned.

As Three Selfspokesmen have on occasion

denied that there is any government control

orcensorshipofpreaching in theirchurches,

it is, again, interesting to read their own

internal documentation. These regulations

also slate that all pastors must obtain the

permission of local Party organs before

they are allowed to lead religious activities,

and that all meetings must be approved by

the local government.

InGuangzhou (Canton) strictnew regu-

lations for the control of religion in the

whole of Guangdong Province were pub-

lished in the main newspaper in May 1988
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These regulaiions state that all places of

worship such as churches and "meeting-

points" must register with the Religious

Affairs Bureau and that any meetings not

so approved cannot carry on religious ac-

tivities:

"Normal religious activities in places

which have been officially approved are

protected by law. But no one may evangel-

ize or carry out religious activities in any

other public place, nor distribute religious

propaganda.... Those who have arbitrarily

set up or organized religious activities with-

out obtaining permission, are ordered by

the Religious Affairs Bureau to stop. Those

who disobey will be dealt with by the

Public Security organs in accordance with

the gravity of the offense."

What is alarming about this public

pronouncement is thatGuangzhou has been

one of the freest cities in mainland China,

so far as independent house-church activi-

ties are concerned. Local Christians there

are reported to be concerned, and are pray-

ing earnestly for guidance.

It is in Central China, particularly Anhui

and Henan, where one sees the strongest

pressures on the church in recent months.

Several cases ofconcerted official pressure

against house-church activities have been

reported, and are difficult to explain away

as merely due to one or two "leftist" Party

cadres, because of the degree of organiza-

tion involved.

On 18 September 1987 a Religious

Affairs Conference was held in a large city

in Anhui, to which local pastors and preach-

ers were summoned. The authorities stated

that Christianity was spreading fast and

this was creating problems. They decided

to ban all home-meetings and quoted anew

official document to that effect. Only one

of the preachers dared to disagree. With

considerable courage he stood up and stated

that "this documentmay represent the Party,

the State and the government, but it cer-

tainly does not represent God."

More seriously, another largeReligious

Affairs conference was held in mid-March

1988 at Jieshou on the Anhui-Henan bor-

der to deal with "illegal" house-church

activities. This conference covered the

whole of the Fuyang District (11 counties)

in Northern Anhui and two neighboring

counties in Henan. Members of the Reli-

gious Affairs Bureau, United Front,

People’s Procuraiorate, People’s Courts

and Public Security Bureau attended. The

conferenceoutlawed house-churches in this

area, and prohibited listening to Gospel

radio and receiving Christian books from

overseas. At the beginning of April 1988

these strict regulations were publicly an-

nounced on local radio and TV, and by

loud-speakers on the streets of Fuyang,

warning that people who disobeyed would

be liable to arrest. A conference of this

scale could hardly be held without govern-

ment permission at a fairly high level.

It is significant that it is precisely this

area of Anhui and Henan which has seen

tens of thousands of Christians leave the

Three Selfchurches and registered meeting-

points recently. Thereisalsomuchextreme

sectarian activity. However, while publicly

the authorities and the TSPM attack the

"shouters" and other sects of dubious

orthodoxy, it seems that many perfectly

orthodox evangelical Christians are also

under attack simply for refusing to join the

Three Self.

In the cases cited above, it is very

difficult to distinguish local "leftist"

persecution of the church from official

government policy. Here we see evidence

of coordinated efforts by the authorities at

a high level to limit Christian activities.

While there have been many areas with no

reports, so far, of persecution, arrests or

restrictive regulations, the number of

provinces from which there have been such

reports has increased in the last 2 years to

at least 12.

InternationalImageand Internal Reality

The documentary evidence quoted

above is sufficient to show that there is a

wide credibility gap between the image the

TSPM assiduously cultivates of itself over-

seas and the sobering reality of Party-su-

pervised "normal" religious activities within

mainland China. 1987 October Bishop

Ding stated in an interview that:

Beijing Siation.(photo by Sandra Wittig)

A Three-Self Christian Church in Shanghai
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The Great Wall

"The structure and style of Chinese

government and society neither requires

nor provides any process whereby Chris-

tian groups must be registered. ...As I have

just said, mainland China has no system

whereby Christians must register with any

government agency or any other organiza-

tion."

Yet since this statement was made, and

widely publicized internationally, several

Party and TSPM documents, which we

have examined above, have become avail-

able which state the opposite. Most re-

cently, the government-controlled Press in

Guangzhou has issued its regulations re-

quiring registration with the government

by all religious groups.

A long article by Rev. Han Wenzao in

the November 1987 issue ofTianFeng (the

TSPM magazine) strongly attacked Hong

Kong-based "China Ministries" while

claiming that more and more evangelical

organizations overseas were recognizing

theTSPM, and that this constituted a break-

through in the TSPM*s work of building

international relations. It seems that the

TSPM is making a concerted effort to iso-

lateChristian organizations effectively sup-

porting the Chinese church through Gospel

radio and Christian literature ministries,

because these ministries are not controlled

by the TSPM. The TSPM leadership fails

to mention that tens of thousands of Chris-

tians and inquirers in mainland China have

written to such Christian groups asking for

Bibles and other Christian books and ex-

pressing warm appreciation for Gospel

radio programs and other help they have re-

ceived. None of the groups seriously in-

volved in such ministry have any intention

of setting upold denominational or mission

structures, but are responding in Christian

love to the definite needs expressed by

their brothers and sisters in Christ in main-

land China. Most are all loo well aware of

the dangers of re-establishing unhealthy

patterns of domination and paternalism,

and see their relationship with Chinese

Christians as a relationship of equality.

Few places in the world have seen such ex-

traordinary church growth as in mainland

China, so there should be no reason for any

sense of spiritual or cultural superiority on

the part of those who are privileged to be in

contact with theChinese Christians. Rather,

they seek to learn humbly the lessons which

God has for the worldwide church through

the experiences of his people in mainland

China.

What of the Future?

In conclusion, the evidence suggests

that "freedom of religious belief, as it is

defined and implemented in mainlandChina

is still strictly circumscribed. In some

areas (particularly the coastal provinces

which are visitedby many overseasChinese,

and are more liberal in ^their overall

economic policies) religious policy may be

applied moreleniently. However.although

the Party decided to continue with its

program of economic reforms at the 13th

Party Congress October 1987, there has

been no corresponding liberalization in its

religious policy. Calls for radical reform

and liberalization of the Party’s policy

towards the church, such as that by "Ru

Wen" mentioned above, have not been

followed up. Whereas Party United Front

Work documents in 1984-86 were largely

attacking "leftist" (Maoist) cadres and

religious policies, now there is a more

cautious approach, which, while

recognizing the dangers of "lefusm", also

attacks theerrors of "rightism" (i.e. allowing

religious activities to grow unchecked.)

The Three Self, in particular, since its

National Conference 1987, seems locked

in a rather sterile position of opposition to

thenot inconsiderablenumberofChristians

who still prefer to meet outside its auspices.

The immediate future may see the church

in mainland China continuing to exist in a

rather unsatisfactory "twilight zone" in

which religious freedom continues to be

defined and implemented arbitrarily by the

Party. However,inthelongerterm,justas

the disappearance of the "Long March"

generation has led to the gradual

liberalization of the Party’s economic and

social policies, so the disappearance from

the scene of leftist cadres in the Religious

Affairs Bureau, and ofTSPM leaders who

were known persecutors of the church in

the fifties and sixties, may lead to a genuine

liberalization and betterdays for thechurch.

(Reprinted with permision from

Chinese Around th eWorld. September and

October 1988, published by Chinese

CoordinationCentreofWorldEvangelism .)
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Overseas Missionary Fellowship
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